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CHESTP4UT STREET REOPENED TODAY
Chestnut Street which has been closed since Sept. 12, was reopened by the Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation and Harper & Arterburn, contractors on a pedestrian overpass project at Murray State University. Earlier
this morning (photo) DOT workers were busily painting crosswalks on the street, which has been the subject of
controversy since it closed. The street was reopened to one-lane of traffic through the construction area. Motorists
are urged to proceed with caution and to _observe the signals of flagmen stationed at either end of the area. .
SLIM Photo by Lowell fudiley
Western Ky. Jobless
Rate At 3.2 Percent
Calloway County's jobless rate stood
at 3.2 percent going into October, ac-
cording to figures released today by the
Kentucky Department for. Human
Resources.
Western Kentucky's unemployment
rate dropped from 4.2 percent in August
to 3.9 percent in September, DHR said.
Robert MacDonald, cheif labor
analyst for the state, said the drop was
clue to Increased hiiiing by area on-
-
-The state unemployment rate In
September was 4.1 per cent, the second
lowest reading for the year (3.7 per cent
in May) and is 2.5 per cent lower than
the national rate," MacDonafdsaid.
Both the highest and lowest rates in
the state were -recorded in this area
with Marshall County high at 8.8 per
cent and Lyon County low with 1.6 per
cent.
Graves County reported a 6.4 percent
jobless rate, while McCraelten County,
had a 3.2 percent rate.--
Band Boosters
Trap Shoot Set
The Calloway County Band. Boosters
will sponsor a trap shoot at the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club, located eff High-
way_ 121  ...North near .Coldwater, an may not receive a card, and should hot._ .rbean awarded by state Transportation.
Saturday, November 5, from 8:00 a.M.
to 5:00 p.m.' - • -
Hal Winchester, president of the club,,
said this will be a fund raising event for
the benefit of the band.
The 'club is composed of parents,
teachers, and interested persons of all
stiidents involved in the bands at East,
"North, , and Southwest Elementary




Rate. At 7 Percent
Administration Looks At
Current Jobless Figures
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter
administration is looking to the latest
unemployment figures for clues on how
well the economy is doing and whether
a tax cut is needed next year to spur it
along.
The nation's jobless rate eased up-
ward from 6.9 percent to 7 percent in
October, with little change showing in
the seventh straight month, the
- government said today.
Those figures were doe for -release
today by the Labor Department...__
. Unemployment has hovered at about
the 7 percent level since April, evidence.
of a slowdown in the economy following
a period of rapid growth early in the
year. However, the administration is




Board will hold its regular quarterly
meeting at the Murray Holiday Inn at
11: 30 a.m. Monday, Nov. 7.
. The purpose of the meeting is to
consider details pertaining to proposed
_improvements at the Murray7Calloway,
Assistance- County -irport and other routine
-matters relating to the operation of the
McDougal Named To Panel
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial_ aid at Murray State
University, is one of two Kentuckians
named to the Federal Aid Application -
Review Panel -at- the Southeastern -
Regional Office of the U. S. Office of
sEducation in Atlanta.
To meet Nov. 6-11, the panel will
evaluate and make funding recom-
mendations for approximately 650
institutional applications by colleges
and universities in nine Southeastern
states for federal student financial aid
_programs for 1978-79.
McDougal has headed the student
financial aid office at Murray State
since 1966 as coordinator and director.
He also worked a year in the Business
Services Division on the campus.
He is currently president-elect of the
Kentucky Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators and was
awarded a certificate of achievement
by that organization in 1976 in
recognition of his efforts. He is
member and has served on nominating
. committees of the Southern Association
of Student Financial Aid
Administrators.
McDougal( who earned' the B.S.
degree at Murray State in 1965 with a
major in business administration,
served as an advisory committee
member of the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority in 1976
and of the American College Testing
ACT) program in 1974.
He has been a member of the Murray
Lions Club since 1965 and has a perfect
record of attendance at the
organization's meetings. During that
time, he has served as chairman or co-
chairman of several major fund-raising
projects. .
Veterans who need assistance in
filling out the Income Questionnaire
Included in their November check are
urged to bring them to the Calloway
County Red Cross Chapter, a
spokesman stated today.
This card, which is being sent to all
.veterans and survivors whit receive VA
checks, must be returned,by January 1
to avoid termination of benefits. If the
recipient is 75 years of age or older he
be concerned.
Those who feel they need help in
filling out their card should bring _
statements as to the amount of Ofe7F
income, medical expenses, amount of
Medicare _deduction, and net worth,
where indicated, the spokesman said
inside today 
airport, according to a spokesman.
Contract Awarded
On Bridge Project
A $632,320 contract for erecting a
bridge across the West Fork of the
Clarks River in Calloway County has
Secretary CaAvin G. Grayson.
The .succe.ful bid for the bridge
project, tube located on the Mayfield-
Murray Road TK-Y 1111 three miles east
of the Grew County line, was sub-
mitted by Barnett Bros., Inc. of Hen-
derson.
Two Sections-20 Pages
The Racer cross country team, ranked ninth in the
nation, will get a tough test at Bowling Green Saturday
when they collide head-on with fourth-ranked East
Tennessee in the Ohio Valley Championship. For the




Mild with occasional periods of
rain likely today through
Saturday. High today in the
upper 60s to around 70. Low
tonight in the low and mid 60s
High Saturday in the mid and
upper 60s.
today's index
Church Page  3-B
Classifieds 5-13, 6-B, 7-B
Crosswords  5-B
Comics 5-B
Dear Abby  2-A
Deaths &Funerals 12-A
Horoscope ... 3-A
Let's Stay Well 2-A
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page 4-A
Sports 8-A., 7-A, 8-A
TV Page • 4-B
_
CHARTER MEMBERS litcOGNIZED — Charter members of the Murray Board of Realtors were recognized at a
combination installation-70th anniversary banquet held here last night. left to right are T. Waldrop, Claude Miller
Hoyt Roberts, and widows of two othtr charter members, Mrs. Hiram Iticker and Mrs. Cross Spann. Other living
charter members not picluied are Harding Galloway and Equal Williams, Deceased chartet members, hr addition 
to
--Tucirerand'SParni; inchEeeman folvition: C-bowiad-iontis, Harve Brown and 
Temple Taturn.
the fourth quarter.
President Carter has. said his
recommendations on any possible tax
cut. next year depend in large part on
the behavior of Key economic statistics,
including the unemployment rate,
during the October-December period.
Legislation designed to bring down
the jobless rate-is still being worked out
between the administration and
congressional leaders. The Humphrey-
Hawkins bill. which Carter has en-
dorsed.in principle, would set goals to
'cid Unemployment and -provide jobs
-needed to meet those gask
The legislation is of particular in-
terest to the Congressional Black
Caucus, which considers the strength of
Carter's support for the bill a key test of
his commitment to black voters who
provided him with crucial support
during his 1976 election campaign.
Meanwhile, Republican leaders have
begun to seize on the economy as a
political issue,---srlytng tfluat-
ministration has failed to curb inflation
and reduce unemployment.
GOP Chairman Bill Brock attacked
the administration Thursday after the
Labor Department reported wholesale
prices rose 0.8 percent in October, the
biggest increase since April.
"With inflation now approaching
double-digit levels and unemployment_
remaining near 7 percent,
becoming increasingly evident to the
American people tharthe Carter ad-
ministration is incapable of managing
the economy in an effective manner,"
he said.
.
A White House spokesman said the
administration was disappointed in the
wholesale price figures, but said there
was no evidence of any acceleration in
the basic inflation rate, currently about
6 percent a year.
_ AWARDIES --Murray Ch4taa Thursday-evenhig flashed three •
top award winners during that organization's 19th Annual Charter Night.
Civitan awarders included (from left) Ryan Graham, Civitan of the Year,





Murray Civitans named Ryan
Graham "Civitan of the Year" and
gave a past president and honor key
award_to Elbert Thomason during the
service club's 19th Annual Charter
Night Thursday.
Charles C. Baker, Nashville, Inter-
national Civitan president, on hand for
the Thursday evening meeting, urged
Civitans "to set goals for today, a week
from today, a month from today. Don't
be concerned the goals are too high.•'
Civitans also cited Hoyt Roberts for
15 years perfect attendance in the club
and honored the one remaining charter
member in the organization; -Hayden
Rickman, who joined the club when it
formed in 1958:
Civitans also passed out a number of
attendance and sales awards during the
fete.
Baker told Civitans, "Anyone can do
anything they want, it is just a matter
of making up your mind. The difference
is whether the attitude is positive or
negative."
The International president told
Civitans to proclaim their uniquenesate
the world. •
Baker told club members to search
for new club ideas and projects. "There
is nothing that stimulates a club better
than a new fresh idea or a new fresh
project," he said.
Baker told Civitans to "apply all
_efforts to become higher mountains, to
strain your potential."
Officers for 1977-78 in Murray
Civitan include: ,-John Emerson,
president, Larry Dunn, president-elect,
James Wilson, secretary, L. A. Jones,
treasurer, Mrs. Hilda Whitnell,
seargeant at arms, and Hoyt Roberts,
chaplain.
OFfiCERS INSTALLED — New officers of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors were installed at the in-
stallation-20th anniversary banquet held here last-night. left to right are Pat Moblet president Bill Kopperud, —
president; AudraMoacly. director John Neubauer, treasurer George Gallam_Iscretarr and Guy Spann, director.
Installing the new officers is recently elected Kentucky Board of Realtors president Chades Murphy of Lexington.
" PIt010% by Ninesie II Gorda. •
•
errerairiftwommrearefitiikan. ....."1/•,...es.-ames.v. • . rrosseamilks.
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Thinks She's in Love
With Her Doctor
By Abigai[ Van &ken -
• ;OJT by The Chic ego- Tobene-N Y News Sy...6 itic
DEAR ABBY: Do doctors ever fall in love with their
patients'? lye been going to a certain doctor for some time
now, and from the firsttime • I saw him something
happened inside me. Now the feeling is so strong I can't
think of anything but him.
I can't come right_ out and tell him how I feel about him,
but it, must show when I look at him_
I hope he r'eads your column, then he might notice me.
Right now I'm just another patient. Please tell me what to
do.
IN LOVE
DEAR IN: Doctors have been known to fall in love with
their patients, but not nearly as often as patients fall in
love with, their doctors. Your feelings are probably a
combination of admiration, respect, gratitude, hero
worship and fantasy-not love.
Don't DO anything, except try to control the -way you
look at him. Fantasies are fun and harmless-but you have
to live in the real world, so don't get your hopes um dear.
DEAR ABBY: I can't get that letter signed PIECES out
of my mind. I've been there, so f know what it's like to love
someone who has stopped loving you.
You said, "Don't permit yourself to think of the lost
love." On the face of it, that appears to be sound advice,
but suppressing such feelings will often make the grief
much worse later on, when the thoughts catch up and
overwhelm the conscious suppression.
The only wey_to adjent to such_a loss is to finaWaccept
the lost relationship as a reality, and then move on to other
things that make life beautiful and worth living.
THREE YEARS LATER. _ .
DEAR THREE: I advise those whose love is not
returped to quit-dwelling on the lost relationahip, but it
goes without saying that first one must accept the fact
that it's over.
DEAR ABBY: My employer is planning a dinner party
for the men in our company and wants to include their
wives. Two of the men are not married.- One is a swinger
who dates several different women. The other is a young
man with a live-in girlfriend.
. My aniplowirtaetathat oivtyle _ timata vitva
' vitesLthua excluding the, swieger's date and the live.-in
girlfriend. Would that be proper?.
•
INQUIRING
DEAR tk-1111.1IttiKG. NO. If wives are to be included, the
single men shoold be invited to bring "a friend."
- DEAR ABBY: I am in my, 60s and have worn dentures
Yeardsa-RetimitlY__Lbad a new.set. made. and the day I
was to pick them up, my dentist had some of his relatives
visiting in his office*. • -
While I was in the chair, a boy who looked to be about 10
wandered in and stood right in front of me gawking while
the dentist asked me to take my old dentures out so he
could put the new ones in. I was mortified!
Abby, all these years none of my children or
grandchildren has ever seen me without my teeth.
A few days later, when my mortification subsided and
my sense of-humor fiturned,lietilized how lucky I was not
to have had this stupid dentist for my gynecologist.
MORTIFIED IN PHOENIX
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Just moved in?
-I can help you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or ,what to see and do. Or whom to ask. '
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I tan sitriplify the
business of getting settled. Help you begin to enjoy your
new town ... good shopping, local attractions, community
opportunities.
And my basket is full of useful gifts to please your
family.













PERFECT ATTENDANCE FOR THE 1976-77 YEAR FOR Bible Study at the Almo Church
of Christ DAS been_a_chieved by seven childrenjet the first year of perfect attendance
a pin with a first year bar is given, and then each year after of perfect attendance an
additional bar is added. Receiving awards were, left to right, Kirk Starks, second year
bar Kris Starks, second year bar; Kelly Starks, third year bar; Brooks Barton, first year
bar Brittiane Bartok-first year bkrf Korey PirodokretTaild-*Far bar Kristy Stiriciabird
year bar. - -
NINO
Kentucky Genealogical Meet
Be Held At Frankfort
d
FRANKFORT, Ky.-If you
are interested in tracing your
fatuity tree, get some tips
from an expert at the Nov. 14
meeting of the Kentucky
Genealogical, Society. This
-*oath's meeting is sponsored
by the Kentucky Historical
society and features Noel
Currer-Briggs, a genealogical
and historieal research
consultant from England, who
has worked on President
Jimmy Carter's ancestry.
The annual election of of-
ficerg 'and general .busineSs
meeting is scheduled for 6:30
p.m. in the Farmer's Bank
building in downtown Frank-
fort. Following the business
meeting, Briggs will lecture at
7:30 p.m. in the Old Capitol.
Briggs will discuss how
Virginia and the other colonies
were founded in the 17th
century and how this affects
methods of genealogists
today. He will also give advice
on how to conduct inquiries in
England, as well as Europe,
and what services are offered
by research agencies and
individual genealogists.
A consultant to Debrett
Ancestry Research in
England, Briggs served in the
Intelligence Corps during
World War H as a cryp-





SOME ENGLISH WILL.. OF
COLONIAL FAMILIES,
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS
IN BUSINESS and the
COMPLETE FAMILY
HISTORIAN, which, will
appear next year. Briggs has
also written several articles in
genealogical papers and
Let's Stay Well By FJ L Blasulgame,-M D
American Women Losing
Battle of the Bottle
0. Mr. 0. K. writes that,
after 15 years of married
life, he believes that -his-
wife has a problem with
alcohol and has become a
chronic user of it. In addi, _
tion to her household
duties, she has an outside
job. She arrivesbome from
work early and has often
had a couple of drinks by
— the time he comes home.
Drinking usually continues
thorugh the weekends. Mr.
0. K. asks for suggestions
to help handle such regular
drinking.
A. Regular drinking, es-
pecially if it is excessive at
times, is a sign of depend-
ence on alcohoL Whether
such a practice of drinking
labels the person an al-
coholic is largely a matter
- of how strict one is in the
definition of this disease.
One test is to see if the
person can regularly skip
several days and not Miss
the alcohol. list), he or she
is less likely to become an
alcoholic and has a margin
of safety beyond the person
who shows persistence of
the urge to drink.
Alcoholism is a subtle
disease and may show up
magazines in Britain and
America.
The public is invited to
attend the meeting. For more
information" about the
meeting, contact Anne Mc-





You don't have to spend a lot__
of long green to give your
home a bright new look, if you
use a little ingenuity-and a
lot of color. --
According -to Frigidaire
kitchen Planning- experts,
"natural" is what's wanted.
Kitchens can come alive with
pots of bright green plants,
dried flower decorations and
gleaming glass jars full of
colorful, natural foods, suTh
as--- cereals; coffee,- and -
legumes.
Wood cabinets are growing
in popularity, and natural-
wood or natural-color
cabinets, tables and chairs are
charming complements.
You can apply your color
sense to appliances now, too.
Many home decorating ex-
perts suggest you get major
appliances in one or more of
the new natural colors
available, and add bright hues
in accessories, wallpaper,
_paint and flooring.... _ -
Solite "ortlie 'Colors you can
acquire include soft, naturar
almond that blends beautifully
with any decorating scheme;
cool, luscious avocado that
seems to bring the freshness
of the great outdoors right into
your kitchen; deep down-to-
-earth coffee that'adcis a touch
. of rustic country charm to any
kitchen; natural, bold, earthy
terra cotta; sunshine wheat, a
pleasant, subtle blend of
warmth and vibrancy; and
sparkling snowcrest white for
a cool, crisp contemporary
look.
All this natural color can
help make your surroundings
seem more cheerful, and that,
naturally, can color the way
you see things.
SURGERY PATIENT
C-. -(Carnie) Hendon of
1603 Magnolia, underwent
major surgery at the Miami
Valley Hospital, Dayton, Ohio,
on Monday. His son, Dr. Gene
Hendon and family, reside at
Dayton. Hendon worked for 47
as a creeping dependence
on drinking. According to
the Department of Ht alth,
Education and Welfare,
American women are los-
-lag the battle of the bottle
and show a larger increase
in the population of prob-
lem drinkers than do men.
Past estimates showed
that one in every five al-
coholics were women, but
the ratio has climbed to
_ .one in three and is grow- ,
ing. 'HEW concludes that
now women constitute one-
third of our estimated nine
to ten million alcoholics.
Some of the common





from the job, if, employed
outside the home.




nation; falls may be fre-
quent.
• - Intolerance to alcohol
and signs of intoxication
after a couple of drinks.
- Women often show
signs of withdrawing from
many activities earlier
enjoyed.
The cause of alcoholism
is unclear, but it is obvious
that some persons tolerate
alcohol better than du-oth-
ers. Problems in the fam-
ily or life situation have
been blamed for "driving a
person to drink," but inter-
nal stress may also con-
tribute. When alcohol, a
year; with the Murray_ sedative, is used in excess,_
postoffice before retiring in the" prObleins remain' uh:
solved and usually mount• 1969. Since that time, he has in.
served as secretary of - intensity, aggravating
Woodman Camp 592, and as
treasurer of the Murray
Rotary Club. Friends desiring
to send him cards and letters





Matthew Haley of Kirksey




been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
BENTON PATIENT
Martha York of Hardin was
dismased October 21 from the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
PATIENT AT BENTON
Dismissed October n from
the Benton Municipal Hospital
was Omar Andetson of
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Porter Shaw of Dexter was




Bobby Henderson of Hardin
was dismissed trim -tlit"
Benton Municipal Hospital on
October 26.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Alice Steely of Hazel
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Penny S. Trimblay of
Farmington has been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.  ' 




man or woman, help is
needed. If he or she will
coopeate, consultation




ment in an institution may
be needed early in therapy.
Alcoholics .Anonymous--_
may prove helpful.
The first major step is
for the person to realize
that he or she cannot toler-
ate alcohol. Abstinance
considered essential by
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his death avenged by BRUCE LI
Thru Tues.Mon-Thur. Sun.-2:30, 7:30.-Th - 7: 30 Only
Fri. & Sat. -725,9-10
The Only Thing More Terrifying
Than The Last 12 Minutes Of This Film
Are The First 92.
You Will Never Again
Feel Safe In The Dark
Late Show Fri. 8. Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment














This little gwl has seen it
and she will never be the same
She has lived ttwough the
Ciste:j Sun.-2:30,7:30Mon.-Thur. -7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat.-7:20, 9:10
"You know, Denver's a good actor. But
then it's not everybody who gets a
chance to co-star wit) God in his
lint picture."
A If RRY WEINTRAUB PRODUCTION
GEORGE BURRS • JOHN DENVER
.. ay! TERI GARR • DONALD PtIASENCL
...IS tt Based en IS, N;ve tn, AVERT CORNAN
DaeTiftl by CARL RE 5(5

























ye THE WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB met at the home of Mrs. Glenn Olson with Mrs.
Mene Coskuner preparing a meal and demonstrating the folk dance of Turkey. At-
tending were, left to right, standing, Monica Walston, German  fabia florer, Brazil,
Tina Olsen. Germany, Marta Adrian°, Brazil, Matilda Canady, Philippines. Mene
Garrastazu, Cuba, Thelma Warlord, Murray, Mene Coskuner, Turkey, kneeling, Tina
Miles, Mexico, On i Klinkerjom, Thailand, aadys Buchanan, Nicaragura,"Ary Tehrani and
" Minch Shayegarrlran, •Sachicko Ferguson, Japan, and Gracie Erwin, Kirksey. Not pic-
turedis Ola Mae Roberts, Cherry Corner.
Mary Ann Cates- Named
Kentucky OES Officer
The Grand Chapter of R e b e c c a
Kentucky, °Eder of the Providence.
Eastern Star, has chosen its. _ Grand- -Adah, , Margaret.
1977-78 officers. Robards, Henderion; ' grand
__ Installed at the group's Ruth Betty R Lewis•
Lear; grand Martha, Faye








Ministries to Families of-and
to Retarded Citizens will be at
First United Methodist
Church, Murray, from three to
six p.m. All Interested persons
are welcome to participate
and a nursery . will be
provided.
"Between the Rivers"
History Weekend will open at
Paris Landing State Park and
will continue on Saturday and
Sunday.
Exhibit in graphic design_
and photography by Vicki
Masden, Louisville, and an
exhibit in drawing by Rodney
Flint, Paducah, will be on
display at the Clara M. Eagle-
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU, through November 16.
Friday, November 4
Murray High School Band
Boosters will sponsor their
annual homemade chili
supper from five p.m. to game
time at the Murray Middle
School cafeteria. Admission
will be one dollar at the door





Ministries to Families of-and
to Retarded Citizens will
continue at the First United
Methodist Church from eight
a.m. to _12:30 p.m. All in-
'Wrested persons are welcome
to participate and a nursery
Diamond Jubilee last week Ashland; grand Esther, grand sentinel, Loyd will be provided.
were: Christina Stapleton, Van Waggoner, on  Louisville
_ Worthy grand matron, Ruth
"-Van Meter, Henderson;
worth , V • ee .
lincre4,---- alittrr.dviliel- 
is en t uc n g
I associate grand matron; Mary - • - - ---
Ann Cates, Mayfield; -
Passociate grand patron, ageant
Robert McKinney,
program for Tim
Walls, injured in motorcycle
• accident, will be held at old
Faxon School' building.„1111taff.--
- waY 51 mud  Ida/Zing at
TO Be, Georgetown msevurcPalCI:eurfl:atrojandg°sPel
4 Saturday, November 5
Fall Festival, sponsored by
Southwest Parent-Teacher
Club, will be held at the South-
west Calloway Elementary
School from six to 8:30 p.m.
All persons over age of 60
will be admitted free to
Murray State- Austin Peay
football game at 1:30 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium. Enter at
gate No. five.
Saturday, November 5
Temple Hill li)dge No. 276
F. &A.M. will meet at seven
p.m. al_the lodge hall.
Sunday, November 6
Mr, and Mrs. Edd Gardner
will be honored at a reception
In ' celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
home of their son, Larry
Gardnerend Mrs. Gardner, let
Hardin from two to four p.m.
Sondes, November
FellOirship dinner will be
held following morning
worship services at the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. Turkey,
dressing, bread, and drinks
will -be -furnished by The:
Church Women.
Sunday, November 6
Annual homecoming will be
at Kirksey United Methodist
Church with morning speaker,
Rev. Robert Farless, basket
dinner, and gospel singing- at




will be at First Presbyterian
,Churchat p.m,
Monday, November 7
Murray Lodge No. 106 F. &
A.M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Madisonville; grand Febrnary24,25, and 26; 1978 ' In 1977 State Pageants, 37
secretary, Margaret J. are the dates ter the 7th Ah. colleges and universities ,
M in kler, Louisville; grand nual Miss Kentucky National 
participated awarding 20,
treasurer, Gertrude th Moore, Teen-ager Pageant being held yein of tattkin 
scholarships
Munf . a nd 625 000.00 in Cashordville. at Georgetown College for the — _
-conductreser ---narrn? WIIIflIVIEMsecunye year. 
-Robinson, HazaW1----aitsociaii young lathes' between 13 and. 
winner reee4enrimrttnuou-.
grand conductress, Anne P. 18 years of age may write for scholarship from Barbizon,
International.Dukes, Louisville; grand further information and ap-
Mrs Forrest emphasized '
Saturday, November 5
Rummage sale will continue
today at the Dexter Com-
munity Center by the Dexter
Homemakers Club.
chaplain, Margaret Hubbard, plications to Ws. Donna
Campbellsville; grand F t PO B 21645orres , . .
Johnson,
—Saturday; November 5
Square and round dancing
viill:be held at the Woodmen of
the_World Hill at 7:30 p.m.
that the participation of 
_ _
the lodge hall, Highway 121
North.
Groups f First Baptist




Women's Bazaar will be from
ten a.m. to four p.m. with
various booths open elf day.
Turkey luncheon will be
served at eleven a.fh. and
Octave noon with tic.keta at twit_
dollars, but must be
pruchased in advance.
MSU Women's Society
Christmas Craft Show for
members only will be at seven
p.m. in Community Room of
Peoples Branch Bank, North
12th and Chestnut Streets. -
Murray Branch of AAUW
will meet at the home of
Melodean Hichs at Hardin at
7:30p.m.
First Baptist Church Senior
Adult Fellowship will have a
potluck luncheon at the home
of the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
and Mrs. Whittaker at twelve
noon.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
the church.
Murray TOPS Club will
`meet fleilth Center at
seven p.m.
. _
Murray Quota Club will




Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church will meet as
follow*: I with Mrs. Helen
Bennett at ten a.m. with Dr.
David Roos to give program,
IV with Mrs. Bailey Gore at
-7:30-pin; s. Robert
marshal, Marie Van Arsdale, Colnmbia, S.C. 20221 or may College was to 
Videotape feature
-,-"Wild
Burgin; i;granel- Strganiak., Telephow-areiranste t rest 
Hiver,Journey" will be shown , ColdWater United Methodist'
- isei hi-14ot c a et i i t•leiii;--"Irrisn eight a.in. Until Meet--4t r
$1,000.00 U.S. &Magi leadership and college en- daily in 
the lobby of the seven p.m.
Lydian--elass room, both at
6:30 p.m. prior to World




BALTIMORE (AP) — The
Johns Hopkins Hospital, where
much of the research leading to
the original Surgeon General's
report on smoking took place,
has banned cigarette machines
and prohibited doctors, nurses
and students from smokinitill___
. 
Georgetown
v,ironment. The Pageantbonds will be awarded to
theme is "What's Right About ,wirm
Pageant. Ili addition the win_ America". The state 
winner
ner will receive an all-expense 
will receive a savings bond in
paid trip to the Miss National this category and the National




h ill 81,000.00 Cash Scholarship.
ers e ent uck ystare
patient care areas. 000 00
Hospital board members de-
cided that physicians should set
examples for the entire hospital
community after receiving a
letter from Dr. Robert Mason,-
associate professor of cardio-
vascular medicine, who wrote
- "as a healing institution, the
—hospital &mild refuse to en.- -
dorse the sale of cigarettes."
Professional staff can now
' smoke only in a specially desig-
nated area in the public dining
room, in the doctors' dining
room and in research labs and
, •
CASH Scholarships, a 1978 ticipate in" the Volunteer.
Mazda GLC Automobile, Community Service Program
$2,000.00 personal appearance which is designed to promote
contract, and other prizes. All teen involvement in her
50 states and the DiStricror emmanitY atiaira'A
Columbia will participate Modeling Charm Course 
will
the-Miss National Teen-ag,er. _
Pageant
be given during the three day
Pageant. event.
tr-Each-contostant--will--par--
Contestants are judged on Tyanna Stewart of Paducah
scholastic achievement.- is the reigning Miss Kentucky
leadership; poise-personality; 'National Teen-ager and will
and anpearance. There is no participate ' in the activities
wn_ta, -- a•s- tient-,--talent-- or- swimsuit tom- nud_cro he 1978 winner.; o er are pa s
are present.._ . petition- - Special invited guests will
fnehide LaVildri Finn -cif
Gadsden, Ala., the reigning
Miss National Teen-ager and
former Kentucky State
Winners Lynn Riddle -of
Paducah, Karol Olive, of Fort
Knox, Cindy Ison of_Greenup,
Terry Martin of Cadiz and
Peggy Harrel of Morehead.
Persons interested should
write immediately for 'ap-
plications, Mrs. Forrest said.
Student Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
Seventh annual Chemistry
Scholarship Tournament,
sponsored by Department of
Chemistry and Student Af-
4iliates-of-the-Iimericarr-
Chemical Society,-will be held
from nine a.m. nth noon in
Room 320 of the Blackburn
Science Building, MSU, This
program is open to high school
students only.
Bluegrass State C.B. Club
convention will be held in
Beshear gymnasium, from
five p.m. to eleven p.m.
SOtKr*Y.INo_000t. 13._Cr 5
Trap Shoot will oe held at
the Jackson Purchase Gun
Club, Highway 11 near
Coldwater, from eight a.m. to
five p.m., sponsored by
Calloway Band Boosters.
_ Saturday, November 5
World Missions Conference
dinner will be at Fellowship










On This Their 20th Anniversary




Chapter M of P.E.O. will
meet at the home of Mrs. A. C.
tarleollette at 730 pit: 'WW1
members to bring items for
the annual "stitchin' and
stirring" silent 'auction.
Recovers', Inc., will meet at
the -Hea1t11---Ctliter,--h1orth-
Seventh and-Olive Streets, at
seven p.m. This is open' to all
persons with family,
emotional, stressing or ner-
vous problems. For in-
formation call Needline.
- Monday, November 7
Calloway County. Band
Boosters Club will meet in the
band room of the high school
at seven p.m. All parents and
interested persons from all
elementary schools and the
high school are urged to at-
tend.
Tuesday, November 8
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at as
follows: I with Mrs. Owen
Billington at nine a.m.,
Janelle Doyle Group in church
parlor at 9:30 a.m., II with
Mrs. R.W. Chruchill at ten
a.m.,-and III with Mrs. Bailey
Riggins at two p.m.
—No
Advanced registration loco
, 1978 spring -semester at
Murray State will begin in
balcony of Rehear-- Gymn
Student Center, from nine
a.m. to three p.m.
Monday, November 7
Executive Board of Murray VISITING CHAPTER—Sher-
Woman's Club will meet at r`f Lea_Sharp, MU Province
11:30 a.m. at the club house. President, will visit' the Delta
Iota Chapter of Kappa Delta
Sorority at Murray State
-University_ Niovernbe.r 4-6.
-Chapters Mis. Sharp's
province are located at the
University of Louisville, Ken-
tucky Wesleyan College,
Western Kentucky Univer-
sitr-and Mut* State. A--
graduate of Morehead Stale.
University with a B. S. in lea-
-tiles with emphasis on
design, Mrs. Sham is an
initiate of Delta Tau 'Chapter
of Kappa Delta. Mrs. Sharp is
now employed _ with the
Department of Parks as a-gift
shop coordinator for all
state park gift shops in Ken-
tucky.
Homemakers Clubs will
--Meet as follows: Coldwater
with Mrs. Ralph Bennett and
New Concord with. Mrs.
Curtice Cook at one pin.,
Countryside with Claudia'
Carson, and New Providence
and Paris Road, with places
not announced.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at 1:30p.m.
Dexter Senior titizens will
not meet due to election.
Murray Star Chaptif No
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the lodge hall at
7.419,1s.,
- Mary Susan Riley And
Mr. Collins To Marry
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Riley of Mayfield announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their younger
daughter, Mary Susan, to David Eugene Collins, son of_Mrs.
Clydean Collins and Bill Collins, also of-Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
jtiley oj Mayfield and Mrs. MoaiceMcCallon and the late Mr. ----
McCallon of ICirksey. She is a 1975 graduate of Mayfield High
School and will be a December 1977 graduate of Murray State
University with a degree in accounting.
Mr.-Collins ifthe grandson of Mrs. W. Henry Collins and the
late Mr. Collins and of Mrs. Clyde Elmore and the late Mr.
Elmore, all of Paris, Tn. fie isa 1972 graduate of Mayfield
High School,. attended Murray State University, and is presen-
tly enrolled at the Southern School of _Pharmacy, Mercer
University, Atlanta, -Ga. He is * member of- Sigma -em social_ ---
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, December
30, at 6:30 p.m. at the Christ United Methodist Church,
Mayfield. A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend




 Frances Drake 
. -FOR SATURDAY,
What kind of day ,will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, readdie foretast




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22( FIVAti
Wilt for The tiroper alr
before engaging in new ac-
tivities. And, where more
ARIES -ovo...4o, -.--research is needed; get busy on
(Mar. 21 to Apr, 20) I e''"11' it. Be self-reliant, persevering.
Be cautious in making SAGITTARIUS 
- 
_£4
directives and don't take others' ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) arkfr
feelings for granted. Alertness Some complicated -situations
and flexibility of thought will -indicated. Be sure you have all
-help- you- to. safer, quicker 'the facts before making
conclusions. decisions. Travel and social
TAURUS . interests favored.
(Apr. 21 to May 21) dike CAPRICORN
The odds are against you .(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Vi
right now, so it's - no time to It'lful to you to make some of
tackle the opposition. Postpone • the' overtures necessary to
action until. Tuesday when bring about congeniality and
you'll have a better chance of helpful agreements. Start right
gettinutttirsestuiveru- am:With-
- GEMINI f̀t;
(May 22 to June 21) zaw' AQUARIUS
Stars warn against (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
vacillating, changing plans or Trend is toward the unusual.
projects before they have been Rightly handled, this can be
given a fair chance to prove profitable, challenging. Don't
themselves. Steady does it! neglect everyday matters,
CANCER „however.
(June 22 to July 23) 404:)--.. PISCES
A flne day! You may be the (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
recipient of snecia_l_favotx..; YOUre=-1, now are far
-.V;kiini -*ad erjailier MOM reliable than -
unexpected benefits. so-called experts. Never un
LEO derestimate your truly
remarkable intuition.(July 24 to Aug. 231
Watch trends and join forces
with those who have a stake in
the common welfare. Your
priceless energy can be of great
help. , -
r Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Tighten reins a bit to observe
with more surety and ease
where you areTheaded. Nothing
should sway you from high
principles, but do avoid stub-
bornness. ..
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI
Purpose  and cv,isdom of
method 'stand out as day's
needs. Dispose of minor items




YOU 11)RN TODAY ale a
natural leader and your inbori
enthusiasm brings you many
followers. Youirewell adapter(
to public tile or bustness on -a ._
large scale. But you have an
artistic side, too, and could
especially shine in the fields of
literature, music or the theater,




present a picture of extreme
self-confidencei_but your inner
convictions are subject to
fluctuations and should be
stabilized. Birthdate of: Vivian -
Leigh, film tar.
PAUL WINSLOW'S:
*Areas largest selection of Hopver,
Eureka, Royal, Filter Queen, Regina,
RaTribovV, KR*, etc. -
We repair any vacuum ever made':










In answer to my letter concerning his bolting of the Democratic Party, Mtr-
Chrisman gave as his reason for norrunning as a Democrafin the Primary Elec-
tion he the other candidates did:
1
"Mr. Finley and the public is entitled to understand my reasons for filing as an
independent... although the most basic reason should be obvious, even to Mr.
Finley.
• . .
One simple reason was that I felt Mayor Scott would bere-ete(ted and there
was no basis for Me to even consider running in the May primary."
•
In checking further, I find that Mr. Chiismarr, to answer the question "Will You
explain why you have decided•not to file for re-election to the city council?"
stated in an interview with this newspaper on March 25, 1977:
"There are about three reasons.
1. Because of my age, 'felt two terms would be enough.
2. I have very strong feelings that it is the obligation of other local residents to
assume the responsibility of directing the affairs of the city.
3. Another factor has been the sale of my business and the possibility that I
may not stay ih Murray. Therefore, it would not be in order for me to run.aed if
elected; possibly have to resign during My term."
Which of these statements did Mr. Chrisman mean?










needs a thorough check-up a,nd
we should take the first step
toward replacing or improving
it Nov. 8.-
That's when we will be asked
to vote yes or no on a proposal
to-call.a convention to rewrite
the constitution. We urge a yes
vote.
The Kentucky Constitution
-- hasn't worn as well as the U. S.
-Constitution. Few things have.
The current - document
concentrates too much power in
the goV-ernor. -Gov. Julian
Carroll. says reform is needed.
He's had to delegate his con-
stitutional tasks to a covey of
aides, whom the public had no
say in choosing.
A governor should have the
right to run for at least a second
term if he desires. The people,
not the constitution, should
decide if he'd doing his job
properly.
-litong look should be taken at
• the current constitution's
provision that the—General
Assembly meet only 60 days
every two years.
popular nowadays to say
_ we need less government, less
'laws, less programs. But the
current- system causes the
' legislature to rush willy-nilly
into mistakes. Then we have to
wait two years for the
legislators- to clean op the
mistakes. The whole legislative
7-,---7-prIcess in Kentucky is similar.
- = - -to the activity of a istUdenC
hurriedly cramming into one
• night all the. things he didn't get
done during a semester.
To cover the gaps in the
*legislative prOCess, the state
' uses snmething- called the
Legislative Research COm-
mission. Its chairman is by law
the speaker of the house, who is
accountable to only one of 100
- state legislative districts. Its
director has no . direct
responsibility to the people.
That makes for fuzzy ac-
countability.
The state's laws regulating
cities_Ar_e—a jumble. Key
— guegficms like annexation and
home rule need to be carefully
treated and regulated in the
state's basic law.
The arguments against a
constitutional convention have
been weak and. contradictory.
"The unvarnished truth is
that in this proposal, the
Kentucky Legislature is
seeking more power for itself at
the expense of the gedirei nut ,"
said James Johnson, executive
director of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
'don't favor rewriting the
state constitution because Gov.
Carroll will have so much
control over every delegate
selected," said 'State Rep.
Larry Overstreet (R-Liberty),
who wishes he were governor.
"And I don't trust Carroll to
rewrite the constitution of the
state of Kentucky.."
The truth is, that a new
constitution would be written
by delegates chosen by the
iLaters and___thal the voters
could accept or reject anything
a constitutional convention
comes up with.
The fears expressed that a
constitutional convention would
be ridden with special interest
groups who don't care abotit the
'general - interest sound
curiously like the cries of
special interests who fear the
general interest.
There are two other con-
siderations. lithe writers of the
current document were so sure
of the future -of_ theirwork, they
wouldn't have 'Made such
exacting rules to kill it. An
unrealistic forrnura - a
number of "yes" votes equal to
one-fourth• of all the voters in
the previous election is, the
-;deinand. '
And last, if the` issue fails
- Nov. 8, Kentuckians must
stumble along with the same
dusty idiosyncratic hodgep-
podge of basic laws for at least
another six years.
We think Kentuckians stand
everything to gain and have
nothing to lose by a 'yes' vote
on the constitutional convention
question.
'Today In Hisiory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Nov. 4, the 308th day
of 1977:There lire 57 -days left in the
year. Today's highlight in history:
On this date in .1952, Dwight
Eisenhower was --elected the 34th
president of the United States. He
defeated Democrat Adlai Stevenson for
the ,..first Republican presidential
victory in 20 years.
On this date:
In 1520, King Christian II was
crowned king of Sweden.
. a
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and 'federal elected.
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
• Any • senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building WaShington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg,
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in .Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. .Richard Weisenberger •
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep, Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street- •
•:Mlitra377 K3;., • 42071.....
In' 1825, the first _boat to reach New
York City by using the Erie Canal
arrived nine days after leaving Buffalo.
In 1884, Democrat Grover Cleveland-
was elected president.
In 1931 the League of Nations
accused Japan of aggression in
Manchuria.
In 1944, the World War II allies
announced that Greece had been
completely liberated from the Nazis.
In 1973, Sen. Edward Brooke of
Massachusetts became the first
Republican senator to publicly urge the
resignation of President • Richard
Nixon.
Ten years ago: Pope Paul underwent
an operation for removal of his prostate
gland.
Five years ago4-President Richard
Nixon said he was confident the United
States would negotiate a Vietnam peace
settlement on the basis of "honor" and
not "surrender."
One year ago: Rhodesian
independence under black majority
rule by March 1, 1978, was proposed by
Britain.
Today's birthdays: Actor Art Carney
is 59 years old. Painter and scenic
designer Eugene Berman is 78.
WRITE A I,E11'ER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters 'must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published. • •
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should he on tonics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to .
conden'se hr reject ally letter .and
limit frequent writers.
Addrest correspenidence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
"One at a time, Jimmy-!"
Looking Back  Sunday School
10 Years Ago
The new Murray State University
Nursing building will be dedicated
tomorrow. It will be named for Dr. Ora
Mason and a portrait-of the Murray
physician will be unveiled at the
dedication, - EAoiee- R. -
director of nursing at the University of
North Carolina, Greensboro, will be the
speaker. ,
Deaths reported include Mrs. Angie
Dowdy, age 91. -
Miss Judy Jetton, daughter of Mr...
and Mrs. Bobby Jetton, and Roger
Mitchell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Mitchell, were married October 20.
Births reported include a girl, Vonnie
Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hays on
October 20. '
The Calloway County High School
Lakers won their opening basketball
genie of the season over Wingo with
Stan Key and Pat Lamb high scorers
for the Lakers and Bill Ingram high for _
Wingo.- The-University-School-Celts-lest-
to Fredonia with 15117411P l'aughn as high
pnint rnan. _
20 Years- Ago
..krgeant First. Class James-E. Poole
_participated in the recent Seventh
Army Small Arms Firing Matches at
Grafenwohr, Germany.
Deaths reported include 0. R.
Denham, age 35.
Nancy Adams, freshman at Murray
State College from Fulton, will appear
as vocalist on the Arthur Godfrey Radio
and Television Show on CBS next week.
Births reported include a grit Janet
Gale, to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Franklin
Byerly on October 28, and a girl,
Barbara May, to Mr. and Mrs. Garvin
Nathaniel Bourland on October 28.




A Way Of Life
---1 - - Cie-- thing-- that- distinguishes__ine preaching  was not a profession but a
followers of Christ from those who are passion. 'He could not keep -1:n ,
not is an attitude of mercy toward Preaching.
others. Being merciful was a way of life Truly grateful for his freedom from
for our Lord Jesus. - - —the law, sin, and death, and un-
Luke 13:10-17 derstanding clearly the will of God for
While Christ was teaching in a his life, Paul cheerfully and faithfully
_ . . _ ,synagogue on the-Sabbatre observed proclaimed the gospel -of Christ, not
- a woman yvhohad stiffer - foreiglateen—b&ad.le- Of-What men might do for hinz
years with all ailment which had kept but because of what Christ had already'
her bent almost double. Her pitiful done for him. Desirous of bringing as
condition and suffering elicited His many as possible into a saving
compassion and sympathy. His great knowledge of Christ, Paul readily
heart of love and mercy was touched demonstrated his willingness to
deeply when He saw the need of the identify himself with °theta- andto show
, woman, heranmid 
misery. 
did something ta mercy toward them in every manner
relieve possible in the hope that they might
In Spite of the criticism which Christ Coale. to knoy Christ as their Saviour
knew
some-worlidwhoemumeweirrecinretheligiogilstan1;iPeardsbersi', anshadrin'Lardg the PgaosleltnOfew-ehfullifit iiiweilitli-avalethat -
the Master said unto her : "Woman, who had never heard it was an act of
- ' flibil art 1itio:4-ed froltiliiiiie lnfirtnity.- 4nerer which-celled for -genuine love _
How 
w 
erfulherthIsmatcnntiot tntistcemenhat v of e and concern. As Icing as basic Christian
release
. Chrwasisthelasild
sounded to' this poor sufferer! 'When- involved, Paul tilt not hesitate to,tilter
doctrines and moral conduct were not





and she glorified God because of what 
people to Christ and-th -get them to bei,;.
submissiVe to the Lord's- will. -We shall






beheldt o  have i
his faithfulness in showing mercyOn uld
gladness and gratitude into the heart of 
toward numerous people in their
various needs. Through following his





the woman. But such was not the case. glorify Christ, and be the agents
The ruler of the synagogue spoke with through whom mercy can be shown to
indignation, saying: "There are six rnanY 'who sorelY need it; not only being
days in which men ought to work; in channels through which blessings may
them therefore come and be healed, come to others, but great satisfaction
and not on the Sabbath day." Thus he and joyous enrichment shall come to ,_.
he regarded as *-viewed with alarm what
a violation of the Sabbath.
e have expected this
by Gene Catheyr-beat -the David- -
Nothing so excited or aroused the
contempt of Christ as such hypocrisy as
this. That any should fail to see in His
miracle the demonstration of the power
of God caused Him to marvel. Instead
of rebuking him for finding fault with
,His marvelous deed in healing the
—woman, Christ charged him and his ilk
with thinking more of an' ox or an ass.
than they did of a daughter of
Abraham. His necessary and severe
rebuke before the people embarrasSed
them. Those who are extremely
scrupulous in various minute matters
*slit never to allow themselves to
become oblivious to human suffering
all around them. God's children should
ever be sensitive to the needs of those
"for whom Christ died.". By His noble
and. cominmendable example Christ
taught clearly that showing mercy and
compassion to a person who needed
them should be a way of life for all of
'those who claim to be Christians.
1 Corinthians 9:19-23
As a follower of Christ, who was
striving to please Him to the best of his
ability, Paul adopted mercy as a way of
life for himself. The Apostle considered
the privilege of proclaiming the gospel
to others as an act of mercy. Motivated
by a consuming desire to introduce
sinners to Christ, Who alone could save
them, Paul was willing to undergo
strict self-descipline in order to succeed
at assigned him. Paul was determined
that he would not give ttr enemies of
Christ and His gospel an occasion for
charging him with preaching only
because of what he got out of it. For him
scomb Purple Mustangs of Nashville,
Tn., in basketball. Gene Rowland hit for
20 points for New Concord.
30 Years Ago
Staff Sgt. Albert V. Hughes...the first
of Murray's World War II dead to be
returned from the European Theater of
Operation, Will arrive here tomorrow.
An honor guard and color guard from
the American _ Legion will meet the
train. He Was killed in battle on
. November 23, 1944, at the age of 24.
.Prof. A. Carman. head of the
Agriculture Department, Murray State
College, said the college farm is getting
the highest production that it-ever has
from its pullets.. Carman said 410
pullets now in laying houses are
producing about fifteen dozen eggs per
day.
Rex Syndergaard will speak at the
banquet in' observance of American
Education Week at Murray High School
oo•November 13.
Otis Dale Cohoon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Euphrey Cohoon of Murray, is now an
engineer at a radio station in Paris, Tn,
Mrs. Glindel Reaves entertained her
Music Club with a Halloween party on
October 28 at her home on North 16th
Street, Murray.
r-
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Bible Thought
And I say unto you, Ask, and it
shall be, given you; seek and ye
shall find; knock, and it shall be
opened unto you. Luke 11:9.
Persistency in praying will open
many doors — even those closed
by neglect for many years. How
Mel/ dcrYou-Prar---
[MARTINE •
   '-oomoollow
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question not answered in
these columns, mite HEMITL/4E,114.-- -
E. Dtyton St., West Alexandria, Obis
45381. You will redeye a prompt reply,
but-yon-mast &saide a-stamped; selk
addressed envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this eohuna.
HEARTLINE: I had an insurance
agent at my house last week trying to
sell me a policy that supplements my .
Medicare. It seemed to be a good policy
but I did not buy it. I was 2frodd to
obligate myself to a long-ternkeeatraet
of this sort. Do you have any comment
- - 'polIc. .buy the y only
because of the fear obi long-term debt,
your decision was not a wise one. There
is no long-term contract involved in
buYing insurance,. You can cancel at
any time by giving written notice to the
company, or you can simply not pay the
premium when it comes due.
-For thaw people who are needing, to
buy health insurance, "Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance" has bern
developed .to help them better un-
derstand insurance policies. It covers
many of the ambiguous clauses in in-
surance policies, the basic coverage a
- policy should contain, and-includes a
policy checklist so you can find out the ,
exact coverage your policy has.
For yours, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance," Box 4994,
Des Moines, Iowa 50306. This book is
completely guaranteed. It you are not - -
satisfied, your money will be refunded.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: If your' benefits will
start in 1978, all your earnings through
1977 may beused 
HEARTLINE: I was told that when I
file a claim for Social Security
retirement benefits nett- yearI should
bring a copy of the 1977 W-2 withholding
statement I used for filing my income
tax. Why is-this?,-- T.C..L 7
A. If your benefits will start in- 1976;
all your earnings through 1977 may be
used in figuring your benefits. Since
employers only ,. send in calendar
quarter wage reports to Social Security
and since it takes time to process these
reports, all of your 1978 earnings may
not yet be shown on your earning;
record.
_By teuiglIWIti your W4 fOrB1, you
* -can beSure•you-will rective-theinghest -
benefit for which you are eligible -
starting with yaw-Aut. check. Qtfier-
wise, your benefit will have to be
refigured later when Social Security
finishes - -processing- -the employer
reports.
- HEARTLINE: I -see a lit of ad-
virtitemeots in the paper and •
Magazines for ordering merchandise
through the mail. Frankly, I am afraid
to do this. Do you know of any way that
I can feel safe in ordering from a mail-
order house? —.LC.
A. Headline has a pamphlet on how
persons can protect themselves against
mail-order- frauds. You-can get, a free
copy by writing Heartline-Mail Order,
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,






There is -a. real temptation for
Christians to be 'drawn into the arena of
the secular world to use their types of
techniques in' the Christian Kingdom.
Pragmatism, or whatever will work to
get the job done, is believed -V:1 be the
way to real success. Using spiritual or
church-connected "Clout" is being
advocated. We have picked this up from
television advertising. The use of
powers of numbers- or positions to get
things done is being suggested.
I believe when we resort to this tactic
we are more concerned about getting
something done than we are about
changing people's lives. I want to make
it clear that I am not denying the ex-
pression of 'responsibility of personal
witness in each of our areas of life as 5
Christian. But to use one's position to
override the choice of the people is to
misuse of position. Jesus refused to do
it. He refused to use heavenly clout.
James and John were advocates of
clout-"Sons of Thunder." "Call down
fire from heaven and destroy that
city." In Gethsemane Jesus refused
Peter's clout with his sword. Jesus said,
"My kingdom' is not for this world."
The Spiritual clout of God is sontained
in the sacrifice of His Son on the Cross
that man may live abundantly. You
could call it the Clout of Love: agape
'love of God to unlovely man.
The world says it won't work. You've
got to look out for No. 1. It is quite
contrary to the world's thinking. They
could cart less if anyone agrees with
them or changes their ' mind. It is
success that thei are after. We are
forced to conform: Was this npt a,
mistake of Constantine when he made
Christianity a state religion?
Christianity had clout then, but how
many hearts and lives were changes'!
You WWII* keep aloolvol from
keing.kold .h.r.f. in own eoun but
• -that doesn't make peoplelove one
another. We May be able to crose stores
on Sunday but does that make people go
to church or love God more? We may
get the University to stop having Fresh-
man Orientation on Sunday mornings
from 8:00 to 12:00 in the summer, but
have caused anyone to recognize God in •
a better Way? Or have we just used
another club that is bigger than theirs
to get our way.
God does not: use clout against man.
He does not force man to obey Him.
Man may have to pay the consequences
of his disobedience, but, God does not
force man to love Him or to obey Him. •
There is clout, however, in the Bible
and in God's Kingdom. It is the clout or
power of agape, one way, limitless,
qualitative, sacrificial, personal love
for one another. God has only one kind
of love for all kind of people. It was the
demonstration of this love, that only
comes from God, that engulfed the
paganistic Roman Empire. Yes, this
clout is more powerful because it does
not destroy man. It builds him up to a
better image of himself, family, and
society. The power does not dominate
man without each man's own desire.
This power does not run over man's
power of himself. It has to be .received
at one's own choosing. This is "being
about our Father's business." This is
being salt. This is being lights. This is
redeeming love for all men. This is our
clout or power that God- has given us.
Let's let the world know what the clout
of otlibusiness is.
Isn't It The Truth
The proof that Americans never lose
hope is found in Our constant search for
something better in government. We
are forever reaching for that something
around- the corner and we are in-
variably surprised when - our eager 4
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ct ciTHE NcE W
FAMILY RESTAURANT
Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!
HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES
Famous For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches 5 Platters
5 Points • Murrc:Y.'Ky.
SERVEDH 00P M-HNA M




• ON TARGET was this field goal kicked by Hank Lagorce in the 24-20 win Racer won over Eastern Kentucky
Saturday. lagorce-has upped his poPtetotal to 22 on the season and seems to have regained his form from last
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78's Will Be Arriving Soon!
CJ-5, Pacer 8 Pacer Wagon,
AMX, Gremlin, Concord 8 Matador
Cain AMC Jeep















208 E. Main 753-3361
Jackson Purchase
PCA
The Nation's No. 1 Creditor
in Agriculture •.




All The Way Tigers
tiv
Hours:
6 a.m. til 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m. til Midnight fri. & Sat.
North 12th St. 753-6025
Rd -Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
West Kentucky
Rural Telephone
237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,
Carlisle frld Henry County, Tenn
753-4351 • 247-4350
• Glen Sears, Mgr.
• •
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STICKING TOGETHER - in a recent meet with SEMO and SW-F, the Racers all ran close together and ihat's whet they'll neelio
do Saturday to win the OVC title. Here, the Racers have five of the twst six positions.
Murray-Peay Garn
Could Be Wild One
By MIKE BRANDON
-Ledger & Ttmes Sports Editor
Three weeks ago, Austin
Peay would have been con-
- sidered a favorite over
Murray-State. But like the cost
of living statistics, that's been
changed in a hurry.
When Austin Peay and
Murray State meet at 1:30
p.m. Saturday in Stewart
Stadium, the Racers will be
the favorite team. Don't let
that fool you. Because ,ivlien
Murray State and Austin Peay
get together, almost anything
can happen.. - -
Some of the wildest games
ui the history'of Racer football
have been against Austin
Peay and it's highly possible
Saturday could be one of those
games.
- —Austin Peay comes into
the contest with a 5-3 overall
record. They - are 3-1 in the
-Ohio Valley Conference race _
and must win over the Racers
to keep their title hopes alive.
—Murray State is 4-4 overall
and 3-2 in the conference. As
has been for the last three
-weeks, this is another must
game ror Maria' State, Whieh -
has lost 'two Of -fhree leirgue
games at home. Otherwise.
Murray could be sitting atop
the conference race.
—Austin Peay has allowed -
just 12.6- points per game.
They have -the -quickest
defensive line in the league.
—Murray State has yielded
an average of .311.5 yards per
game and ranks behind
Peay's 298.9 average. So all
indications point to a brilliant
defensive battle. Don't count
on it. -
In the 24-20 win over
Eastern Kentucky last week,
Murray State rolled up 436
yards'in total offense, playing
one of their m9st impressive
Mies in.seyeral.years.
And it was a wide-open,
free-wheeling offerise that was
responsible for the win, afong
with of course, some brilliant
defensive play.
:'We're going_ .to continue
with the wide-open offense,"
Racer coach Bill Furgerson
said.
"We're even working on
some more new plays
designed especially for Austin
Peay," he added.
If that's true, the Racer fans
might not be able to stand the
excitement- -Last week, the
Raters pulled off such tricks
as the tailback reverse or the
old "Statue of Liberty" play
and even ran a guard reverse
for a six-yard gain by Jerry
Lee. .
Not -only 'did those plays
surprise Eastern Kentucky
but they almost had to bring in
a cardiac unit for the fans who
had been used to seeing only
off-tackle plays all year.
The wide-open offense is
perfectly suited for quar-
terback David Ruzich, who
could wipe out the old "throw
a football through the tire"
gimmick at a county fair.
Ruzich had radar bn his
passes and his receivers had
bruises from catching his
cannon shots. It was one of the
most impresSive- shoes bY4.
Racer quarterback since the
days of Tom Pandolfi.
Who will start Saturday
against The Peay? Simple of
course, Ruzich.
Mike Dickens, who started
thp fire. five Racer gamesand
was injured in the first
quarter of the sixth, is still not
back to full strength because
of an ankle injury-suffered in
the win at Middle Tennessee
"Mike Dickens. is the best
quarterback in the OVC and
we're quite fortunate to have a
quarterback like David
Ruzich to back him up. But
David has certainly earned
the-starting
"Last week, the--biggest
David Ruzich fan in the
stadium was right there on the
sidelines. ..Mike Dickens('
Furgerson said. •
With the two *Racer




Lee Johnson and junior Austin
Perine accounting for
140 yards, it would seem the
Racer running game is finally
reaching its potential.
Ruzich, who gained much
confidence with his 249-yard
performance last week, could




National League and Furgerson hopes The
. .GINCININLITL .ItEPS Pea' will have to wait one
Signed"- Larry Shepard, pit---'1110411EitefikeltleitaerW'•
ching coach; George attack comes through. The
Scherger, third base coach; Goys have completed only 39
Russ Nixon, first base coach; percent of their passes.
Ted Kluszewski, batting in- "They are extremely quick
structor and Ron Plaza. in every position and overall,
FOOTBALL they -have about as much
National Football League talent as anyone in the
GREEN BAY PACKERS— league," Furgerson said of the
Signed. Keith., klartwig, FAO Governors: _
receiver: 'Mu ra as „ won three
SOCCER consecutive games, Peay has
N-orth American Soccer lost two straight. To make
League things —int•re interesting,
MINNEWITA KICKS - — Murray has played better on
the road this season, withSigned Tony Wants, 'defen-
- three V four 'wins' comingsemen, and Ian 41amilton, •
forward, away frorrChome. The same. .




oe fsotr t :o o ustf
ea.Steve Buttle, mid- h
fielder and Darrell Oak, home games.
defender. After the game with Peay,.
• --HOCKEY the Racers will end their
three-game hoinestand andNational Hockey League
BOSTON__ BRUIN- e home season a week from
S—Announced that the NHL' 'saturda-Y- by nnatiagless-
Eastern Illinois. Then two_suspended Terry O'Reilly,
defenseman, for three games. weeks from Saturday, the
international Hockey League season will end with a game at
DAYTON OWLS—Banished Western Kentucky.
Willie Trognitz, defenseman,
from the International Hockey • TENNIS -
League, for allegedly RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
smashs an opponent in the — Martina Navratilova
.bead with his sticit. - outlasted Dianne Fromholtz 6-
4, 3-6,6-3 in a two hour, 10
COLLEGE minute third-round match at a
DARTMOUTH UNIVER-. $750.000 round' Tobin tennis
SITY—Announced the tournament. The loss was the
resignation-. John Jake.: fisst_in
Crouthamel, had football Fromholtz, the Australian
coach, effective at the end of who upset Evert in first-round
this season. • • action Tuesday.
But The Peay.,...
One-Of the lop traarnars lir
the OVC is 9.3 sprinter Coieak
'Moody of the Goys. Give him
some daylight and he's one-of
the top stars in OVC football.
This season, Moody has -
gained 420 yards and Is the
second leading ground gainer
behind tailback Waddell
Whitehead who has rushed for
Garbage & Trash Pickup
Murray Sanitation Depart-
ment provides a crucial ser-
vice and several programs
have been tried in an effort to
provide as much service as
funds permit. Yet there is a
good, possibility this depart-
ment as the street department
will end the year with deficit
spending. . --
That apartment has a new
superintendent who will make
every effort to perform the,
services needed if permitted
to do his job without interference.
As mayor, that department will receive proper
'4k-otters/Up to improve the services and correct several_
inequities which have resulted directly from some
committee members mistakes and interference.
I will be on the job to see that actions are taken daily
to correct any mistakes — not' part-tirne nor by, a coun-
cilmen who has other occupations and personal in-
terest-e. --
Paid For by Chtaaolan Csunpaip Fund
For Mayor, Forrest Priddy. Treasurer
BE SURE ELECT —
Chrisman Mayor
. . _
Spurts -Deals 576 Yards-
The Governors have not





















































































Steeters Picked To Win
Big Game With Broncos
By BRUCE LOW ITT
- AP Spirt* 11213er
Now comes an even bigger
.test. for the Denver Broncos—
and also for the Pittsburgh
Steelers.
The Broncos, whose Mile-
High feeling was thoroughly
deflated by Oakland last
Sunday, have to regroup in a
hurry if they want to stay in
the chase for the American
Football COnferen-ce's West
Division title. .
And- t.he Steelers, .hurt by
penalties as well as by
Baltimore last Sunday, have
to get back on the winning
track in Order to avoid fading
out of the playoff picture.
Somebody's got to come out
a winner in Sunday's matchup
at DenVer and we think- it's
going to be, Pittsburgh. After
such .a. sensational - start,
Dewier a-  gain inay be (un-
fortunately) on the road- to
post-season oblivion.
We're also in an Upset
Special mood, so how about a
bunch of them? How about
'Chicago. over Houston
Cincinnati over Cleveland ...
and long-shot time) the New
York Jets over Miami?
And how about last week?
The 11-3 mark (including
Seattle's upset of Buffalo and
are exact-score pick on
Washington's 23-17 victory
over Philadelphia) put the
season record at. 70-28, .7-14.
This week's selections:
-Steeters 17, Broncos 13
There are a few numbers
that can't be overlooked. Two
of them a4d_ap to one, namety
Vars. hurgh'S as
in both offense and defense in
the American Conference.
Denver's defense is a
'respectable third— but the
offense is only 10th. When
Craig Morton (or anyone else)





Bears 24, Oilers 17
Chicago's non-defense vs.
Houston's non-offense could -
provide • lone amuelag
moments. But the real fun will
be in watching the Oilers
trying to stop Walter Payton.
If they do ... never mind. They
won't.
Bengal', 23, Browns 20
The overtime triumph last
Sunday was' psychologically
critical to Cincinnati. But
more important was the way,
the Bengals got it—with ball
control4when they needed it-


























Buffalo's got to be in the pits
after kosing to Seattle ;end
losing W. Simpson. Haw long. -
has Buffalo-Coadh.Jim Ringo. .
got? It's anybody's
guess—and it wouldn't hurt to
get your guess in quickly.
Eagles 23, Saints 11
There's no way to figure
New Orleans. It loses the easy
ones and wins the toughies.
We like Philadelphia. Hardly
flashy but a lot more con-
sistent.
Falcons 17. *era 14
Atlanta doesn't go very far
very often, but it can get past
2 San Francisco's non-existent
offensive line and into Jim
Plunkett's lap.
-1 Raiders 35, Seahawks 13
Let's face it, if Seattle
Scored as many points (56) as
it did against Buffalo, it
probably. would still lose to
Oakland.
Chargers 14, Lions 10
• San Diego seems to be a
collection of nail-biters.
zoo Chewing on claws isn't that
so 
Franklin much different.61 
114 Martin--Cowboys 38, Giants 7 
22 3 • It won't be as close,as theFoster
- 11 Craig -----1  _  -10 final score indicates ..._0 sunnetag000ri.
-21 Rams 41, Buccaneers 3
1:95 B°16;511eckskel Yr 4 
-16 ... and for Tampa Bay, it's
2
2
3 -16 score indicates.
-4











to rise to the occasion again.
Jets21. Oolpidas.IS .
New York's whiz kids are
gaining more and more faith
in themselves. They nearly
upset Miami earlier this
season. This time, with
Richard Todd finding holes in
a leaky secondary, they'll take
full advantage of the Dolphins'
second-half doldrums.
•-• Vik1ags 24, Cardinals 17.
St. Louis' defense sure
looked -good- last -Monday








































Boone 29 _ 7
-Maxwell -27 - 14
Beckley 26 - 8


















































































what? The current New York
Giants' offense TazAts right up
thete With- -oatmeal: - The
former New York Giants
offense (-Fran Tarkenton, and-
Bob Tucker), has a lot more
clout.
• Colts 28, Redsldas le
Joe Theismann woke up
Washington's offense last
Sunday. The Colts will send
the 'Skins back to slum-
beeland in what promises to be.
a second straight Monday
-night yavilier:
Chiefs SI, Pitchers 14
Kansas City has got to be
emotionally charged up for
" Tom Bettis' debut as head
coach. And the Chiefs will be
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John C. Neubauer Realtor'








Nelson Throat Co., Realtors
A REALTOR® can help you find the best place
to live. His Code of Ethics guarantees you the
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RACER HARRIERS - The Racers will be going after fbelOVC title Saturday in and Coach Bill Cornell. Front row, Martyn Brewer Jerry dfin, Brian Rutter andBowling Green. Top row, left to right, are Dave Rafferty, Dave Warren, Pat Chimes Richard Charleston
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
SHOOTING FOR THE TOP - Martyn Brewer (left) and Jerry Odlin will be shooting for the top
Saturday when the Racer cross country team participates in the OVC Championship Meet at
Bowling Green. The two have been leading the way this season for the Racers, who are ranked
ninth in the nation.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Racer Harriers To Chase OVC Title
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Bill Cornell knows his cross
country team is the best in the
history of the school. They are
so good in fact, they are a sure
bet to go to the National
Championships. But there's
one problem, they might not
be good enough to win their
own conference title.
Track and cross country
fans from across the nation
will be watching closely
Saturday as the Ohio Valley
'Ciuiference holds its Cross
Country Championship at
Bowling Green. East Ten-
nessee, which would rate as a
slight favorite in the meet, is
ranked fourth in the nation
and Murray State is ranked
ninth.
East Tennessee is coming
off a big win at the Furman
Invitational where they had
just 18 points. Tennessee was
very, very distant second with '
68. - - • - -
For eight of the last 10
years, East Tennessee has
1árfrthitopWaTTh
NCAA' Championships. In
1972, the Bucs finished second
in the nation and the following
year, they received world-
wide publicity when .-East
Tennessee star Neil Cusack
won the Boston Martithciif..
There is one pod thing
about the OVC Meet: it has no
bearing on the NCAA District
Three Regional Chem-
paships which will be held
November 12 at Greenville,
South Carolina.
The top six teams at
reenville will •go to the
Nationals. There will be 38
teams ai-gieenville and it. iill
be the largest Regional in the
United States. There are a
total of six Regionals held.
Besides East Tennessee and
Murray, the only other ranked
team in the Regional will be
20th-riinked Tennessee.
_
Last year at Clarksville, the
Racer harriers- finished third
behind Western and -East
Tennessee. Western has had
several injury problems and
will be no threat Saturday.
, It simply boils down to who
wants it the most. Murray has
been defeated by only one
team all year, that being East
Tennessee in the 22-team
Indiana Invitational. The Bucs
- had 64 points, the Racers 85.
But Murray did not run well in
the meet. Needless to say, but
- we'll still say it, both teams
have improved quite a bit
since the meet in
Bloomington. —
There will be seven runners
from Murray who will be
representing the Racers.
Those who finish in the top 10
Saturday will qualify for All-
Conference. Last year,
Martyn Brewer took eighth,
Richard Charleston ninth and.
Brian Rutter 1h.
Mark Finucane of the Bucs
was third, Ray Flynn fifth and




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Stow-A-Way Mini'
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays ( any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
753-4758
641 North, Center Drive
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Louis Kenny seventh. All
- return. -
Finucane is a senior from
Buffalo while Kenny is a
junior from Ireland and Flynn
a seniiir from Ireland. The
other Bile runners include
freshman Adrian Leek of
Wales, sophomore Mike Dixon
of Canada, sophomore Zane
Branson of Ireland and
sophomore J. C. Caudell of
Wales. - -
At the Indiana Invitational,
_._ Racer .senior Martyn Brewer
and freshman Jerry Odlin
both finished ahead of East
Tennessee's first man. The
key for Murray Saturday will
be not only the performance o
Odlin and Brewer but how well
the fifth man finishes.
Here is a look at each Racer
harrier:
-14Alt-TIN BREWER
- Brewer is a senior from
Chelmsford, Essex, England.
-He is from the hometown of
Coach Bill Cornell, a former
great runner, at SIU before
taking the post at Murray.
Since coming here as a
freshman, Brewer has been
one of the best runners ever to
wear a Racer uniform:
"He's hoping to go out in a
blaze of glory tomorrow,"
Cornell said.
"I really believe he can be-
-the OVC champion if he'll run
hard and keep the right at-
titude," onrneli- n'ir1"4
"East Tennessee is really
going to be tough to beat,"
Brewer said.
"As for myself, I'm in pretty
good shape.-I hope to finish in
the top three. You never can
tell how you are going to feel
until the day of the meet.
"I've never finished out of
the top 10 in the conference
meet but yet, never in the top
five. Everybody's going to
have to have a good run,
nobody can choke. We're the
only team with a chance to
knock off East Tennessee,"
Brewer added.
JERRY ODLIN
Odlin is a freshman from
North London. He has enjoyed
great success in his first
season.
"He came here with great
potential," Cornell said.
"He started out to be 'a
leader and was showing the
rest of our runners what it
took to be a champion. But
then he got in a bit of a rut.
He's been working hard and
I'm sure he knows he has a
shot at being the OVC
champion," Cornell added.
Odlin knows that for sure.
"I felt I should have finished
at least second in the Indiana
Invitational. I was fourth and
Martyn was fifth but I let a
couple of guys outkil me in
the final 50 yards.
"I came here expecting to
be the top runner and thus far,
I'm not too pleased with the
way I have performed. Ac-
tually, the training here is
much tougher than it was back
in England. The.training here
is about double what I did
back home..
•
"And another thing, I guess,
Is the fact we haven't had a lot
of competition. Besides the
Indiana Invitational, the only
competition I've had has been
from my own teammates..
' "I think we will all do better
when we run against stronger
competition. The thing that
really worries me is that I've
had problems with my
stomach all week. If I'm
ieeling stong Saturday;! think
can.winit, I have the talent.
You have to be able to hurt a
little bit incite-than the other-,
• guy.
"I hope to finish in the top
three at the Regional and then
of course, I want to finish in
the top 25 in the Nationals and
be an All-American as a fresh--
mati," Odlitt added. •
RICHARD CHARLESTON
"Charlie" is a sophomore
from Chelmsford, Essex.
He surPrIsed everyone iast
year with his strong ninth
place finish in the OVC Meet.
"He's been progressing all
year and been getting clacpr to_
the front with each meet,"
Cornell said.
"He has shown that he can
rise to the occasion and I
would even go as far as to
consider him a darkhorse for ".
the individual championship.
He has a lot of guts," the
Racer coach added.
"Actually, I expected to do a
little better than I have,"
Charleston said. 
_
"I _ started off about the
same- as I-did last year and -
thought fiould *be in for a"
repetition. •But I've been
running better lately and I
hope for an tmprovement on
my ninth-place finish of last
year. I hope to be in the top
six.
"I want my best race
Saturday. I'd rather run
better there than in the
Nationals," Charleston added.
BRIAN RUTTER
Rutter is a senior from
Bristol, England. Along with
Martyn Brewer, he led the
way for the influx of English
runners into the program at
MSU.
"In my opinion, Brian has
the physical attributes to be
the OVC champion. However,
during the last year, he seems
to have lacked enthusiasm for
some reason," Cornell said.
"I don't know if it's outside
interests or what but he's been
up and down. During this past
week, he _has shown great
desire to do well in the OVC
meet. He picks us to win by
two points over Eat Ten-
nessee and I sure hope he
right," Ceti-tell _added.
"It's been a really bad
season for me," Rutter said
"I should be running first
for us but I've been third.
foGrthIsnd even fifth. I keep
doing my best but it's getting
harder.
"If I run really well, I can
get in the top five Saturday. If
I run the way I have been
running, I'm not even going to
make the top 10. ,-- •
"I'm" 'not . injured or
anything. I don't know what it
•
is, maybe I'm just getting
old;". Riitter joked;
"I've tried everything. I've
rested more, I've worked
harder, I've talked to myself
before meets. If I could find a
reason, I'd find a cure. But
regardless of how I do, I care a
lot about this team and I'm
going to do all I can to see that
we win Saturday," Rutter
added
DAVE WARREN
Warren was the Freshman
Athlete of the Year last spring
at the MSU Sports Banquet.
Over the summer, he gained
much publicity throughout_
Europe, not only for himself
76-uf7, -Tor_ Murray State
University. Five times this
.siuxaper, he broke the- MSU
record'in the 800-meter run.
Warren is on the verge of
becoming on of the top 800-
meter runners in the world.
However, cross country is a
new venture for Warren.
"It'S• been a big adjustment
for me to turn into a cross
-country runner,- It-hurt like
pure hell at first. I weigh 160
pounds and I'm built dif-
ferently from Jerry and
Martyn. Both of them are in
the 130's," Warren said.
.. "TIN 'pp in IS a lot different•
in cross country than it is in in
800-meter race. The pain is
Jong and more drawn out. It's
a lot of-'suffering." he added.
Since Warren has been
running about fifthlormost of
the season, Will there be more
.pressure_orr him -for a good
performance Saturday?
. "Sure. But I like pressuidllik
I've been in a lot of big races
over the past five or six
months and I always perform
better when the pressure was
at its greatest. There was all
kind of pressure on me during
the European Cup Team
tryouts but I made it.
"It's going to be close
Saturday, two points one way
or,the other. I think Martyn is
fit enough to win it and I hope
' Jerry can. .o_vercome his
stomach illness. We all know
Brian's capable of it if he'll get
it together and Charlie could
also be up there with the front
of the pack.
for myself, I'd like to
finish no worse than 12th place
in the meet," Warren added.
"Dave is primarily a 800 to
1500-meter man and doesn't
enjoy the 10,000-meter running
but he has shown great im-
provement this season,"
Cornell said.
`,;He's a terrific competitor
and I believe he'll get the job
done for us Saturday," Cornell
added.
DAVE RAFFERTY
Rafferty is a sophomure
transfer from the University
of Louisville. Rafferty is from
Harlow, Essex, England.
He is a 9:03 miler who has
run 1:49.4 in the 880-yard run
in my opinion. Dave has
the physical attributes to be
as high as our third man.
However, he can't accept thee
fact he could be a great cross
country runner," Cornell said.
•
"It take about 30 minutes to
run 10,000 meters and it gives
athletes a lot of time to think.
If he could think more
positively during this time and..
let his physical attributes take
over, he could surprise a lot of -
people," Cornell added.
Rafferty is not pleased with
his season.
"It's been crummy," he
said.
"The team has been tough
but I seem to be bloody tired
all of the time. If the team
wins Saturday, flfWhappy.
I'M just going to go out and
give it all or nothing," Raf-
ferty added.
- PAT CHIMES -
Chimes is :a freshman in
cross country. He's from.
Twickenham,' Middlesex,
England.
"Pat was recruited as a 800
to 1500-meter man. Before'
coming to Murray, He'd never._
done any over-distant work:
Cornell said.
"He firmly believed he
could'no iun cross country
and he dicinl particularly
want to train the way 1-train
cross country runners. He
_ wanted to continue with the
Speed work in the fall, More.-
-that is always what he'd done
,before.
"After discussing the
situation, he agreed to try our
program and has done an
outstanding job. I believe he's
surprised himself and he's
steadily improving. I think
he'll place high in the OVC-.
Meet. And he'll really benefit
from cross country when he
takes to the-track next spring.
This will give him a lot more
endurance," Cornell added.
"Tracki my main thing,"
-Chimes said. "I've been about
the sixth or seventh man for us
this year and I'd like to be in
the top five for us Saturday-.
"I've beat Rafferty once
• and Warren once but I'd-like to
get them both in The same
meet and that's my plans for
Saturday. I hope to- finish in
the top 15 overall," Chimea
added. •
Cornell said East Tennessee
will have one big advantage in
--the meet:
„ ."They have *re-:milers
and three-milers than we do._
We're more oriented toward
the 800-meter-to the mile-type
of runners," Cornell said.
"And on a course that's a
little over six miles long, that
could help- East Tennessee,"
he added.
The meet will begin at 11
a.m. at the Hobson Park Golf
Course.
When joint to - Bowling
Green, go down—University
Boulevard Until you hit Main.
Turn left on Main Street_ and
follow Miin until it runs into
Hobson Park. •
Anyone wishing to attend
the meet should be able to go
and get back in time to see at
least the final three quarters. 
ofthe MSU-Austin' Peay
football game.
- • No.^1 C,mot Motexte
t 'Yet Mt, teig, Her





It's just a wonderful car
We had an advantage: we
started with a wonderful car
and made it even better
Over a million pegple all
over the world have been im-
pressed ehough to buy them.
What's so impressive?
Easy. If you trade up to a
Rabbit from a Mercedes-Benz
280E, believe it or not you'll get
better acceleration :
If you trade up to a Rabbit
from a Cadilloc Seville. you'll
get more trunk space And
there are 32 cars you can trade
up to a Rabbit for more people
space' -
The '78 Rabbits look better
than ever, too Handsome me-
tallic colors. Touches of chrome
here and there to make them
even snappier.
The biggest news of all for '78
can't be seen And barely
heard We've refined .-the
Rabbit's fuel-injected engine
to make irquieter and more
efficient
Once we were famous for
making a car that looked
ridiculous
Now we make one that




Carroll VW-Audi  - 800 Chestnut --Murray, I.
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Malone Goes On Spree To Key
Rockets To Win Over Warriors
By The Associated Press
"I really don't like
overtime," said Moses
_Malone. "I like to get it over
as soon as possible."
So the-Houston forward did
something about it-Thursday
night. He scored six points and
grabbed six rebounds in the
extra period to lead the
Rockets to a 113-111 National
Basketball Association vic-
tory over the Golden State
Warriors.'
"We needed the win, so I
went out there and gave it. a
full five minutes," Malone
said succinctly.
Malone had 19 rebounds for
the game, helping to provide
the Rockets with a 59-35 edge
in that department.
"We were out-rebounded
tonight by a big margin, and
we can't- win like that" said
Golden State Coach Al Attie& .
Houston Coach Tom
Nissalki was pleased with the
outcome of the game, but not
its artistry.
' That was a dock worker's
game," he said. "I didn't
recognize any of our plays.
Artistically, it was a flop. This
was our worst game since last
February."
In the night's other NBA
action, the Cleveland
Cavaliers whipped the
Milwaukee Bucks 100-91 and
the Phoenix Suns turned back
the San Antonio Spurs 110-89.
Malone, who finished with 17
points, scored all but two of
• Houston's eight points in
overtime as the Rockets won
their fourth straight game.
Mike Newlin led Houston
with 26 points, 20 of which
came in the second half. Rick
Barry scored a game-high 34
points for Golden State, with
teammate Bill Smith pumping
in 25.
Cavaliers 100, Bucks 91
Bingo Smith pumped in 24
points, 14 in the third period,
to spark Cleveland over
Milwaukee. The game see-
sawed through the first two
periods, with the score tied 23-
23 at the end of one quarter
and 45-45 at the half.
Cleveland, however, led by
Smith and guard Walt
Frazier, who threw in 10 of his
16 points in the third quarter,
roared out to an 111-64 edge
after three periods.
"Our offense wasn't very
smooth," said Milwaukee
Coach Don Nelson. "Our
shooters weren't hitting the
open shots. I think the
Cavaliers are a better team
this year and they beat us
tonight without Campy
Russell. What can I say?"
Suns 110, Spurs 89
Walter Davis scored 24
points and a stingy Phoenix
defense forced 40 turnovers by
San Antonio as the Suns
thrashed the Spurs. The 89-
point production by San
Antonio, which led the league
in- stewing last season, tied its
lowest point total in its two-
year NBA history.
NOTICE
To Hunters, Fishermen and all Early Risers in and




will be open for Breakfast
at 4 a.m., 6 days a week
4 a.m. to Tp.m. (closed on Tues.)
Keep A Good Thing Going!
Elect Democrats
Murray and Calloway CountY have a longtime tradition
of electing_ Democratic officials.— and a latighiStery .01
prosperity wittrthese oflictal§. `
A voter who wishes to take a practical view can readily
understand the reasons for continuing.ta elect Democratic
leadership here in the city and county.
If you have not thought about it, consider these four
overwhelming reason: (1) a Democratic adminilfrafion
in Frankfort; . (2) a Democratic administration in
Washington; (3) a Democratic Kentucky General Assem-
bly; and (4) a Democratic Congress.
Would you prefer to have Democrats representing you
from the local level with people in Frankfort and
Washington? Or could candidates from other parties ac-
complish more for us?
• Think-about-It. 'The Answers-1watt! be -abatis-us-. Let's
keep a good thing going by turning out at the polls on
November 8 and electing Democrats to serve the needs of








EDITOR'S NOTE — Mike
Tolley is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley of
Murray. The following article
Is reprinted from The Aegis, a
newspaper • in Bel Air,
Maryland.
Mike Tolley of Bel Air won
the Middle Atlantic .Tennis
Association Fall Cham-
pionship held at the White
Marsh Racquet Club in Bowie,
Ddd. Mike rnmpered
top 16 and under players from
the MALTA Region.
Tolley - prevailed the
 -champion. after • defeating .6
opponents including three of
the top seeds. Tolley was
seeded No. 6 for the tour-
nament. Ften Phikham of
Richmond, Va., the number
four seed, fell to Tolley in the
quarter-finals in straight sets
_6-3,_ rel....Talley_ continued his
assiruft on seeded---Playera as
he disposed of the number one
seed, David Perlmutter of
Potomac, Md.,_ 7-6, 6-2 the
same -day.
Those wins set-the stage for
Tolley's 6-2, 4-6, 6-3 win COMAT
Hal Greer of Richmond in the
finals this past weekend. Both
players exhibited a crowd-
pleasing performance as a
fine brand of tennis was
played._
Tolley, a sophomore at Bel
Air High School and a member
of thevarsityLennisteam, will
continue playing the Junior
Grand Prix tournaments
throughout Maryland and
Virginia this Winter. He will
also be. p3rticipating in the
Fall National' CharnPionsliip.
in Cincinnati in November
against the top 16 and under
players throughout the United
States.
( MI R RAY LEI it .1 TIMES) Flyers Play Near Perfection
PORTS With 4-1 Win Over Capitals
Vandy Has Top Passer
And Receiver In SEC
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky will have to contend
with the Southeastern Conference's top passer and receiver
Saturday when the seventh-ranked Wildcats take on Van-
derbilt in Nashville, Tenn.
Quarterback Mike Wright has completed 7.3 passes per
game this season, regaining the SEC lead from Kentecky's
Derrick Ramsey, who completed only five passes lett week
against' Virginia Tech.
Vanderbilt was idle last week, and Kentucky Coach Fran
Curci said that would give the Commodores a much-needed
rest in their 1-6 season.
"The advantage they haveis they're going to be healthy,"
Curci said in an interview.
The Commodores have been-plagued by injuries and will be
without two offensive starters Saturday — guard Doug Hum-
phreys and tackle Mike Birdsong.
Defensive end Pennis Harrison, a four-year standout, is ex-
pected-to be ready for the WildCats.-
Keitticlry figures to see, a lot of passes from Wright;
primarily.to split end Martin Cox, a 6-foot speedster Who bur-
ned Wildcat defenders on a 82-yard pass play last year:
"He's your classic receiver," Curci said. "He's got the
great speed and good hands and they like to get him out there
In single coverage."
Cox is not the only Commodore capable of catching the
football. Tight end Hal Kemp and tailback Preston Brown
also- rank amorig the SEC's- top 10 and each has hauled in a
touchdown pass.
"This is the first real passing team we've faced," Curci
said, "although Penn State was a good passing team, too."
The Wildcat defense ranks first in the SEC and 10th in the
nation against the rush, but also has proven effective against
the pass.
The Wildcats are fifth among SEC teams in passing defen-
se, niroviir. Ig112:5 yaraTm• game this year and five touch- -
downs.
Kentucky leads the SEC in total defense and --Seventh in the
riation,givin,g up 2/6 yards and 10 pints per game.
Offensively, Vanderbilt fallback Fralik-MordiCiii-lhe
SEC' •1 o. 10 rusher, the slot previously held by Kentucky's
RanarBrooks. •
' Mordicallae traCked'enemrlines for 397 yards and one--
Brooks suffered a shoulder separation against Louisiana
State and Curci said he would not even dress Saturday. His
status for the Florida game Nov. 12 has not been determined.
WE ASKED FOR YOUR HELP IN MAY...
• cals
I would like to take this opportunity to re-introduce my family. Pictured above
is my wife, the former Eva Mohler, whose parents are Curt and Ruthie Mohler of
IGrksey. My five boys are (left to right) Shane, Sonny, Steven, Stuart, and Stanley.
Sonny and Stanley are presently serving in the U.S. Navy Nuclear Power program
and are stationed in Florida.
A number of people have asked about my mother's family members, other
than Harold McReynoids and Faye Orr of the Corn-Austin Men's Store on the
Courtsquare, who I have previously mentioned.
My maternal grandfather was Print McReynolds, and his children were Ace
(who is deceased), Elwood. Mrs. J. D._ ([von)' Wilson (who is the mother of Pat
Foster of the Corn-Austin Men's Store), Joe Pat, Charles, Harold, Mrs. Dewey
(Faye) Orr, Mrs. Jim (Linda) Smith, Hafford, Orvis, and my mother Clotiele (who
died at my birth in 19i3).
. MelviD B. Henley• •
Democratic Candidate for Mayor
ASKING FOR YOUR HELP IN NOVEMBER
Political d Paid Far By Melvin Beni e,
Hugh Massey Third In
Bass Fishing Tourney
•
Hugh lassey of Murray took home some expensive fish
Thursday-In fact, the-fish -were worth aheet.100 dollars per
pound.
y landed 25 pounds and 10 ounces to place third and
win 2,500 prize money in the AmeriCan Bass Association's
Grand Prix Tournament at Jonathan ('reek. • .
The top prize of ;10,000 went to Shorty Evans of Houston,
Mo. Evans landed 27 pounds and seven ounces to edge out
Gary Eaker of Cherr!,ville, North Carolina.
Eaker won $5,000 for his 26'pounds and 13 ounces. -
The fourth place prize of $1500 went to Bruce Cunigan of
70-Riga, OHO. Re caught -24 pound an one ounce.-Fifffi
place went to Herman Gettelfinger of Knoxville. He earned
$1,000 for his 24 pounds and one ounce.
Gettelfinger, the father of_Kentucky 6-2 freshman guard
Chris Getteifinger, also had the largest catch of the tourney
as he landed an eight-pound,live-ounce bass Thursday.
Free Agent Draft Set
To Get Underway Today
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) 7- There
were three major
classifications in today's free
agent baseball draft—option
playouts, six-year veterans
and certain minor leaguers
whose eligibility depended on
contract assignment during
the 1977 season.
And then, there was Junior
Moore.
Moore, who batted .260 in his
rookie season with the Atlanta
Braves in 1977, was in a
category by himself, just as
available as all of the big
name free agents even though
he did not fit into any of the
three conventional lists.
That was because or
clause written into
Moore'a - contract with the
Braves that permitted him to
leave at the end of the season.
When National - League
President Chub Feeney first
saw Moore's contract and its
special freedom clause, he
rejected it. But sithsequent
arbitration upheld the pact
and it was finally formally
approved in August.
The agreement, negotiated
by Moore's agent, Abdul Jalil
of Superstar Management,
was included in the third
baseman's contract, giving
him an escape route if he was
disatisfied with his playing
time. Moore played in 111
games and went to bat 361
times.
After the season, he decided
to exercise the unique con-
tract clause and declare for
free agency. He is by himself
in a category labeled:
"Agreement Between Player_
and Club."
Moore was unlikely to at-
. tia-c/Arte-Firich Iuoiièy
offers waiting for some of the
other free agents in today'?
auction. There were _an-
ticipated price tags of between
$1.5 and $2 million-for hitters
like Richie Zisk, Lyman
Bostock and Larry Hisle, and
pitchers like Mike Torrez and
Rich Gossage.
They were the blue-chip
players available in the draft,
but there were plenty of other
familiar' names in the free
agent grab bag. The option
playouts included Dave
Kingman, Bruce Bochte,
Willie Crawford, Rick Miller,
Mery Ftettenmund, Tom
-Burgmeier,-- Mike Marshall,
Doc Medich and Hawley
Eastwick. The six-year player
4-list included 011ie Brown,
Oscar Gamble, Carlos May,
Terry Forster, Ross g
sley, Mike Jorgensen, George
Mitterwald and Dick Drago.
The thlr'd list of available a
called - Attachment 11, in-
volved players signed to
major league contracts in 1976
but outrighted to minor league
clubs last season. Included
were players like Morris
Nettles, Rich Hinton, Mac
Scarce and Oscar Zamora.
By The Associated Press
Bernie Parent had a hard
time keeping awake in the
second period.
"I tried to keep myself
involved," said the goalie of
the Philadelphia Flyers.-"All I
can remember abeipt it was
that the fans got mad because
they got a shot."
• "They" in this case were the
Washington Capitals, who
were continually frustrated




"It was pretty close to a
perfect defensive effort," said
Philadelphia Coach Fred
Shero. "I can remember only
one mistake. You can't say
they played badly, we just
played very well. The only
thing that worries me right
now With the way cluick4644"terbrGrahameat-
playing is that we haven't seen
any strong teams."
The Flyers have been doing
all right against the others,
though, with six victories and
one tie in nine games — good
for 13 points and a first-place
tie with the New York
Islanders in the Patrick'
Division.
In other NHL games, the
Buffalo Sabres beat the
Boston Bruins 4-1 and the Los
Angeles Kings whipped the




Bernie Wolfe proved to be-the
game-winner as the Flyers
dumped the Caps: •
Defensively, the Flyers
made a shambles of the
Washington-- attack, • nut-
shooting the Caps 34-16
overall. Waihnigeores single
shot on goal in the secOnd
Reunion Set
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) —
Memories of some of the best
Lions teams of the past,
including the 1952 cham-
pionship squad, will be
recalled Sunday as present
and past Lions and some
73,000 fans celebrate the 25th
anniversary of that NFL






be ugamon  thosemutune 
crew 
period tied the Spectrum
record for fewest shots on goal
In one period. Vancouver did it
on Nov. 21, 1974.
The victory extended the
Flyers' undefeated string
against the Capitals -to 13
games since Washington
joined the NHL in 1973. There
have been three ties over that
time span.
Sabres 4, Bruins 1
Richard Martin and Craig
Ramsay scored power-play
goals in less than two minutes
in the second period to lead
Buffalo over Boston. Martin
lofted a 40-footer past Bruins
goalie Ron Grahame at 11:16
to open the scoring, while
Boston's John Wensink was in
the penalty box for elbowing.
Ramsay dug the puck out
from under Bruins defen-
semen Brad Park and fired a
13:02 with Stan Jonathan off
the ice for elbowing.
Den Edwards bad 25 saves
in the Buffalo net in chalking
up his sixth victory against
one loss and a tie this season.
Kings 4, Maple Leafs 2
Marcel Dionne and Butch
Goring scored second-period
goals to pace Los Angeles past
Toronto. The Maple Leafs
roared back from a 3-0 deficit
in the final period to make it
close on goals by Darryl
Sinter and defensernan Ian
TurnbulL
But Mike Murphy added an
insurance goal for the Kings
into an empty net with 15
sectuds left to play.
GOLF
TOKYO — Debbie Massey
charged to a runaway victory
in the $100,000 Mizuno Classic
Ladies Professional Golfers
Association Tournament,.
pacing a strong showing by
American players.
The 26-year-old Miss
Massey fired a one-over-par 75
in coasting to a' six-stroke
victory and collecting the
05,000 first prize. Her three-











Your Vote And lnfluente
- Will Be Appreciated
1977 MODELS
Thee 1977 AMC Cars
MUST GO
The 78's are arriving







If You've been thinking about trading cam, now's the,
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MURRAY CITY
Glinda Jeffrey, food ser-
vices director for the Murray .
City Schools, has released the
menus for the lunchrooms for
the city schools for the week of
November-7 to 11 as follows:
MURRAY HIGH—
bequed chicken sandwich, hot*
tamale casserole, hamburger,
hot dogs, chef salad, fruits,
and vegetables; Tuesday —
choice of pizza, sloppy Joe,
salad, fruits, and vegetables;
Wednesday —choice of turkey
and gravy, --fish sandwich,
hamburger, -hot dogs, chef
salad, fruits, and vegetables;
Thursday — choice of tacos,
beaU gel, hamburger, hat
dogs,-chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables; Friday — choice
of chili and pimento cheese
sandwich, ravioli, hamburger,
hot dog, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables.
MURRAY MIDDLE —
Handsome sport coots in solids and plaids
in polyester_ and 0001.. corduroy, camel's
hair and Wool. And, of course, the go any-




chicken sandwich or ham-
burger, potatoes, pineapple
slice or fruit salad, and
cookie; Tuesday — grilled
cheese or pizza, corn, gelatin
or peaches, and cake; Wed-
nesday — spaghetti or
hamburger, potatoes, green
beans, pears or tossed salad,
french bread, and cookie;
Thursday — roast beef sand-
wich or pizza, green peas,
applesauce or peachesi and
ice cream; Friday — chili
with peanut butter sandwich
or hamburger, potatoes,




Monday — barbequed beef,
slaw, baked beans, and
Whatever your -dress up look, we have the dress
shirt to set off your ()alit. SOlids, stripe, plaids,






PRICES GOOD NOV. 4-13
Lekeway Village Shp. Ctr., Paris, Tn.
DOINntown Paducah
Paducah Mall
Pennyrile Mall in Hopkinsville
cookie; Tuesday — turkey and
gravy, creamed potatoes,
green beans, rolls, and jelly;
Wednesday — lasagne, green
peas, mixed fruit, and cookie;
Thursday — hamburger,
french fries, fruit gelatin, and
cookie; Friday — vegetable
soup and pimento cheese
sandwich, celery sticks,
'crackers, iñdcake''
Joanna Adams, food ser-
vices director for the
Calloway County Schools, has
released the menus for the
lunchrooms in the county
schools for the week of
November 7 to 11 as follows:
EAST, NORTH, AND
SOUTHWEST —
Monday — taco salad,
lettuce, cheese, corn chips,
pinto beans, fruit, and donuts;
Tuesday — hamburgers,
french fries, gelatin with fruit,
pickles, onions, mustard,
catsup, bun, and peanut butter
cookie; Wednesday — roast
beef and gravy, mashed
Potaes, lima beans, rolls,
and jelly; - -Thursday --
Aiagbetti, green beans, carrot
sticks,- french 'bread, and
oatmeal squares; Friday —
pizza, tossed salad, peanut





'Marshall's has ci.bclutiful line of 'two:three, &I-di-oaf
fl4ece. suits in polyester, wool blends. and ,co;•duroy.
Choose from cs. beautiful variety of solids, pinstripes,
plaids, tweeds. We also have coordinated sults
trimmed in suede. You'll find a suit perfect for every
r ncinn SII7Pc 36.4.6 regular nadip_ng
REGISTER FOR
GIFT CERTIFICATES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
submarine sandwich, ravioli,
vegetables, salads, fruit plate,
buns, rolls, cookie, and carrot
cake; Tuesday — hamburger,
chili burgers; beef roast,
vegetables, salads, chef salad,




vegetables, salads, cold plate,
bun, rolls._ banana, and
chocolate cake.; Thursday _—
hamburgers, barbecue, chili,
vegetables, salads, fruit plate,
bun, crackers, ice cream cup,
and strawberry pie; Friday —
cheeseburgers, wiener winks,
spaghetti, vegetables, salads,
chef salad, bun, bread, french
bread, fruit cocktail, and
prune 4ake.
Our entire stock of sweaters. And what a se- -
lection! Everything from heavy, rugged cable
knits and turtle necks to trim, 'light -weight
crews and V-necks...You'll see all colors in
wool or acrylic. Sizes S- -
Choc"e ITOM-0, wide sele( of outer
wear including ligthei Wool LTends
pookin, and nylon. Styles range from
lockets and parkas- to long dress models.




sizes to fit most fur-
naces. 40-297,4 298 t.
merit building under con-
struction, said fire chief Joe
Jennings.
Jennings said the in-
vestigation Of- the blaze has
been turned over to the state
arson bureau, a division of the
Kentucky State Police.
The apartment buflding,4
owned by Roy Peach, was 
Arson Probable Apartment Blaze
FRANKFORT, K y destroyed when firefighters
( AP)—Arson is suspected in a arrived at the scene about 2:10
Thursday morning fire that a.m. Thursday, Jennings said.
leveled a downtown apart- Firelighters concentrated
their efforts on saving two
adjacent homes.
Firefighter Tommy Baker
was treated-it a local hospital
for burns on his hands.
Jennings said arson was
suspected because the fire
spread so quickly and because












Says 8 phrases—just pull his






Cute 16" baby doll that









VARIABLE SPEED. Adjusts to any lob:
wood, metal, plastic. Double insulated
for safety. 42-805
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Historymobile Traces
Coal's Evolution In State
FRANKFORT — The exact
uate of man's discovery of
eoal has been lost to antiquity;
'but KentuCky has charted the
evolution of its number one_ _ .„. .
Industry-in the new Kentucky
Historical Society
Ston1110bIle. •
The discovery that a certain
black rock would burn
probably occurred many
tithes in different parts of the
world when early man at-
tempted- to build campfires.
. The Bible noted that Solomon
- - -- was familiar with coal in-what
is now Syria, and the Chinese
recorded the use of coal 1,100
years before the Christian era.
Along With ancient references,
there is evidence that the
Indians used some coal before
the pilgrims came to America.-
But the first recorded usage
was in Virginia in 1702 where a
French settler was granted
permission to use coal in his
blacksmith shop.
Earliest- -recorded corn-
merj.migwa§ IP l750 •
from the James River
coalfield near Richmond, Va.,
and the coal was used to make
ammunition during the
Revolution.
• During the Seine year, Dr. •
ThorrUIS- Walker,'" survey0r;
from Virginia, ;came to
Kentucky to start a settlement
and noted in his diary, "We
found very good coal." Walker
used coal to start his first
campfire in Kentucky near the
Cumberland Gap in Bell
County. _
.7-AA-Co-Ugh we are not sure
about the emit date that coal
was first mined and produced
for transportation and other
uses, research._ indicates that
Kentuckians were becoming
interested in coal production
as early as 1810.". said Tom
Gatewood, curator of the new
Historymobile. "In 1820
_William D. McLean opened
what became known later as
the *McLean drift bank,'-r--
the Green River, and this
mine is regarded as the first
commercial operation in the
western coal field.
Gatewood -said that
statistics are available which
show that 328 tons of coal were
mined and sold in Kentucky in
1828. By 1830, the volume of
coal produced had grown to
2,000 .tons, and in 1837, to 10,000
tons. Today. Kentucky is the
single largest producer of coal














  tn_ Department fOr__
Natural Resources figures;
Kentucky produced 142,593,562
tons of coal in 1976.
The coal exhibit is designed
to give visitors a historical
_perspective .of. the theme,
"Kentucky Celli The
Emergence Of An Industry,
1840 to Present." Divided into
three stages, • the exhibit
depicts the small father-son
operations which existed from
1840 to 1880; the company
owned-nperdttorls -front TEM -to-
1940; and the growth of large
corporations from 1940 to the
present.
"The history Of theo—fa
industry in Kentucky has been
one of change from a simple




of the coal' bearing com-
munities," said Gatewood.
"Their adaptation to the
complexities of an industrial
age is closely related to the
experience of many rapidly
Andustrializedtountpies In this
century:"
Despite setbacks like the
Depression in the '30s and the
---post-,World War II switch-..to
gas and oil, the organic
compound has become the
building block of, an _endless
number of materials used in
,everyday life, Gatewood
noted.
Included in the coal exhibit
are around 250 photographs,
20 _ artifacts, models of con-
ventional Mining and modern
strip mining operations and a
diorama of an early coal
barge. There is also a slide
presentation with the com-
ments and voices of old timers
and modern miners, along
with ballads that were written
as .coal .was industrialized,
according to Gatewood.
The new Historymobile has
a minimum of script and
labeling, but a traveling
historian will be available to
answer questions and talk
about the exhibit. Both the
fliStoryrifobile di Kentucky's
pioneer era and the new one
-will be available for.
scheduling next year begin-
ning in March. For more in-
639 S. 4th St. formation on the society's
Phone 753-9868 Historymobiles, contact Tom
Gatewood at 502)1 564-3016.
When you call the Sheriff. . .you want him to
answer as soon as possible. We urge you to
check the record of Ted Alexander, the ex--
peri,nced candidate for Sheriff. When you
Vote For Alexander, you are voting for ex-
perience, integrity and openness of operation
of your office. Ted Alexander will be available
when-you need him. . . and now he needs you.
Cast your vote for Ted Alexander. . . your vote
and influence will be appreciated by Ted and
the Staff of the Sheriff's Office. Remember the
name. . ..TED ALEXANDER, if he knOws you
today. . ,he will know you after the election...
Po44ow4 44 PAHI Fur Ted Alex:mar
FALL FESTIVAL at the Southwest Elementary School on Saturday, November 5, from
6:00 to 8:30 p.' m. will include crafts made by the Seventh and Eighth Grade Fabric Ex-
ploratory Class, Miss Rita Ladd, instructor, a section of the nevy practical arts program
in which Southwest takes an active part. The program introduces students to various
voc3tional areas within the world of work. Pictured, left to right, are, front row,
Caroline Steely, Terry Thweatt, Chuck Story, and Freddie Stone, standing,. Parn-Win-
chester, Miss•Ladd, Teri Underwood,--judy Tucker, Deedee Rogers, Bryan White, David
Tipton, Monty Ray, Sherry-irValker Gary Murdock, Debbie Tinsley, Melissa Paschall,
_Dianna Travis, Sandy TurneLkichie ReederAkk_y
and Lori Reeder. .
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) —
A group of Kentucky State
Police troopers will find out if
they're as-fit- as- they think
when -1.1oiversity of Louisville
doctors begin a series of tely
next Monday. a.
—A pilot group of 25 troopers
— starting with Commissioner
Kenneth Branden burgh — will
go without food fur-AZ:haws,
trot on a treadmill while
-having • thetr;= heart -action-.
measured, and will be
weighed in a water tank to
determine how much fat they
have on their bodies.
Dr. Arthur Weltman, who
along with Dr. Bryan Stam-
ford, directs the University of
Louisville!.a ,
physiology laboratory sPd
U of L fitness evaluation
center, said the state police
will use. the information to set
up a physical fitness program
called "Project Life."
Weltman said the center has
improved its fitness-
measuring capabilities with
the addition of a full-time
cardiologist — Dr. Nancy
Flowers, chief of cardiology at
diectil school. 
- -News Briefs
the University of Louisville 
Sometime
If the cardiologist detects
problems, or if the person
feels discomfort, he said, the
test is halted,
After the stress test, the
next step is weighing in a
water tank.
after
Thanksgiving, he said, the
fitness evaluation center will
be opened to the publie, and
anyone can be tested for a fee
of $175 — "considerably less
than they can get it for
elsewhere."
If next week's testing of the
pilot group goes well, he said,
"we will test all the state
police.
Monday the commissioner
comes through at 8 a.m.," he
said. "He is doing it as an
example to the other men."
The troopers will have to go
without food for 12 hours
before the test, Weltman said.
Their blood wili he-sampled
and electrocardi4iiina
taken, and if the results of
these tests are normal, they
will proceed to the stress test,
he said.
Still connected to the
electrocardiogram, the men
will exercise on a treadmill.
"The cArdiologist will take
assessments of -how
the heart responds. to eer-
else," Weitman said.
The treadmill test, he said,
is carried "to maximal levels
.., until the person won't go
any longer or can't go am
longer."
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A Leibigtoff woman has been
charged with murder in
connection with the fatal
stabbing of a Paris, Ky., man.
Police said that Sabrina
Franklin, 20 held in
KENTUCKY WIND QUINTET — The Kentucky Wind
Quintet, made up of faculty members-at the University(
of Kentucky, will appear in concert at 1 p. m. Sunday,
Nov. 6, in the Recital Hall Annex of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center at Murray State University. Quintet mem-
bers (left to right) are: Peter Simpson. bassoon; Phillip
Miller, clarinet; David Elliott, French horn; Bruce
Morrison, oboe: and Gordon Cole, flute. They will play
music by Anton Reicha, Walter Piston, Ingolf Dahl, and
Malcolm Arhold.
Free for the Asking
BIBLE CORRE-S11eDENCE COURSE
during a four-year hitch in the
U: S. Air Force. -
Later he enrolled at the
University of Michigan and
became active in addressing
conservation groups and other
audiences_ interested In en,,,
vironmental problenis. He
used his vacation periods
while in school to improve his
the Fayette County jail in filming techniques while
connection with the death of making educational films.
George Adams, 33. Police said While filming a study of the
the stabbing apparently greater sandhill crane for the
stemmed from a quarrel. Audobon Society, he became
aware of the depletion of U. S.
wetlands—ind ttieif critical
role in maintaining a stable
total environment. His
fascination with the life of the
marshlands led to the
production of "The Marsh-A
Quiet Mystery."
Audobon film dates, titles,
2-DAY
SALE
and lecturers to be presented
during the spring semester
are
—.Ian. IS, "Four Fathom





Since fat is buoyant-- and
other tissues are not, a
comparison of a persons
Thomas , A. Sterling will
present a film and lecture
entitled "The Marsh—A Quiet
Mystery" at Murray State
University on Monday, Nov. 7,
as the second of five programs
to be presented by the
National Audobon Society
during the year. - _
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in the
Student Center auditorium,
the lecture-film-sponsored by
the Department of Biological
Sciences is open to the public
at no admission charge.
A full length color motion
picture (approximately 9O
minutes), the Audobor
Wildlife Film focuses on thy.,
marshes of Michigan, Oregon,
Utah, and Ontario, Canada,
and the wildlife threatened by
the diminishing wetlands.
Sterling points out that little
more than 50 percent is left of
the 127 million acres of in-
terior. and coastal wetlands
that once existed in the United
States—and that the loss of
wetlands has resulted in lower
water tables, increased
flooding, stream siltation, and
diminishing wildlife
populations.
He has filmed the marshes
throught the seasons, showing
the many images from winter
through fall. Within the
seasons, he has recorded
wildlife behavioral studies
with the camera.
Wildlife shown in the film
includes two bullfrogs
thrashing in the .shallows to
determine which will he the
dominant male on a bit of
marsh shoreline; deer,
.weight underwater and out of coyote, and opossum in the
water reveals what per- constant winter search for
centage of the body is fat, food; migrating birds, in-
Weltman explained. cluding the greater sandhill
When the test is .0Ver, crane and the 'amusing
Commissioner Brandenburgh courting and mating ritual of
and the other troopers will be bufflehead ducks; and the
told how they shaped up, he brilliant fall plumage of the
said. drake wood-duck corn-
"We will be able to tell that plementing the tall landscape.
'person when he's done whats -bTerling, who deiieWped alevel of fitness he is in. It is love for nature as a boy inquite possible he may not have Southern Michigan, had theabnormalities in terms of his opportunity to. film same of Ateelectrocardiogranybutatill be-- most beautiful wildernessgrossly underfit," said the 
doctor. .country in North America
LEXINGTON, KY.. ?NM"—
One of Fayette County's
district judge candidates has
denounced his rivals for what




candidate Peter Southard, a
lawyer, said six other can-
didates pressured the Ken-
tucky Registry of4Election
Finance to investigate an
advertisement placed by
Southard in a Kiwanis
magazine. The registry ter-
med the ad "illegal," but the
commonwealth's attorney
said he would not prosecute
because he found no evidence
illegal intent on Southard's
part.
Southard contended that the
other candidates violated the
code of ethics for lawyers by
pressing for the investigation.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) —
Lake Cumberland, operated
at lower-than seasonal levels
since October 1973, should
return to normal elevations by
next spring, according to the
Army Corps of Engineers.
Col. Robert K. Tener,
Nashville district engineer,
said the decision to remove
Lake level restrictions resulted
from detailed evaluation of
remedial work on the Wolf.
-Creek Dam in southeast
Kentucky.





MARSHLAND CREATURE -The kit fox huntsby night
and is an effective controller of rabbit and rodent
pbpulations. Even though it is a shy and elusive animal,
constant successful trapping has depleted its numbers, A
threatened inhabitant of the diminishing wilderness, the
kit fox forms part of Tom Sterling's Audubon Wildlife Film
entitled,"The Marsh.--- A Quiet Mystery" that focuses on






My opponent acted as spokesman for a group of
council members after a meeting in his home, to
demand the resignation or firing of a department head
within less than 24 hours of a city óundilegiilàr
meeting.
There were no charges made or filed by the group
against the dt‘partment head and there certainly was
no justification. But two or three did not like the depar-
tment head and the group had decided on a
replacement and to create a new position, assistant
department head. They had TWO EMPLOYEES OF
THE DEPARTMENT TO ATTEND THE MEETING.
The new position of assistant would- have &al tNe-
department at least $10,000 to $12,000 dollars annually
which was not budgeted nor was the position needed.
Neither the Mayor, department head or some other
council membersiniew of the meeting nor were Invited
to the meeting at my opponents home. He also acted as
spokesman and delivered the ultimatum. As there was
no justification for such action nor any charges filed,
the demand was rejected and no action was ever taken.
However, it was a most serious break of ethics and un-
dermining of a good department, and certainly not
fiscal responsibility.
This does not appear the leadership our city must
have.
Paid for by Chrisman Campaign Fund








This is to confirm that our fall 1977
complete 1200,000 Diamond line will be
in your store Friday, November 4th and
Saturday, November 5th. I hereby
authorize you to liquidate at Discount
Prices ot 33%% to 66°c off any and all
merchandise sold during this un-
presidented offering
Best wishes,
Mr. H. D. Wright
National Sales Manager
HERE'S THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME TO SAVE ON
HUNDREDS Of GENTS AND LADIES CLUSTER, SOLI-
TAIRES, SETS, COCKTAIL RINGS, RUBIES, SAPHIRES,
BANDS, DUOS, PENDANT', AND PIERCED EARRINGS
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students, and other health
personnel will be conducted at
Murray State University
Thursday, Nov. 10.
Presented as a continuing
education project of the
Department of Nursing, the
all-day program in Mason
Hall (Nursing Building) will -
run from 8:45 a.m. to 3:30 p.m: -
Registration will begin at
am.
Focused on assessment and
written communication in
patient care, the workshop
will include presentations by
the following:
— Paul Langford, R. N.,
_ medical-surgical nursing
:faculty member at Murray




— Mrs. Delores WEirsOri—,7
R.N.,-head nurse of the
critical care units at Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah, who will




— Mrs. Jenny Hiam, R.N.,
-physical assessment in-
structor in nursing at the
University of Evansville, who
will deliver the. closing ad-
dress on "Basic Concepts in
Physical Assessment."
Participants will also
engage in group work in which
they gain practical experience
in recording patient in-
-formation using an approach -
involving subjective and
objective observations,
analysis, and planning. Films
on physical examinations of
the heart and lungs will also
be shown during the
workshop.
A $10 registration fee will
cover .5 Continuing Education
- Unit (CEU t,;:, be awarded to
participants. Anyone in-
terested may register in
advance by sending the fee to:
;Mrs. Jean Cialp; -Ccior-
dinator., Continuing Education.'





Gov. Julian Carroll has asked
the Farmers Home
Administration to.. declare
Owsley and Laurel counties a
disaster area because of
tornado damage last month.
A declaration by the federal
agency would make special
assistance available to those
who suffered damage. In a
letter dated Wednesday to
Warren Freeman, acting
Kentucky director of the
agency, Carroll said 21 farms
in Owsley County and 20 farms
in Laurel County were affeced
by a tornado Oct. 1.
The governor said the
twister caused "significant




School's drepout rate has
climbed from 25 per cent to 40
per cent in the last five school
years as a result of over-




to the increased drop-out rate.
Youngsters can't get the class
they want and the classrooms
are overcrowded and un-
comfortable," Gormley said.
Gormley said 1,300 pupils
now are squeezed into a school
built to house 1,000.
Gormley and the school
board are asking - voters to
approve a school tax increase
of 15 cents per 100.of assessed
property to pay for a larger
building, A similar tax issue
was voted down in 1969.
On Aug. 25, 1966, China's Red
Guards defaced the ' Roman
Catholic Academy in Peking
and the. government ordered ft
•=11AticaD EVERTISII40
POLICY
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1EDITOR'S NOTE: this is the first in a new series of
weekly columns that will appear on Fridays in The Murray
Ledger & Times. The author, Dr. Virgil Trout, is a minister of
the Church of Christ and has sporen for over 250 public high
schools. He has addressed civic clubs throughout the
foi- -Outland- - English-speaking world, the column, .entitled. ':Think: IS
Atsignedit1 dirrOst that, rhakelpaiise and
The funeral alifor Mrs. Beedie
Outland of Murray Route One • • ay V.IRGIL.R. TROUT
will be held Saturday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max Are You Bored?
Churchill Funeral Home with ., "So I hated life, because what is done under the sun was
grievous to me; for all is vanity and striving after words."
the Rev. -R. J. Burpoe of- tEed. 2:17) Boredom has even caused murder. "Killing
ficiating.- time" is a common expression but when you think about what
Grandsons will serve as is implied; it is a terrible thought. • - -
pa 115eireis--17dn -burial - Overcoming-bin edum . -Life cannot be-Interesting to anyone
-llew in-the-E*1--Blood-River
Cemetery: • -- • • -
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today (Friday).
Mrs. Outland, age 84. died
Thursday at 9:05 a.m. at the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
'Hospital: -tier 'husband, the -
Rev. Edd Outland, died April out among the people and perform one kind act 10 times." An
22, 1937. One son, D. V. earnest purpose either finds time or makes it.
Outland, died September 25 of
this-year.- - - •
the Rev. Wayne Carter and
STOCK MARKETThe deceased was a price . of sf ks of 1 .1 West Murray
member of the West Fork initerese-tr as,I.noon today furnished tow -e
Baptist Church. Born January' 'Dines by I M. Simon Co. of Murray are
10, 1893, in Stewart County, 
_LS 0 OWS Plans SeriesTn., she was the daughter of Indus.. Av. .. +5.63
the late William Outland and Airco X. .
Air Products 
• % + 4
Frances Futrell Outland. Pf ServicesSurvivors include -one-- - somanton Am. Motors -2 ...1144 r .k.-
 2518 +4
34 unc , 
oTrdt1Totor Co  
daughter, Mrs. J. W. i Estelle) A
r
Johnson, Paducah Route Two; Gen. DrIamics 
46%. _.;4
two sons. William Outland._ Gen. Motors 66% +14
92% -413Murray, and L. E. Outland, Goodrich
Murray Route One; four &V'
- stepsons, Waver aT lkofemPliik . Pennwalt .. 33% +%
Tn., Hanabal of Detroit, _ aluaoker Oats '  714 uric
7% unc
Mich.,-and Colie and Kelly of Western Union 




Murray; five grandchildren; 13% +4
Pnces of stock of local interest at noonsix great grandchildren. EDoday, furnished to the !Adger &
Times by. First of Michigan. Corp . of






General Elec.  
Calvary' Temple First 2,0sF•coar-fleific
Pentecostal Church of God, PfiBel
located two miles South of .11;,irn Walters 
Murray on Hwy. 641, will be Disney 
homecoming Franklin Mintobservin,g its ,
Calvary Temple
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The Rev. J. Marland Harris, Russell's Chapel
pastor, will be ministering
during the morning worship - --
service. The title of his ser-
mon will be "Greatest Charlie Lassiter, director of
Homecoming." Pupil Personnel for the
At noon a fellow Ndlnner Calloway County Schools, will
will be served in the fellowship be the speaker at the Russell's
hall. Chapel United _Methodist
A gospel singing will begin Church on Sunday, November
at two p.m. featuring Calvary 6, at -eleven a.m.
Temple Choirand many other - Lassiter will be speaking in
groups. -lhe absence Of the church
Sunday School Classes will pastor, the Rev. A. H.
be available for all age groups McLeod, who is now
and a nursery will be recuperating at his home after
ipiovided.
Beginning Sunday night,
November 6, the evening
worship service will begin at
6:30 p.m. The Youth Group
• - - - - LAKE DATAmeeting has been changed to
Kentucky Lake. 7 a m.Wednesday night.
Everyone is invited to at-
tend these homecoming
services, according to the
church pastor, Rev. Harris.
who is not interested. "He regarded the
- -worla net as a mirror in -which to gaze_
at his own face, but as a window
through which to see God."
Growing is necessary to defeat
boredom. If what you did yesterday still
looks big to you, you haven't done much
today.
"1 have a cure for boredom that will














having undergone eye surgery.
in M his Tn •
Sunday School will be at ten Church.
Federal State Market News Service
S November 4.1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes B Buying StationsTo Hear Dr. Crump Receipts Act 1,144 Est 700 Barrows leGilts .50 lower Sows .30-130 lower few
decline on wts inder 45 !be.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs • $3B50-35e-At Pleasant Grov'-!'-441-34GM444b.' 4313(14t „54' -benefits:- 240-26131b - •
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exhabition Center at Murray
State University.
Spoasoced by the Center, the -
exhibit will be open daily
except Sundays from 8 a. m.
until 9 p. m., and there is no
charge, ' according to Bill
Cherri, diriCtir of the Center.
-Entitled -"American
Agriculture," the exhibit,
which consists of 45 horizontal
panels pf pictures, traces the
development of farming in
America during the past 200
years.
-In 1776, roughly 90 per cent
of the American people lived
off the land, growing their own
an industry.
"This exhibition deals with
some of the changes which
have taken place in
cultivating the land to produce
the food and fibers — the
making of a revolution-that
will continue in our time"
Researched and organized
by Dr. Keith Melder, former
curator of the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington, D. C.,
the exhibit graphically trades
three distinct revolutions
which have occurred in
American agriculture, Cherry
noted.
The first, a horsepower
revolution, extended from
stantly refined and improved, was accomplished by the
change in farm 'equipment.
A second phase of change, Although less people now
the mechanized revo1ut4on, cultivate land, new machinery
began in the 19th century and has helped increase
continues today. Mechanical production, he points out,
engines, tractors, and self,. emphasizing that the farmer
propelled implements today not only produces for
replaced horse power, and this himself and his family but he
mechanization led to the in- also can produce for 40 other
troduction of complex and people as well.
refined farm machines Technology also has brought
capable of performing almost problems, he went on. The use
any agricultural task, of pesticides, the high cost of
new machinery and fuel and•• The third development, the use of agribusiness are alldating from the late 19th new problems faced bycentury, is termed the today's farmer.
scientific or green revolution, The "Americanand involves the application of Agriculture" exhibit touchesscientific techniques and on all these facets of farming.
Commission Approves Hikes And




Below dam 303.8, down 0.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 353.9.
Below dam 314.8, down 1.8.










For four years as council member and several years
of community service at considerable personal ex-
pense, neither my family nor I have ever expected,
received or accepted favors of any kind, large or small,
or financial benefits.
I have avoided any semblance of a favor because of
my position as a council member, regardless of any
feeling of a grievance or wanted a service performed in
my interest. That would apply to the office of mayor.
I did not have the water rates reduced substantially •
to my business, I never asked that my privilege license
be reduced 45% (although it was some higher than
larrr businesses). I never asked nor insisted that The
police department against its wishes serve eviction
papers on my business premises a responsibility
always carried out by the sheriffs department even
though it saved me about $6.00, and I have never
refused to pay a bill of over $1,000 for gas, lights, out-
standing for over four years or to work out a fair and
reasonable,solution for the gas lights at my place-
business. Special treatment no.- other gas system
customer would receive.
I will not seek or accept any favors or special finan-
cial benefits as a council member or as mayor. The
city cannot afford anything but responsible leadership.
Be Sure-Elect H. Ed Chrisman
Paid For By Clicurpan Campaign Fund
' PorNra- rtrori n miummiumimpinemmireesm-er
The West Murray Church of
Christ, located at Doran Road
and. Holiday Drive, will have
special series of evangelistic
services during the week of
Nov-iftri er -through 13 v-1ith
Larry Ray Hafley of the
Washington Avenue Church,
Russellville, Ala., as speaker.
Services will be held each
evening at 7:30 with the
Sunday services at 10:50 a.m.
and six- p.m. Bible study on
Sunday will be at ten a.m.
Jantes E. Cooper, preacher Sunday School will be at
for the West Murray Church, ten a.m. and Church Training
said an opportunity for at six p.m.
questions will be extended at Volunteer nursery workers
the close of each service. For on Sunday will be Mr. and
information persons may call Mrs. Robert Cooper and Mrs.
753-3800, church office, or 759- Hattie Lee Galloway.
1331, _preacher's _ _home, said
BroTCOopelOg-market___
Methodist Churche
Exhibit On Agriculture InTo Speak At
Local Church America To Open On SaturdayGuest missionary speakers
at the Sinking Spring, Baptist. A month-long exhibit food," Cherry said. "Today, 1830-1900. During this time, discoveries to farming.Church on Sunday, November depicting the continuing fewer than five According to Melder,be th6, will e Rev. Joe Venn,. .revolution in American clim 
Wininper cent can hundreds of implements and
it _g as an oc machines which derived their American technology hasArmy Chaplain at Fort itrion-3. ag-raare • open 
Sat_ 
cupation.-Agrieulture that was • energy either from --horses or -1‘tilie41hirs W1104044 and the--areteven a-.m. and the Rev, - day, Nov. 6, in--the -West a craft 411776 has now become • -lraTt iniinals. were con- transftwmatitm—* 'farmingKenneth Parks, missionary in
Chile, at seven .in.
The church is having a part
of the World Missions Con-
ference, sponsored by the
Blood . River Baptist
Association.
Other speakers at Sinking
Spring Church will be the Rev.
Malcolm D. Brown of
Sweetwater, Texas, on
Monday, the Rev. Dewey E.
Mercer of Japan on Tuesday,
and the Rev. Lapinell en
Wednesday, with all services
at seven p.m.
James Key, deacon of the
week, and the Rev. Lawson
Williamson, pastor, will assist
in the morning; services on
Sunday which will be Building
Fund Day. A love offering for
the Carlos Owehs family,
missionaries to Africa, will be
taken at the close of the
morning service. This offering
is being sponsored by the Olga
Hampton Group.
The Adult Choir will sing
"Jesus Did It For Me" at the
morning-eervice with Tommy
Scott as director, Mrs. Scott as
pianist, and Mrs. Jim Neale as
organist. D%1 and Yvonne
Miller will sing a duet, "Two
Hands."
At the evening servAdf the
Youth Choir will sing, but will
meet at 5:30 p.m. for practice.
Jack and Ava Watkins will
be in charge of Children's
Church for November. The
bus driver for November will
be-Jerry Windsor, phone 753-
"Learning To Lean" will be
the selection by the South
Pleasant Grove Church Choir,
directed by Lurene Cooper
with Olivene Erwin as
organist and Tommy Gaines
as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. and a potluck luncheon
will be served at noon.
The annual charge con-
ference will be held at 1:30
p.m. Sunday at South Pleasant
Grove.
No evening services will be
held at the church.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Plans Meeting Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Mason will hold
its regular meeting on Mon-
day, November 7, at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
The hall is located on High-
way 121 North at the in-
tersection of Johnny Robert-
son Road,-Highway 1660. All
members are urged to attend,
a lodge spokesman said.
Missionaries
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Benefits
fOr totally disabled workers would be
increased, but benefits for partially
disabled workers would be cut off if
they returned to an equalpaying job,
Under  a recommendation appoved by
the Workmen's Compensation Com-
mission.
The commission voted 8-4 Thursday
to approve the proposal by John B.
Clarke, a General Electric Co.
executive in Louisville. Clarke said he
was embarrassed that the panel had not
sët come Op -With- any • re-corn-.-
7
Gov. Julian Carroll named the
commission more than a year ago to
make recommendations for reducing
rising workmen's compensation in-
surance premiums in Kentucky without
cutting benefits.
Clarke said he wrote the governor.
last month rafter _the_state Insurance
Regulatory Board grantedli $n
rate increase, asking that, the com-
mission be dissolved if it's not having
any effect. He said he was disturbed
that the multimillion dollar rate in-
crease would not do anything for
disabled Kentuckians receiving
. ,
He said his recommendation would
significantly increase benefits to
"deserving, totally disabled people,
reduce premium costs to employers"
and provide a way for workers who
become totally disabled as a result Of
an initial, partial, disability' to later
become eligible for benefits.
Leonard "Scotty" Smith, executive
director of the Kentucky AFL-CIO
criticized Clarke's proposal as a
"tradeoff" of one worker's injury for
another's.
"Lebo(I opp-Of.ed to doing' any more
trading," he said. rMOst of the talk ( by
this commission) is about cutting
benefits instead of addressing the real
problem.
He said rate increases are not the
result of permanent awards for partial
disability, and that the answer to rising
rates is to quit doing business with
insurance companies and set up a state
• -
Commission Chairman Kelsey
Friend, D-Pikeville, indicated he
supports the concept of a state-
administered workmen's compensation
insurance fund. He did not elaborate.
Workmen's Compensation Board
-rflrectar: William.- L. Huffinaa'rgaldte,US 3-4 260-280 s36.00-37 no Clarke said he conducted an in- didn't think the -tradeoff" proposed byThe South Pleasant Grove sows
dependent analysis and found that the Clarke would make a big enough dif-and Story's Chapel United 111-127c'3"litss` 
 831,00-32 00
300- 50*30.00-31°o increase resulted primarily from ference to offset increasing rates.Methodist Churches will have us 1-3 450-650 lbs.. $32.00-33 50 few 34 00 lifetime benefits now being paid to Huffman said another look shown oejoint service on Sunday, US 2-3 :AO= Isb,3  S29 50-3P
November at 10_ a.m.  
_with the speaker to be the Rev. Senior Citizens ToDr. Ed Crump, Jr., Paris
district superintendent of the
United Methodist Church, at fee Guests
the South Pleasant Grove
MSU Game Saturday
Saturday, November 5, will
be Senior Citizens Day fat
people over the age of 60) at
the Murray State-Austin Peay
football game at 1:30 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium. Persons
over 60 will be admitted free,
and should enter at Gate No, 5.
Senior Citizens in Murray or .
Calloway County needing
transportation by the Senior
Citizens van should call the
office, 753-0920, by three p.m.
today ( Friday )
Persons coming in groups of
five or more should meet Alan
Blaustein or his represen-
tative at Gate No. 5 by one
p.m., and tickets are not
necessary if coming in groups.
If persons are coming in
groups of five or less, free
tickets can be obtained at the
Senior Citizens Office, 203
South Fifth Street. Murray,
second building north of the.
Murray City Hall, today
(Friday) or go to Gate No. Sat




The Public Hearing on the proposed
use of Revenue Sharing Funds for-
fiscal year 1978 has been re-scheduled
a' for Monday, November 14, 1977, 10:00
a.m., City Hall Building, Murray, Ky.
•
Citizens' of Murray have the right to
submit oral or written comment con-
cerning the proposed expenditure of
the following Revenue Sharing Funds:
- -Current Trust Fund Acrbiint $106,562.50
FY78 Anticipated Funds $309,216.00
Other information on the proposed use
may be obtained at the City Clerk's Of-
fice, City Hall Building, 5th & Poplar-.
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
 •




WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's
unemployment rate edged up from 6.9
percent to 7 percent in October,
showing little change for the Seventh
consecutive month, the government
reported today.
Unemployment has fluctuated bet-
ween 6.9- percent and 7.1 percent since
April, and Labor Department analysts
said this shows the economy is not
growing fast enough to account for the
steady increase in the labor force.
The stagnation in the jobless figures
is expected to increase pressure on the
Carter administration for a tax cut and
new job-creating programs next year..
Nearly 6.9 million Americans
remained without jobs last month,
about 10,000 indrethan in September.
Most of the increase was among
black workers, whose jobless rate
climbed from 13..1 to 13.9 percent in
October. In contrast, the rate for white
workers has remained at 6.1 percent for
the past four months.
Over the past year, the Labor
Department said, the black rate has
shown no improvement, while
joblessness for whites has declined by
more thah a full percentage point.
Governor To Name
Fire Marshal Today
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll was expected to name a
replacement today for suspendeg
Kentucky Fire Marshal Warren
Southworth.
According to Gary Auxier, Carroll's
press secretary, the governor was to
hold a news conference today to make
several announcements concerning
issues relating to last May' Beverly
Hills Supper Club fire. The fire at the
ifflOthern Kentucky night spot killed 164
persons last Memorial Day weekend.
"There's going to be a lot of things to
talk about," Auxier said.
Carroll, reached in MorgantOwn,
W.Va., where he attended a.meeting of
area governors and energy officials,
said he would also announce plans to,
reorganize the fire marshal's office and
would disease on range plane tor the
office
9*4
taken at profits in the insurance
business.:
He said savings incurred by em-
ployers who switched to selfirisured
coverage — in some cases cutting
premiums by -till( — indicates the in-
surance companies are making a
profit.
Clarke agreed that a more com-
prehensive study should be made of
workmen's compensation insurance
laws, but he added, "I am appalled that
this COMMiSSiOh has done so little."
He said he thought it necessary to
give the legislature an indication of the
commission's feelings, even though it
was a "piecemeal approach.'
Rep. Buddy Adams, D-Bowling
Greens said he thought it was a "crying
shame" that the commission couldn't
agree on anything — ranging from who
to invite for informational purposes to
the meaning of the Kentucky work-
men's compensation statutes.
"I think we have failed," he said.
Miss Rangere fte
Pageant Slated
Miss Rangerette - 1976, Miss Angela
Manning, will turn over her crown
Sunday, November 6, to the new Miss
Ftangerette - 1977. The pageant will
begin .at p.m. at the Woodmen of
the-World Building. • - • -- *
The pageant is being sponsored by
the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the
Woodmen of the World with Judy
Scruggs as chairperson.
Fifteen young Rangerettes, ages 8-15,
will via for the crown. They are:
Tabetha- Johnson, Gina Herndon, Lisa
Cunningham, Lyn Richerson, Vonnie
Hayes,. Tammy Davidson, Vanedcla
Prince, Kim Green, Michelle
McDougal, Mitzi McDougal, Cathy
Smith, Tammy Pate, Tracy Beach,
Carla Beach and Johnna Jones.
Rehearsal will be held at 1:00 p.m. OR
Saturday, November 5, at the WOW
Building.
--Eith-e-ettesuut Will•present a talent,
model a dress, and answer one
question. A talent winner will be chosen
as well as a winner and her court. ,
The public is cordially invited to
attend.. A reception will be held for the
contestants and all guests, a sorority
spokesman said.
NEEDI.Nt DONATIONS—The Rev, ROTert Brocihoit; chairman of theBoard of Directors of Needline, accepts checks from two localorganizations in Murray. Laghbie Lyons, president of Xi Alpha Delta Chapterof Beta Sigma Phi Sorority, left, and Odelle Vance of the Murray Businessbain:1P9tiroftepsstmional
program to the people of Murray and Callottvav County with Euple Wardas esecutive directdr. All contacts with the organization by telephone, 753-
organizations to the-Needline board chairman. Needline is a special service
_ ate"iomke p el'1,..s s:ricllb,FpnfceiOnles_:,c
ep,,:te:e. r s nt from their




























































DON'T LET IT CATCH YOU OFF GUARD.
No one knows why cancer happens. Or when.
Or where. Or who it will hit next. And not that it -
will necessarily hit you, but why go unprepared?
Life and Casualty Insurance Company has a
Family Cancer Medical Expense Policy that you
can't afford not to look into. Call your own Life
and Casualty agent and talk things over. It can't
hurt to be prepared. But it can hOrt not to be.
LIFE &CASUALTY
INSURANCE COMPANY OF TENNESSEE
A ihaullia of TIC AMERIL All
ray Ledger & Times
Section B — Page One Friday, November 4, 1977
Testing. Planned For State's Drinking Water
FRANKFORT; Ky. (AP)
Increased testing is planned to
iñ'stfre - safe limits of:
chloroform in public drinking
water supplies across Ken-
tucky, according to the state
official in charge of enforcing
new federal regulations.
Nick Johnson, sanitary
engineering director in the
DepartmOt—Tiir' Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, said in a recent
telephone interview his
department will have primary
enforcement responsibility in
Kentucky for the Safe
Drinking Water Act of 1974.
"The intent of the act is
simply to insure safe drinking
water," Johnson said. "The
U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency is
developing guidelines on the
limits of various chemicals
allowed in drinking water."
Laboratory • analysts
'already test drinking_ water
organic inWriaW-fic the
water, chloroform produces
-what are called volatile
chlorinated hydrocarbons —
compounds which recently
have been linked to cancer in
humans, Johnson said.
"The National Acacigny of
Sciences has submitted
recommendations to EPA,
"The higher the potinUaini,
—
_
the more samples that have to
be submitted," he said,
Officials say a community
water supply serving as many
as 26,000 people is analyzed
about 30 times a month. A city
• =-
In& alLexin—gton samples-it's
water 140 times a month.
:Louisville, which has its own
laboratory, tests its drinking
water 250 times every 30 days
under . existing state
requirements.
and EPA is now studying this. Carroll. Says. He Favors
They have set a limit ten-- •
tatively of 100 parts per • •
billion" parts water, Johnson
said. - -- -
The state will continue to
pay for testing loCal water
supplies at least until next
year, he added.
"Next fiscal year, we may
begin charging utilities some
fees for these chemestries
because it may to be more
than we can bear. It won't run
much, maybe a dollar per day
per plant.
"Right now, we're paying
. for ail the chemestries. Of the
from across the state for a $380,000 we've received ffom
variety of possible con- EPA in grants, about half of
taminants, including more that is used to pay for
than 40 elements and corn- chemestries for water
pounds. utilitieS," Johnson said.
Under new guidelines • State laboratories in
expected to be annnunced soon Frankfort now analyze about would not use 
his ad- Constitution to consider if it
strict -be -20W-water samples -a day- for:--inte"iew• . influence tn. could be-..niade to serve.the
plided on' the amount 'bacteria, officials say.
chloroform communities can Johnson said testing
- add to purify the water, required for a community
Johnson said. water supply varies according




Methodist Church will hold it
annual homecoming services
'unday, Nov. 6 at the church
in Kirksey.
The Rev. Robert E. Farless,
associate minister of the First
United Methodist Church of
Murray, will be the guest
speaker for the 11:00 a.m.
worship services. His topic
will be: "Those Were The
Days. . _
- Rev. Farless is a graduate
of Murray State University
and holds a Master of Divinity
Degree from Garrett
Theological Seminary. He and
Ins wife, Willie Belle, live at
nstrtutional Convention
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
.Gov. Julian Carroll has come
out strongly in favor of a
constitutional convention,
saying that many Kentucky
voters are confused about the
real issue on the ballot next
Tuesday.
He said the question ac-
tually is whether to call a
constitutional convention, not
whether to change the
constitution—as such right
away.
Carroll has .kept a low
profile for months on con-
stitution revision, but he
stepped into the forefront of
the issue Wednesday in an
that they will not be voting on
any _change to our present
constitution."





been aware of the purported
confusion "for a long time"






months ago, but only on a
personal basis, declaring he
present constitution if it hid
not been for some very liberal
interpretations of our highest
court." - •
The governor repealed that
he plans to vote in favor, of
calling a constitlitibrial
convention. '
"I recognize that our
forefathers, wise as they
were, could- not have en-
visioned in the Ltth century
—.what aiirTtirnes'and needs
would be in the last quarter„of
the 20th century," he said.
He said times change, and
that it is "long past time" to
look once more at the state
Declaring- thereltasbeen a sway the issue. people VeTter. -
substantial amount of But in the interview he said Carroll said Kentuckians
confusion" on the real issue, flatly that anyone opposing a will have significant imput
he said, "I want all Ken- convention "actually is saying into any revision of the Con-
tuckians to understand clearly he or she has no confidence in stitution. ,
 PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!
Mail the coupon below with check by Monday, Nov. 1 to:
Calloway Co: High Speech Team
2108 College Farm Rd.
Murray, ky 41071.•
5040 Oranges In Small Box
80-120 Oranges In large Box
,s1.•
18-24 Grapefruit In Small Box
36-48 Grapefruit In Large Box









2. Small Grapefruit 55.50
._. 3. Large Oranges r--
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said, they will have the op-
portunity next year to elect
the delegates re-examining it.
, "Then in 1979 they'll be ahle___
to vote again on any new
document before it can
become final," he said.
Only a few thousand dollars
has been spent both sides
combined in the campaign for





Even at this late date, the- 
State Has
governor's views could 
New Consumerprovide important impetus for
the Rush to obtain voter ap-
proval of the convention
question.
Both sides agree with
surveys which show that
where voters understand the
constitutional issue, they are
heavily in favor of calling a
convention to revise the
document.
Passage of the proposal
requires at least 291,785
votes— one-fourth of ' the
number cast -in--Kentucky's
last general election. _
The governor claimed his
view on tote "confusion- has
been expressed previously
during a number of speeches
around the state.
But it has not received much
attention, lie said, because it
was not the main topic of his
talks.
"-I recognize that our
present Constitution has
served us well over the last 86
years, just as there is a great
deal of good in the traditional
way we have been doing
things," Carroll said.
•
• "But I also know state
government would not have
been able to operate under
some constraints of our
1712 Magnolia Drive. His
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Corbit Farless of 1311 Vine St.
A basket -lunch will be
served in the social hall of the
church during the noon hour
Rev. Robert E. Farless
and the afternoon program
will be devoted to singing.
The Impressions, gospel
quartet of Paducah, will be the
featured • group during the
afternoon program which will
get underway at 1:30.
The Rev. Fred French,
pastor of the church, said he 
NATIONAL MANUFACTURER Et LOCAL BUILDER
NEEDS IMMEDIATELY
THREE RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR
DEMONSTRATION SWIMMING POOLS
CALL
WILL BUILD AT COST PLUS
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO OWN AMERICAS FINEST
SWIMMING POOL AT A GREAT SAVINGI
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expected a large crowd and-- coltreimmirmattgasin
extended an Invitation to --







































: Wel Ky. Hazel, Ky. :•
B •
; UU ••••••stwonan•wmw ***** wow 0000 in•••••••••minenenellien
Kentucky voters." If the referendum passes, he
` He said that is so because
the electorate would have a
chance to approve or reject
_the handiwork..4LArly ,can-
vention.
''Those who are against a
convention are saying our
voters will not elect delegates
to the convention who will
represent their best interest,'
the governor said.
alio saying
that the voters in 1979 or 1980
will not be able-.to judge' 
whetherany constitational
changes that the convention
proposes will be good."
Protection- -Head
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)—Irvine Bell has been
named to head the state
Division of Consumer Health
Protection, Human Resources
Secretary Peter Conn said
Thursday.





worked in Kentucky public
'health-- programs siiree- 960.
He is a native of McLean
County.
Bell's appointment fills a
vacancy created by the recent




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
David M. Williams has been
named director of field
operations and special
projects in the state Depar-
tment of Commerce according














Commission (PSC) has ap-
proved a rate increase for the
Western Kentucky Gas Co.
The increase is designed to 
cover thi increased ." cost ot----`""
wholesale natural gas,
estimated to be 853,272 above
the previous -orzet. -
The increase means that,
effective Nov. 1, each bill
rendered under all rate
schedules wilt-inch:de- air=
additional 93 cents per 1,000
cubic feet of gas used during
the billing period.
The company receives













submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
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„-, You get a delicious
.7 Stockade Club Steak
/ 3 pieces of breaded,-
- deep-fried shrimp, your
choice of potato. a thick
5 1!-' slice of Stockade Toast. salad
& beverage all for only '3.19
Great Steak... and Seafood,
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Health Official Claims Fluoride, Sealant,Could Prevent Decay
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Ninety per cent pf tooth decay
m school age children could be
• eliminated by use of fluoride
-treatments and a plastie
sealant, a state health official
has said.
The state Department for
Human Resources islioping to
implement an experimental
program in several eastern
. Kentucky schools this fall,
:involving use of a :plastic to
_-coat biting surfaces on the
:children's chewing teeth, Dr.
Corum of the Bureau for
'Health Services said Wed-,
- nesday: ' - —
The program was scheduled
to begin last Monday in
Hazer*, but has been post-
poned pending a Dec. 10
meeting with dentists in the
'area, he said.
Although several dentists in
-the six-county Kentucky River
IHealth'District had contracted
with the state to perform the
sealant work, there was ap-
parently some parental
concern at the last minute
about what the program in-
volved.
The Kentucky River
District, composed of Perry,
Letcher, Knott, Wolfe, Lee
and Owsley countieS and the
city of Hazard, was selected
for the pilot program beckuSe
school children in those
counties are already par-
ticipating in the state's
fluoride mouth rinse program,
Corum said.
Under that program, with
-parental consent, -:children.
from kindergarten through
eighth grade iwall but three'
counties are receiving decay
preventative fluoride treat-
ments at school once a week
for 30 weeks.
The treatment leaves the
smooth surfaces of the teeth
impervious to decay, Comm
- said,-but„the-biting_surfaces
remain vulnerable. By sealing
Scholarship Program
Offered By ROTC
ivomen, and the financier
benefits are substantial.
These scholarships pay the
full cost of tuition at par-
ticipating schools, plus the
post of textbooks, lab fees and
- ----pther - -educational -expenses. involvement_1a. athletir Ate=
"A big plus to both students tivities which give evidence of
end their parents is that an leadership potential, as- well
rrny toMic '§eholarSto 'els° M.1.1wolvtimttit -eittlf'
'provides a living allowance of curricular clubs and -ac-
es much as $1,000 for each tivities.
cremit Ye'ar Of the - To be eligible to-ccunpete-for
Scholarship period," Routt an Army ROTC four-year
• said. "A,four-year scholarship- scholarship, a student must be
can be worth thousands of at least 17 years old by Oc-
sogari,44--.. 4a,- of the year the
: He stressed that the ROTE -Scholarship becomes et-
/scholarship program attracts fective, and be able to corn-
the top performers in their Plete all -requirements for a
tespective schools. "The commission and a college
'competition is tough, but well degree. The student must also
•*awl it,, Lhe. emphasized. be enrolled in or accepted at
"One of the reasons ,,,besides one of the more than 280
the obvious financial ones, is colleges and universities that
that we see the top people in host Army -ROTC- The alx-
The Army ROTC offers a colleges and universities, and
comprehensive four-year- our aim_ is to give ROTC
scholarship program to cadets practical experience in
qualified students entering leadership and management.
'college as freshmen, ac- We want them to be able to,
Cording to Lieutenant Colonel relate to the world outside of
Randell G. Routt, Chairman of the military experience.
Seienee-Depert- `-Here st-Murr-sx-State•-we
-ment at Murray -• State have two cadets on four-year
University. scholarships plus seven who
There are also three-year are recipients of two-and-
end two-year scholarships three-year scholarships,"
Available on a competitive Routt continued.
basis to students. Selection of four-year
_ ROTC scholarships are scholarship winners is based
available to both- Men and results etther-The'
Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) or the American
College Testing Program
exam (ACT). Also high on the
list of qualifications is the
student's academic record,
the biting surfaces_ with
plastic, he expects to
eliminate close to 90 per cent
of tooth decay in children who
receive both-treatments -
The sealing process is
simple and little equipment is
needed, Corn said, butt one
problem In delivering the
services is the scarcity of
dentists, especially in rural-
areas.
The sealant lasts from six
months to eight years, and the
department _plans to test
children ,periodically to see
how much of the material is
_retained.- - _
their class vying for ROTC
scholarships. Today's Army
ROTC is vastly different from
the old perception of cadets
doing nothing but drilling and
learning military tactics.
• "Today, the - Military
Seience curricula relate to the
Cadet's other academic
4 
programs. Classes meet the
* accreditation requirements of
plication period is between
April 1 of the student's junior
year and November 15 of his
senior year.
Students interested in Army
ROTC scholarships can .write
to: LTC Randell. G. .Routt,
Military Science-Department,
Murray State University,




University Church of Christ
106 North 13th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
"Walking death" is the worse kind of all! Faceless
people who find daily living a dull, grey, and
mechanical process are not really living at all -
they are merely going through the motions. Their
minds are merely reacting, their bodies are simply
functioning and their lives are only rotating. There
is no authentic purpose to their existence except
sur%iN, al and or superficial pleasure. -
Wake up and Someone has said it is "not all
of death to die, nor all of life to live." Develop some
ideals and convictions that are really yours and that
are genuinely indestructible. Come out of the shell
of the hum-drum, "ho-hum," "oh, what's the use"
attitude toward life and today's world. See good
and constructive things you can do, that maybe no
one else sees, and get with it! Pray 'instead of
pouting; work instead of worrying help instead of
hindering love instead of loathing.
A computer is no more accurate or efficient than
the human mind that supplies its information.
Therefor, in this day of machines, peoplt are still_ .
important. You are very special because you are the
off-spring of God. You have infinite potential.
Devote your life to your Creator and see what
remarkable things He will do with it! (I Corinthians
3:5-11)
It's the greatest thing in the worW
to be a•Christian.
Estimates of the sealing
treatment, when done at a
dentist's office range from
8150 to $10 a tooth, but Conan
said if the state is, able to
arrange to deliver the service
on a mass basis in the schools
it would cost $1 per tooth._ .
The -money- for the pilot
project became available
when the state was able to cut
costs by purchasing fluoride
mouth rinse in bulk, Comm
said. The departnient will ask
the 1978 General Assembly for
an appropriation of $100,000
for each year on the next
biennium to expand _ the.
program statewide, he said. the number of sound teeth in
Comm said actual program' school age children in dif-







Paid For By Candidate
Near Evangelist Travis Smith
—TOPIC—
Nov. 6 — Sunday Night — 7:15
" "COME SEE GOD"
Seventh-day Adventist Church
15th & Sycamore St. - Murray, Ky.
MORE






ton T-shirts with U-
neck and muscle
sleeve; highlighted
by witty phrases on
ffeti+
Perfecf', No, no,











































Imitation leat • uppers with moc toe two-
tone diamond trim. Soft tricot lining; easy-











• 61/2" woofer and 21/4" tweeter for
big sound • Continuous tone control
• 3-way Power capability: 8 "D" size
batteries (not incl ). AC or optional
Auto/Boat adapter • Mite Teriet
for sing-along or PA public address





























Absorbent 15"x25" cottpn "Popcorn"
stitch towel.
12"x12" MATCHING DISH
TOWEL . 3 for 1.00
7-4110
raz"......"•••• II: to — -Aiaerfam
12:00—- Nows• 4" dynamic speaker is front-fired ----""8"
for fine FM/AM sound., Easy-indirect
rotary tuning • Automatic Volume
Control • Built-in AFC on FM • FM/AM visual Indicator shows band in
use • "Line cord antenna for FM• Ferrite rod antenna for AM
Solid State r3i-asetus Po.
$1888
j 2. • tat IF lir HO
4,4'4 441.4110
Compact FM/AM 7 4300
Digital Clock Radio
• Page digital ceadout with large
lighted numerals • Wake-to-Music or -
Wake-to-Alarm • 4" top-fired-dynamic
speaker Slide-rule radio dial for
easy, accurate station selection
• Built-in AFC reduces FM drift gito-
matically • 24-hour wake-up system
• Electronic tone alarm with adiust-
able volume • Automatic volume con-
trol reduces changes in volume as
stations are tuned • Walnut grain
foos-K on p'Olystyrene tabmet
•
7S3-8777 rn f h
'
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•Baptist Baptist  ... . __ . . Methodist
SCOM GROVE
Worship Service 11 00 a m NEW PROVIDENCE
Evenuig Worship 6 301) m Sunday School 10 a in
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY Preaching Service 11 a in
Morning Worship 11 00 a. ns. Nightly Service 6 p.m
Evening Worship 6 311p.m.
fIRST 11APTKI
Morning Worstup 10 6 a, in.
Evening Worship 7 00 p. ak . 
.
.














Worship Service 11 a.m., lat Sunday, 10: fi IL -
al- 3rEi Smix14Y. Swift -Sehael 14,499,194.6---- . - WEST FOR%
114ornini Worship 11:111a.m•
. 2nd fi 401
Sunday Evening Lap. et. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • &&&&&&&&&&&&&& MARTIN'S CNAPEL UNITED
Wednesday Evening 111110.M. - Worahm Service 11.00 aJL.
IMMO SPRING - • - - - - Sunday School 1000 am-
Morning %fordo" • ' .. - -- --"BIL-1V--- - 
- - --,....Y...t..4..... - a -...."-:-..W.*;-.......-- --......,.. ..;:i.i....--7---...--%;;;;-....i. r, :---,.V-- ...-...-7Z,.- * - - - . . 
,
Evening Worship 7:414.0. , . • .... GOOD SHUSHED UNITED
:NORTINSIN 
Worship Service 9 30 a m.
Morning Worship 11:110a. M. . Church of Christ Sunday School 11 00 a in
Evening Worship 7:00p. m. . Nazarene
NEW PlIOVIDENa INDEPUIDENa UNTIEDNIALIL MEM ---
Morning Worship - 1-1:40i. m. MURRAY CNURCII
Evening Worship 7 :Up. m Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
POPLAR Senn" Morning Worship _ 10:45a. m.
Mortwig Worship 11:00a .m N. Y P. S. Worship 515 P.m.
&Veiling Worship 11:300. En- 
Evening Worship 6:00 p m.











Morning Worihm 11-00 a m Sunday School .046, 10 
00 a. iri.
Evening Worship 6.30 p. m Morning Woribip 
11 08 a in.
UNIVERSITY ONSET UNITED
Morning Worship ' 10.30 a. M. Sunday School 10.00a. m.
Evening Worship 6.00p rn. Morning Worslup 11:00 a. m.
GREEN PIAUI 
Evening Worship 7EL.:0 m-
Bible Shut  _  , 10 am COLDWATER UNITEILL.
'Re -refer,Sunday School -111011111)/&*-- - - - -.'"LOCHST 0110/aCIMIlar
Morning Worship 10:45 ALM. ' Morning Worship ' 11:00 a.m.
Staging, Evening Won. 530,11111.p.ni- Sunday school --- 111.40a.m
BLOOD RIVER Evening Worship
Morning Worship ii,cec in. N.Y.P.S. Worstup 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship cm p. m, Wednesday Event:wig 6:30 p.m.
. OREM BAPTIST
Monung Worship 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship 730p. pi. Pentecostal
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:50a.m. ALMO MEIOSES
Evening Worship i :°.3 P. In. Morning Worship 11:00a. ta.
NEW MT:CUHAEL MISSIONARY - - '. -:. _ Evening Worship
--- - - ' 141117. -
:-, ..
. ,.. jgg,,iilkit ,,.4/40, .. • -
\s: y 'Wef0-t‘%*#. -







4,„ .. _II -!, . ,14 .•
W - - . 44Rilesia.lellp.m. Worship Seritee 1110 a in. 1st 6 fad Saw
Wed orship - 730 P.m day , 10 00 a in 3rd di 4th, Sunday School
10-00 a m tat & nid Sunday. 11 00 a m.
Morning WoeshiplinT MUMEAT 10.50 a. m. & 4th Sunday
Evening Worship 6.00 p. in
TENNI HILL UNITED
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship . 1040 a. m 
Morning Worship 10 00 a m
Sisiday School 11 Ma m.
Evening Worship 6 JO p m
MIMI 4 POPLAR FIRST mom
Worship Sernce 10 • 40a m Worship I 43& 10:1111a. m.
Evening Worship 6.00p in.
• NEW CONCORD RUSHES CRAM MID
Morning Semi& 1°' LI° a' IL Sunday School HAILS. -
-.-.-,laraFdpallorlAiO_ 1,0,-_P--9k_-__ .1iiocalua worship _ . 11-440-7R-Morning Worship - -- 11:111a. M.- . • UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Evening Worship ler- 7;49 p. au . SIXtd&Y Schaal 10.00 a. m.
nun NAPTIOT , _ - . WOMISMServices 11 00a.m.,
Morning Worship  ItItIFIL CALVARY TEMPUI - - - - -- -
Evening Worship - .6,4 .a. _ 'Sunday School . - 10 :1110a. NS o. 4.Worship Services- 11 OD a in., 7 :311-pm.- ....-
OHM COMM




' I _ -
.:
...;
- -,_ II:00a en L TNN GNOvil
Evening Worship ' 
. 
I Allp. rn. Morning Worstup Service 11:Ns.at.
- - .. • stamasmart . -- - - Simday School 10:011e. m.
Morning Worship - 1045a. m.
EVenlogWorsidit. - _ . - L.00 P- m. GOSHEN 111111ONST




Evening Worship T*P• In Sunday School 10:00a. no
ELM GROVE Morning Worship 11.00a. no.
Morning Worship MAIL m. Sunday Eveniryg 7:00 p m.
Evening Worship 7:09p. in. Thurs. nite 7:00 p. m.
SALEM BAPTIST -:-"-- --- . _NOM, 310 MAN AVLio. co a. m.
Sunday ScMorning Worship 1100a. in.
Evening Worship 7: is p. m. Evening Worship 7:00 p. *.
-,-:.
1, . .i 1 
•
- ... ,- -------- -
li
Thi n - boo7 Sunday Schoot - ---- • 10-40a m.-11111/1.m.
i 11:00 a. m. Evening services: 1st, 3rd. 5U) SundaysMorning Worshp &
HAZEL CHURCH Preaching Service 6 30 p m
Of C141151
Bible Study 10.00 COLTS CAMPGROUND
A M Worship to, so Worship Service . _ __ . 19-004. in.
PM Worship 600 __. _
Mid-Week 7:00
DEW AM CHAPEL
Smut CRIERSunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship HAN& m. Worship Service 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship _t13 p.m. Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
OWENS MAIM , fueST UNITED
Morning Worship _ . 1110a. m Sunday Worship 10:110a4i. & 7:00p.m. • -
Evening Worship . . ' . ' 5 i30 0. m . Toes & 'Mors • 7 !00 p. m_
MOUNT WOMB FREEWILL SAPTIST
Sunday School 9:30 a. m.
Worship 11 • 00 a. rn,
LOU OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday ' 2.00p ifl







. _•n God,s mage
DIXTU-NUOIN VIM
-COLDWATER Wenhip Service 10 00 a. in
Morning Worship 111:911a.m. 1st & 2nd Sundays 11 00 a m.
Evening Worship ' CO Pi& lat & 3rd & 4th Sunday
KISEISIT MIMI '
MT. MOON
- OF MEW 
10:00 a In Worship Service 1000 a. m_ lit Sunday &Sunday School
Mo 
Wrshi..
nung o p 10 :50a. m. 
11:00 a. m. 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 -00 .
am. 1st Sunday - 10 00 a_ m 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m. ( Sunday & Wed- &sway
nesdays I
ALMO MT. CARMEL
Ekble Study 10.00a. m. Worship Service 10.00 a. no. 2nd Sunday:
Morning Worship 11.00a. m. 11.00 a. m. 4th Sunday Sunday School 10:00
Evening Worship 6:00 p. m a. m. 1st, 3rd, & Ith Sunday 11 00 s. m 2nd
Sunday
Presbyterian WAYMEN OLAPELSunda/School 10:00a. m. HOT 4:111ISTIAN
Worship Service 1100a. m. Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7:00 p.m.
Vesper Service 5.00 p.m MURRAY CNRISTIAN FELLOWSNIP
Worship ' it: 30 a. .undayCOLDWATER Ektie School 9:30a. m.
-'.
The Bible says that Num is ereatesi "in GINN image" (Cr...(Gen 1:27). .
Nti-the_ Bible_ doses.not wean
AIME CSURCS
&grin, alailIMAND 
Morning Services 10-45a m
10.00 ain. 0100115 CNAPEL UNITED
Worship Service 1100..m. 1st & 3rd SondaY 9 )0 a in
klorning Services 11;°"' In:' betting Service riFt-Mirm -.---7-Evening Services COO in.
,..D.SMr..aeTVI-1148.1--*Ie-30,78-1/4.CeeL7 _ .. _
Net we like Gaol it mesas iiiiii--Ve.ire like '--. '' - - (..(-.(iiiniiiii ' - - 11011T1fPlIASANT GRIM .--'--,-'-.: -11:".°14, 
7:00p. in.
p.
. CNINtal Of 151/S CNNIST .
FA/TN RAPIST Of LATTER DAY SAWS
Morning Worship 11 00 8- ril. . Bimday School - 10:45 a. m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p. m. '' ST. 110 CATNOUC
LOCUST GROVE °MRCS
Morning Worship ii po s. m. Sunday Mass 8 a. m., 11 a. m., 4:30 p.m.
Evening Worship 7 .00 p. m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
• ONSTNNT satyr Gillum anemia soma
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.. SERVICESAve. 17th St., Murray,
isee physically. ii-pirlinani
. winnow wt.
God. that we have the espacity to seek goodness mail trait. C.4.41 -exalted --
man. He made Mee "a little lower than the angels". rili ---:•'.27:
1
Sine* it was so difficult for men to know what God was like, He sent His .
son, Jesus Christ, to teach us more about Himself. Christ's ministry on '' fit
earth left mankind with a fuller understanding of God's purpose for •
man. Read Christ's teachings in the New Testament-there you CR final
the true meaning that man was crested in God's image. ---77-_----- -
Sunday Schooi -11:411-a.m.- Sad& 4th Sunday 11_00a. in.
Worship Service 11:00 a. m. No Evening Worship
OAK GROVE unlit UNITED
Sunday School woes, m. 1st & 3rd Sunday 11 rea.m.
Worship Services ii a, rii., 7 p. m, 2xvi & 40 Sunday 9 KO a m
- Evening 6:00p. m.
SOU= MAWR NOVI
MOUNT PtEASAIIT Sundt), School . 1114110•14.- -,...
Morning Worship 11 00 a in Morning Worship 11:Na. in.
AO.p.m. Evening..?Vernier and Ky., Sun-




FIRST PRESBYTERIAN STOUT'S CNAPIEL EMUsecond
MUTTER MSSIONARY BAPTIST '
,
'1
. _ • 6 _
Worship SAS*. in.Wednesday 8 p. m. Church School 9:30a. m. Morning -
Sunday School 10:00 a. m. JEHOVAH'S WITIMBSES • Worship Service 10 45 a. rn. SundaY School " 10:45a. m.
- 
. _
Preaching 1100e.m.1.1109p.m. „  - -- Watchtower ------- 1030e, m. ,, -- •----4.-.-os-----...-
Wednesday night 7l00 P. m. Bible Lecture -910 a. in.
SPRING CREEK WYMAN'S CHAPEL LILL . -
RA PTIST CHURCH Worship Services 11:00 a.m.,7:00p.m.
Morning Worship ",- --T11110 a. m ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPA&----------- -This
. • -Iv:
-Page Mode Possible By TheEvening Worship 7:00p.m Worship Hour , 9:45a. m.Church School 11:00a. m. -
ST. JONN SAPTIST CHURCH 1M/AANUEL 
s 
LUTHERAN
Morning Worship 10.45 a no imidsy &boot 9 15 a. m.
Sunday School rt. 30 e no Morning Worship it 30 a. m.




Your Complete rice Stryke.Center
WETS UPTIST mum ,
Wednesday-Service ' 
7:00 p.M. Sabbath School - Sat. 10.30 a. m..- ...-- - .
Sunday School 
us:opium yorship Service Sat 9 15a. m.
Worship Service 11:001.tn.
Runde, ?AM 7:00 p.m.
-Sispporting• r'Inn. s a _ "IV* %reit, TIMM All-Lorge or Smell" -
' Mix keel
.
SSE Coldwater bed 753-7111
,Bogs & un 07)one Beauty
Beads . - - Sohn-







iii..,ie Turkey & Dressing
lik: • loin Us After Church
MST AL l....1 five Points . ..757 -9-92





Septic Tanks - DrivewayCulvets -
Stock Water Tanks,
Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference& Inspirational-Soaks_"Anithingin-Preaistroncrear
..i. i c.., ., so.... We Sp/nisi Order Pram** - 7,4-7122
Dixieland Canter 753-7598





"It's Finger Lichin' Good"






Thy Shalt Not Steal
Wells Electric




Time-ilp 4 Repair Service--Camplete
VA 5. 711 753-1751
Radister & Arts Glass Service
Di end
ensnare et 12tb Coll in Orders 753-7101
.
, Amencan - C.ain-AMC
!Motors hap
liereel-fleteder•Iiremit-Jeop-Pseer Warn
Tit Noisy Owl Ors .,.--
ON) C4Ohmeter IL Phone 753-4444
PHILLIPS _- Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
66 .. South 2nd
- .753-275 2 or 753-3571 '''
'
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC •
500 Main So. 12th & Story- 
Chestnut St.
753-3231 , - 753.6655 753.1th
Corvette Lanes,
owlkflt- s gesit''







Your Uni-Royal Tire Deakr
1V2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogo* Phone 753-1489
Murray-Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines-Rediatocs Repaired
A COAtPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 7584424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture




Whirlpool -Soles & Service Quasar , 
Famous Fish Dinners
Aerors
„de mos Shopping Center 753-3037
on Hwy. 64 st
Phone 474 2202
II/
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
-



























Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
" For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
. M103 aple • 753-1933
•---4- 753-8777EntirFamilye
Creative Printers, Inc. •
Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray V.
753-2285
Murray Electric System





"Go To Church Sunday
- Tiny Tot
.. Day tareI Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed
..A... aoa m -5.30p m








111 i•f4TIRMIN VIM. 
Let us Entertain You
Murray
•
TM VY RM.. Me. TIM Theatres
Randy Thornton Service Co.
air Contlition,no hooting-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's





Open 6:30 s.a.. • Close 11:00 s.a..
Swertlery Ow 1:00 Close 1000
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight
ow. - p.m.







100 So. 1311i St. mold fungus 
753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lasts, Dowd/ A. Jeees owl Larry Setter, maws
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
1 .
Kentucky lake






JOBBERS OF SNELL Olt PRODUCTS
your literrtry Serving Callowire , Gre.s.








Loveii roieg Riviard- . -
Hendon's Service Station
11114tUPS CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
•
f
66 PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS





, Glen B S earl, Gen. Manager -
Servile, Grey's, 0100.0, Marshall_ Carlisle Comities ill Ky. ri






Ily, Lake Stle Pork o ' Ph. 474.2245
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
- ,Sales and Sirvice
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Schedules For The Week Of Nov. 5-Nov. 11






























8:00 - Heavyweight Fight.
10:30-News
10:45- News







1:30- The New Arches






6:00 7 Sunrise Semester 646- WtoSSI•r








1:00 -Spotlight on Schools
12:00- Not Fudge 1:30-Fun City
12:30-Cisco Kid - 2:00 - News h
1:00-rile, 2:30-Gene Autry
2:30-Alas Smith and Jorses3,00_ pen., min"
3:30-Homer Amish!' 4;00 - The Rookies
4:00-Car 54 5:00- Candid Comers
4:30-Pop Goes 5:30-News
5:00-Porter Wagoner









I : lill - New Arches -
9:30 - I am the Greatest
10:00 - Mende
10:30-Search& Resew
II r0O-Ilaggy-Fles - 4





3:00-Lou RDA on Ice



































1:00- This is NFL
1:30-Tennis Tegument






















10:30 - Weed:we Baptist
11:30-News Conference








7:00-Six Millen Deter Man
LOD - AK Malik!
10:00- News
10:30-NasleviNe











































































9:15 - Hamilton Brothers
9:30-Changed Lives
10:00-Accent
















7:00 - Nyman Dimension










7:30- On Our Own





































1:30-One UN fro Live












11:00 -Skeet for the Stars
11:30- NOON Show
12:30-Days of our Lives
1:30-The Doctors









5:4t- Weather 5:00 -Coesitry Journal
5:53-Morning Devotion 5:30 _cad new,
640-Ralph Emery Show 6:00- News




9:30- PriEl is RitlitS
10:30-Lave of Life

























11:00-Shoot for the Stun
11:30 -Chico 8. the Man
12:00-News
12:30-Days of err Lives
1:30-Dieters













- 9:00- Nere!s Lacy
9:30- Pried is Right
10:30-Levi of UM/




p. m. Options "Red Tape;
How One Person's Safeguard
Becomes Another's Pain" Red
Tape is a paradox. It's
everywhere, and no one likes
it, yet it is widespread and
enduring. This discussion tries
to solve this paradox, Prin7
_guest is Rethert Kauf-
man, a senior fellow at the
Brookings Institute and
author of a new study "Red
Tape:"
10 p. m. Nightflight 91 Heard
Monday-Friday this four-hour
program of album rock also
features "Cosmic Con-
. neitio.ris" at 12:30. This weeks
_guest is Danny. O'Beete-.
Saturday, Nov. 5
12 Noon "A Tribute To Bing
Crosby" Ed Walker, a
broadcaster quite well known
around the District of
Columbia, and Al Freedman
of the NPR engineering staff
prepared this tribute to the
late great Bing Crosby.
1 p. m. Racer Football Join
WKMS sports voice Keith"'
Farrell for all of the _play b
play coverage of this Satur-
Clay's clash.. The Racers take
on the always tough Austin
Peay Governors in a very
important OVC clash. Kick-off
15 scheduled for 1:30.
Sunday, Nov, 6
5 p. m. Voices- In The Wind:
Join Host OscarBrand as he
interviews people from all I
walks of life on wide and
varied subjects.
6:30 p.m JAZZ-NIGHT_
lineup consists of- Jazz
Revisited at 8:30, Jazz-Alive at



































'Debates: Pro- • - SPOrts 'MOOT





Monday 1. WED -Speech and threw- Depertoesst-..
Nov. 7 2. PHU Economist. ,Gise Towisis
- .- -
Tuesday 1. MSU Political Scientist
Nov. 8 2. Dr. Paul Loon, Dept. of Industry and Technology
3, cooking 141.104:10 with Ann U44beTH
WIDNESDAY THURSDAY
Nov. 9 Nov. 10
PRIDE?
Nov. 11
Sraii:Lon ' Sign-on Si gn-ms
Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon
Devotional Devotional Devotional 
Societies in . Milestones' of - Quest for
Transition Progress Adventure
FOCUS . - ' - US ., ,, FOC
News, Sports News, Sports News, Sports
Weather Neither Weather 
Traveltsre Murray Bill Pergerson
°laden!!! -- - - -- non
'




Wednesday 1. Book Beat: Robert parry, MSU English Department
Nev. 9 History in Peaspactive .with Jim Ramey .
Thursday I. Representatives from MSU's Nursing Departnent
Nov. 10 2. Frank Blodgett
Friday
Nov. 11
1. Library Corner with Margaret Trevathan
2. Calloway County High School Sports
3.. Sather Martin Mattingly. kg, Leo', Cothollc, Murray_ _
proclaimed Nov. 13-19 as Members of Lynyrd Skynyrd band, as seen on their latest album cover, left to right Allenthe
American Education Week in, Collins, Gary Rossington, Ronnie Van Sant. Steve Gaines, Leon Wilkeson, Artimus Pyle and BillyKentucky. This year's theme Powell. Van Sant, lead singer and lead guitarist, Steve Gaines. were killed in plane crash in
is "Working -Together For Mississippi.
Education" which seeks to
_ encourage local citizen sup-,
port and active participation
in the improvement of •
education: In line' with this
1:oo- Young & Restless effort the WKMS "Comment"
11:30 - Search for Tomo** program will be marking the
12:00-Fm'n Picture
12:05-Noonday News
12;30-As the World Turns

















1 :00 - PT1 Club
2;45 Iliersvratsh
WS1L-3















































































.8 :00 - M• A "S*141 
1








WPSD-6 I6:30-128,000 Question 5:30-News
7:00-Met frogs Atlantis 6:00-News
810-- MeThgans Stew . 6:30-Name That Tune
KFVS-12
9:00-Poice Woman 7:00-The Rtthericks news & music from the Black
10:00 - News 8:00- hi' A'S'il r world.
10:30-Tonight Thew I:30- One Day At A Time I




TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-7
6:30-Name That Tunis
710 -Eight Is bleed;














10:30- Stinky & Neck
12:00-News
WSM-4



























































II:00 - James et 15
9:00 -losetti and Rem
10:00-News
10:30-Tonight Show


















10:30 - Tonight Show






















5:30-Cactus Pete 7:00- CPO Sharkey
6:15-News 7:30-Chic.
6:30-News 1:00-Redford Files
7:00- Denny /1. Marie 410- lieincy
see- Boni. of Sees 1010 - News
10:00-News 1030- Toegbt Show
10:30-Beretta 12:00- Midnight Specie'















6:30 - Truth or Conseq.










6:30- Match Genie PM






p. in. National Town
Meeting "Crime and Punish-
ment" Guests are Edmund
Brown Sr., former Governor
of California, Richard Velde,
Chairman of The Law En-
forcement Assistance Ad-
ministration, Congressman
Robert S. Drinen and John
McKenzie -of the Washington
Post.
Wednesday, Nov. 9
7 p. in. Options "Life After
Life" Persons- who have
clinically "Died" and then
been resuscitated often relate
extraordinary experiences
with suggest the survival of
human consciousness- after
death. Raymond Moody, M.
D., has written a book about
this, called Life after Life.
During this talk, he explains
his work in this field.
8 p. m. New York Philar-
monic Music by Mozart,
Szymanowski and Bartok.
Performing will be special
guest Rodney Friend, violinist
and Erich Leinsdorf will be
conducting.
Thursday, Nov. 10
7341p. in. purray Common
Council WKMS News 8c Public
Affairs Director Jesse Young
provides ghvel to gavel
coverage of the... regularly
scheduled meeting of The
Murray -Cemnion -Comicit • -
observance with a week of
special programming Nov. 7-
11. The programs-will feature
various facets of the
educational- programs in
Murray and Galloway to. Our
guests will include
representatives from the
and clubs, the superintendents Plane crash involving rock group ironicParent-Teacher organizations 
• •
of bath school syslkt andarr enea -again. tragedy has- because every cut is varied Donnie Van Sant who is the 22authority on teachers rights struck the music world for the
and every one a musical gem year old lead singer for 38and responsibilities, Dr. S. M. third time in less than three
in every respect. There is evenMattarazzo . of the MSU months. First, it was Elvis
a greet country sounding tuneProf ess i ona 1 Studies Presley, then the great Bing
written by Merel HaggardDepartment. Crosby and now Lynyrd
called "Honky Tonk Nightime
7p. in. Options In Education 
Skynyrd's three main
Man."
"Handicapped Children In 
members killed in a plane
Another great cut on the
The Classroom" Handicapped-- 
crash whic.b included Van
album is "What's
children must now be in- 
Sant, lead -Singer and lead YOur
tegrated - into regular 
guitarist Steve Gaines and his Name?" which contains great Checklead vocals by Ronnie Van
classrooms; this process is 
sister. However, the deaths of
Yourknown as "mainstreaming." these and their last album, 
Sant. Billy Powell also shows
We'll take a look at how 
"Street Survivors" have excellent capabilities on
mainstreaming is working: 
ironic coincidences ill MallY keyboards.
"I Know A Little" is a Steve 
Ad
Have classroom teachers been 
ways.
Gaines composition and very
prepared? How do the 
First of all, the album cover,
itself shows flames leaping nicely done by the lite 
Jeadthe 
.
children react? Who is paying guitarist. Finally, anotheraround the group and
in?. Soullitglit Join host 
especially engulfing the late favorite of mine is "Ain't No
Good Life," also written by
Ted Weaver for four-hours of 
Steve Gaines. Steve was t,o
Stevi. Gaines. This is a fan-have been the new focal point
tastic blues song with superbof the group especially on lead
keyboards and guitars.guitar and in writing corn-
- Again, I was really sad-positions. In fact, he helped to
dened by the deaths of thewrite several cuts on
thisparticular album. members of this group. They
were at the pinnacle ofSecondly, one of the songs,
becoming a super group and"That Smell" which is
was one of the top five groupsdestined to be a hit single
deals explicitly with death and in the United States. However,
there is hope. In the fact, therementions several times that
are the rest. of the members of"The smell of death is all
the group still -alive evenaround you," and that
though some are in poor"tomorrow may be here for
condition at this time. Also,you." The song also deals
there is another Van Sant,heavily with the drug cult as
s.• brdiMINIMIN• """""=••••• • • •
Record- Review
by J. D. Lancaster
1.11111M IMMO IMMO ••••
ami• •••• 4•1•••• MIND MEM am" •




Special. There is great
potential in this young man.
Perhaps, the two groups could
combine someday and become
the new Lynyrd Sicynyrd - just
perhaps.
well. The lead guitars of
Gaines are superb in many
ways and the vocals and
background vocals are the
best I've heard.
This has to be the finest












on arid the Business
'Office May be





requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOT:F4" US PROM-





All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
tLarge Selection or Country








"Live" "Power and Love"
The Larhg:stSilection of Tapes ond Albums in this area
TV Service Center
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Congress Attempts To Resolve Dispute On Abortions Funding
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Congress is trying to buy time
in which to resolve the
protracted dispute over
federal funding of abortions
after a House vote rejecting a




- between the two chalmbers
Thursday, the House ap-
proved a resolUtion ensuring
continuity of paychecks for






















































for one day the beginning of a
three-week recess to make
sure the Senate accepts the
resolution providing tem-
porary funds for the depar-
tments of Labor and Health,
Education and Welfare and
smaller, related agencies.
Although the House passed
the resolution tcSA voice vote,
the Senate adjourned before it
could act.
The abortion issue has
delayed passage since July of




































n37 Instrumenttupid '- ' 4-6Conhagrarion
wsons 4 7.,Mountain -
39 Mr Claus take
..4CIG444 name 49 Superlative
41 Period ---- •
fasting arpenter s battered women are crying
bill to which it is attached. The
bill was to have provided
funds for the agencies
beginning Oct. 1.
Congress passed a similar
resolution on Oct. 13, but it
expired at the end of the
month.
.M._eanwhilef floor "metes in
the 'House - and-Sericite'
demonstrated anew tKe wide"
gulf between the two sides on
the extent to which federal
funds should be authorized to
pay for abortions for poor
women. - 
The House generally has
•
sought to limit abortions paid
for by Medicaid funds to cases
where birth would endanger
the mother's life. The Senate
has taken a more liberal
stance.
On Thursday, the Senate
reluctantly gave up its
.demands that the health of the
fetus and the Mint-ill teeth of
the woman be considered in
determining when the
government will pay for
abortions
In softening its position, the
Senate voted 6227 to limit
federal financing of abortions
suP-
Port.
But the House, insisting that
.abortions be financed only
when necessary to save the
life of the mother, rejected the
proposal 193-172. The
stalemate thus continued.
It was then that the House
adopted the resolution, which
would allow the two huge
agencies to meet __, their_
payrolls Nov. 30. Italso would;
appropitite- funds for the
bistrict of Columbia gover-
nment.
The affected federal em-
ployees will stop getting
paychecks if Congress fails to
provide temporary funds by
next week.
Judge Calls Acquittal A Sign
Battered Women 'Crying For Help
nCtiag
42 Dec tare ._tool 21
1 3 a -.4 5 O 7:-:•'7 S -9 to; 11
13
13 _ ,,;.,:to ----il- - • --,
Ill 19 ,X.:,.30 - 21 - --„en 23
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(ER.„ MR5. PALMER (6UL P)
I T'S MY HONOR,. /NY (GULP)
WI51-1 TO A5K YOU.. „





LANSING, Mich, (AP) - A
judge says.. the qualified
acquittal of a woman accused
of murdering the ex-hustaial
who beat her is a signal to the
-thatworld at Utifilltatids
for help.
An Ingham County Circuit
Court jury of 10 women and
-two men deliberated 61/2 hours
Thursday to reach a verdict of
innocent by reason of insanity
for Francine Hughea.
Afterward, presiding Judge
Ray Hotchkiss said the
decision's immediate impact
tnay be to"turn up a-little fire
under this fog to enunciate to




construction worker who died
March. in slire-at his ex-
-wife's-home in Dansville.
. -Mrs. Hughes claimed she
was temporarily insane when
she lit gasoline she had poured
under the bed where Hughes
Slept. She, also contended the
death was in self-defense of
years of beatings by her
htisband.
The legal impact of the
decision was unclear, and
feminists who. rallied behind
Mrs. Hughes and - raised a
the world - that there i ii _11.000 defense fund for her
problem here." said a . simple acquittal
She must face Hotchkiss without an insanity finding
again today to determine would have more - surely
to cases of rape or incest or for
a woman whose life or long-
term physical health is en-
dangered.
The Senate developed the
abortion proposal after
conferees from both sides
failed to agree on what kind of
abortion policy to recommend
ecingreAfter-adopting4t; -
the senators went
change one word that House
members found unacceptable
in order to try and win
maximum of 60 days while
psychiatrists determine if she
mantally-:31r-Atoiseeet,
behavioral experts -testified-
during the trial that she was
not. -- • • • - - .
As the veidict: was -read,
Mrs. Hughes' sobs stilled a
gasp from the spectators
jammed into the tiny cour-
troom. For a moment, she
clutched court-appointed
defense attorney "-Aerns
Greydanus then broke free to
stride to her four .Children
sitting in the front row.
- - The children peached across
, the . railing to caress their
mother's hair and kiss her
whether--she-will-be--released affirmedssomeiesrights--.... ...
pending a psychiatric - Mm. Hughes can he held at
examination required by the the state Center for Forensic
Psychiatry in Ypsilanti for a
-=-- --7:- .
-eiceedlincArrnyvvyrotr-
.. Members of the Commission
orr Military Compensation
agreed tentatively at a
meeting Thursday that any
on proposals. would be
written so they would not
apply to current retirees or to
persons already serving in the
armed forces.
A staff member, Lt. Col.
MiChael O'Connell, said that
means the full effects of any
change would not be feftfor 20
p•te30 years-after eitactmerk..
Commission Members also
listened- 'without" dissent • -as •
O'Connell told 4.1em: "Based
on cost alone, we find no
compelling argument for
changing the retirement-_a system."
O'Connell said the com-
mission might wish to change
the system for other reasons,
possibly redistributing the
same amount of money in 14
different package of benefits. •
He said the 'total cost of
pensions under the present
system, now running at more
than $9 billion a_ year, would
continue to grow at about 1.5
percent per year through the
end of the century. _ . 4
His projection, however,
assumed there would- be. no
inflation and no military pay
increakes. Both of these












.Tuesday, Nov. 15, at Com-
monwealth - Convention
Center, state Energy Com-
missioner Damon Harrison
announced Thursday.
Gov. Julian Carroll will• •
deliver the keynote address.
Otheraspeakers include Allen
Murray, president of Mobil Oil
COrp's U.S.. division, ,and
David Freeman, a member of
the Tennessee Valley
Authority Board of Directors.
:Sens. Wendell Ford and
Walter Huddleston, both I)-
Ky.,. are also scheduled to
speak. r
IkasIdition, to morning and
face. The family had to be
separated before Mrs. Hughes
was returned to jail.. • I
Lawrence Hughes, brother
of_t_sh _slain...man, said as heigt
the courtroom: "I just can't
believe the verdict. That's
all."
Greyanus said he believed
the verdict is a landn.14.1it 911.V.
• -- -This is a precedent-setting
decision," he told the cheering
and applauding crowd.....'.1
think she will be free
tomorrow and I think she will
be free from now on."
Hotchkiss said that although
the case is important, it may
take as long as two years to
deterMine if • it-has -made an -
Impact on the problem of wife
abuse.
- "All of a sudden we realize
that we have thousands of
people vibo have had no
recourse- under the law," he
commented. "Where are we
when theie peop are
for help?
. "Self-defense is a real issue,
but it was never really





- AS OF November 3, 1977,
- I, W. T. Turner, will not
be responsible for any
debts other than thy
own. W. T. Turner.
Notice To Creditors:
Bert Wilson, Dec'd,
Connie M. Wilson, 816
Hurt St., Murray, Ky.,
Clyde McMullin, Dec'd,
Aloyce Ames. 10043









R. Gene Outland, 405 S.
- 12th St., Murray, Ky.,
Adm.
Pearl Jones, Dec'd, Alvis
E. Jones, 820 Sha Wa
Cii•cle, Murray, Ky.,
Eatecutor
Thomas C. Emerson, Jr.,
Dec'd, Bertha Emerson,










Administtation In "• voadecie,d, DNioxtioenBePulivirkaesrh,-
•No Major Reductions burn, Box 143, Sedalia,
2 Notice
YOUR NEED is 04_
concern. NEEDLINEt
753-6333.
WHERE IS Paradise? 14
Jesus -Christ ,121
Paradise? If not, wherti
is Jesus Christ? For the
answers to_ these and
any other questions that:
might arise check the
piges of the only in:-
struction book inspired
by God for the use of his
people, The Holy Bible.
For assistance call 753-
0984.
BELTONE MARINO
Aid Sales. Free Service
on all makes. Open 9-;
daily, Monday-Friday:
----Relieve of -Benton, 12041
Poplar St., Benton, Ky:
Phone 527-8463.













Drug Store, Murray, KY:
-- 583-1272.






Frank Albert Stub- Products ContactIn Military Pensions  _ _ bleheld, Dec'd, Jennye Holman Jones, 217 Souti
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Carter's panel on
4- military paY_.- is Riving 
• dications that It won't propose
Sua--Smock,- MurraY, phone 751-3128 ---Ky„-riacutrIX - -
Burueoyd Biiz,zei411,, RoutDece'd1:. COLO 
PORTRAITS _
bring is yours f.i3! e2ertsl 
Alin°, Ky., Executrix ------caPloss• mat* from ,
any major reduction in the retired U. Gen. Benjamin 0. size into any size
None of the commission
members spoke in favor of
reducinli.She cast of PSrlisioknts-
One of TM Mite meniVerif,
eotit • -or - Davis; mid he -opposed any- Guy Rutland, Deed,
Ten* insE41-14*- whicy
now - reduction:1a pension levels or:: .41/0*-±: Rvitanck.mtibur. Fast.sens4914.  
Artcraft; ifit South 12fisr.--,,
753-0035„. Free parking
lot, -use- our -rear eni.
any attempt end 'cif-
vicenen's rights to pensions
after 20 years service.
Congressional critics bf the
military pension system,
deny 'Rep, Les _Aspin121-
Wis., and Sen. ThoMas
Eagleton, D-Mo., han(-argued
that the rising cost.of military
1, Dexter,. 147.T Adm.
All persons having
claims against said
estates are notified to
present them to the
•Aelterl-tristra or or
pviiniuiis is 
 tagon into makingrein -talleZ—a-ce
between "guns or pensions"
and that it threatens even-




due in about five months, are
expected to become the focus
of atebsit8iri Congress, where
support for the present
military pension system has
showed evidence of slipping.
More than one-third of the
members of the house went on








Tennessee will sponsor a
national meeting at Land
Between the Lakes next week
for state arts agencies
specializing in crafts.
The meeting Nov. 8-11 is
billed as the first step toward
increased state in'ircavement
in crafts made by artists,
according to Anne Ogden of





South Haven Rubber Co. plans
to build a $900,000
manufacturing facility in
h4organfield, Ky., -that will




No date has been set for
afternoon seminars on energy..pompletion of construction,
awareness, a question-antivillinieb-began recently, -ae-
answer sessfai is scheduled 'co- rEng, -to the commerce
fur the P relePliranent. 
s
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said
A miniirrator or
Executors in due course
of law.
This 2 day of Novem-
ber, 1977.
Marvin Hauls, derk
By: Judith Ainley, P.c.
. Nokia
PLASMA IS needed from
ladies having Rh-Neg.
blood wit t incompatible
pregnancy. Send name,
address, phone, and


































4 homeowners in this'
area will be given the
Opportunity of having nee,
DuPont House Siding •-•
applied to their borne wifb
oPTSPW -ttcceroti.o. v49•1‘
a very law cost.
.......-CtuPocu Aiding- has a nip•
pro rated - Transferable 40
,Year Guarantee. This amcri-
ing new product has • coil-
-hired the interest of hcrrie-
• owner r throughout Obi
United_ Swill whip are fitcl
up with tangent pointing
and other. - .mitintenanc,a
costs. It will lost you a Mb-
time and provides 10
suktlion summer. 6bd-wrar
ler, as well as fire pcoteb-
lion_ Our new product .ccrn
be used over every type of
home, including frame. con-
crete block. asbestos. Stub-
-co. etc -It comes in ss-etws.Kir
ot colors and is now going.*















N.Ir .. , N--r........ -
Notice
"Sealed bids will be received at the Office
of the Calloway County Board of
Educotion, College Farm Road until 12:00
noon on Monday, Nov. 14, 1977, for fur-
nishing food, cleaning supplies and paper
products to the cafeterias of the Calloway
County Schools and the Murray In-
dependent Schools. Bid forms may be ob-
tained at the Calloway County Board of
Education office or will be mailed upon
request.
" 





Waxed you like to rids
niff Church Bus to Sun-
day School and mi-
ning worship services
at -
Smiting Soitne 8aottii Church
Bus Driver for Novem-
ber is Jerry Windsor
753-7944.
3. Cart' Of Thanks
THE FAMILY-6T - Mae
Outland wants to thank
every one who brought
food sent flowers and
cards during the death
"-of our loved one. A
special thanks to Dr.
Billy P'Pool and the
second floor- nurses at
the hospital, the staff of
the Westview Nursing'
Home, Bro. R. J. Burpoe



















For a full time






Please apply in- per-

















am. 'to 4:30 p.m. Call
759-1918.
WANTED SOMEONE to
keep two children ages 5 YOUR CHRISTMAS
and 7 on Saturday from 8 GIFT worries will be
a.m. till 6 p.m. Phone over when you come see




15. Articles For Sal!
G.E. 12 Cu. ft. white
refrigerator-freezer
with vegetable bins for
only $16.50 per month
WAC. For information
FORMER RETAILER
would like to sell needle
point canvas by the yard
or roll, all sizes in-
cluding rug canvas at
below wholesale prices.
- Also original design kit.
Call 759-1683.
LOVE SEAT, $100. Chair, -
_-455.• -Twin beds with
Hollywood frames. $40
each. Will deliver. Call
436-5340 after 5 p.m.
energy mate
The "Wood-Burner" that saves
you dollars in fuel C0414
COMPLETE Olt SUPPLEMENTAL NEAT
FOR NEW Olt OLD HOMES
.iL- ---
Connect to your present
air duct system!
1(5 0 2)5 54-4 6 24
10 Business Opportunity




201 South 6th St. Sold by
Mr. Euple Morris
tqrough the Month of
November. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday




gold, size 5: $350. Call
759-1166.
ONE-THIRD H.P. Myers
shallow pump and 20
gallon tank. $80. Call
j 436-2639.
\VXNIT SOMEONE to help -
at logging pulp wood and
firewood. Call 753-2359.
Experienced preferred.
14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
_
 STANDING TIMBER by






someone that is ser-
vice inclined and















Fairly new. IQ good
condition. Call 757-2901
afterT-6
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
40 OAK and hickory tree
laps for sale. Call 753-
ANTIQUE 9 PIECE
walnut dining room
suite. Table and six
chairs including __one_
captains chair. Server
and china cabinet. Calf --1K1TPODIFF- WASHER,--2--
1-527-1450. speed, $75. Call 753-4478
before 5 pal.
USED FURNITURE and u=s1=1
Appliances.
Refrigerators, bedroom ELECTROLUX SALE-S
suites, -7 --Piece dinetteT and sere. -MX-Tonyliving room suites. - Montgomery,. 7534760
sleeper, cabinet sewing - - dayor night. "-
machine, wine cabi„net









room table, 3 chairs and
buffet. $75. Call 436-2289
after 5 p.m.
G.E. MICROWAVE oven
with time selector and
cookbook. For only
$17.50 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0595.
FOR SALE - white 36"
electric range. Three
years old, $75. Call 753-
2359.
.TAPPAN MICROWAVE
"oven with time selector
on sale for $249.00 or
$15.00_ per month WAC.
For information Call 753-
0595.
fWIN BED with box
springs and mattress,
almost new. Lane cedar
chest, nightstand with 2
deep drawers.- Call 436-




sloppy joe, pine suits,
-matching tables, book
shelves, lamps, , many
other suites, also love,
seats, bedroom suites In
pine, oak, maple and
cedar. Headboards, all




Utility wall and base
cabinet, bean bags.
Carraway Furniture,
_ 105 N. 3rd, 753-1502.
22 Musical
GIGANTIC Al-RUM Sale
all • day Saturday,
November 5th, with
specials changing every











At earl Canty Wow hpar
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Noom wow/ I•111 OM "
yews. De opt .01 106
IFIEM•4.









sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
-base -Cabinet, -`on '
hundred amp service
pole. Carraway Fur-
niture, 105 N. 3rd, 753-
1502.
30" GTE. el-id-fie range,
Coppertone. Self
OAK FIREWOOD, 15.00 cleaning oven. $65. Call
rick delivered. Call /53,776,5,
4304 after 5 p.m.
15. Articles For Sale
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for sale. $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
PORTABLE DISH-
WASHER, like new. $40








Contact Miss Porter at 247-0200
 •
1977 Pontiac Aster. 2 door. 7,000 miles, extra
nice .
1977 Pontiac Bonneville deinonstrator, 4 door.
1977 Cadillac T'Semonstrator, 4 door.
1976 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, 4 door, extra
clean, neAr trade in.
1975 Chrysler New Port Custom, 4 door, low
mileage, extra clean, new car trade in..
1973 Matcla with air.
1976 Pontiac Grand Prix, low mileage, extra
nice.
1973 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, new car trade in.




- Now • ceedific
"...61K/Upd ( warren," A,. Our
M. (o.,,.,,'
1406 West Alas - 733-slis
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
436-2758 or 753-5862.
55 GALLON CORN syrup
drums -with' removabIC
tight fitting lid. $5.00
each. Also odd lots of
candy. Coconut candy
bar, $1.00 per lb. Nut
logs, $1.00 per lb. Call
between 8 and 4:30 753-




















dryer, side by side
refrigerator-freezer,







16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
-Paternayaa-




stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.
19. Farm Equipment








lbs. Wing Chapperal 45-
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 45-
60 lb. Wing arrows. Call
753-6682.
MARLIN GOOSE gun 12
gauge-3" magnum, 36"
full choke barrel. $75.




















As low as 10 cents earh.
Call
David King, 753-8355
25" G.E. COLOR console
with automatic color
and custom picture- for




made anJ size for an-
tique, beds , or :campers.,
Buy direct and_save on
itiattresses;
Healthopedic or foam.









ZENITH TV SALE. Trade
now and save. All color
TV's bought between
now and Christmas get
free -I -year` service-.
Sissons Zenith Sales and
• Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
Call 382-2174. Open 7:30-
5:30 or anytime by
appointment
REPOSSESSED ZENITH
console stereo with AM-
FM stereo, 11 track, and -
record player. Only $15
per month WAC. For
information call 753-
0595.
G.E. 19" color T.V. with
AFC control and custom
picture. For only $19.00
per month WAC. For
information call 753-
0595.
FOR SALE: 12 inch black
and white television.
Perfect for dorm room
or second T.V. Good
condition. Best offer.
Call 767-4114 anytime.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 65 2 bedroom all
electric, furnished
mobile home. Call 753-
6204.
BY OWNER - due to
serious accident we are
forced to sell Cardinal
Court Mobile Home
Park. 11 units now
rented, also 7 spaces
rented, total 18. Income
now $1,661 per month.
Room for 6 more units.
For quick sale Thomas
A. James, Route 3,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 or
call 247-8883.
1974 MOBtLE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,




3418 after 5, •
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for













WANT TO RE-NT a 3
'--bedroom house for
retired couple in or
aThruou7ns5d. Murray. Call
32 Apartments For Rent
NEWLY DECORATED
apartments for girls.



















and Duroc open gilts,
also purebred Angus









registered. 8 weeks old.
Call 435-4463.
AUSTRALIAN SHEEP
dog, 6 months male. Call
753-4012.
  , 
REGISTERED RED
Irish Setters, 2 female, 6
months old. Call 753-8861
after 6 p.m.
41 Public Sales







Saturday. 12 noon to 6
p.m. Household goods





College Farm Rd. Baby
Bed, miscellaneous
clothing. Call 753-8333.











Saturday 4th and 5th
from 8-? Go through
Stella then turn South-
west at West Fork
Church on Butterworth
Rd. then turn on Charlie
Thurman Rd., go to 3rd
house on right, look for
signs. Old love seat, lots
of tools, African violets,
antiques, milk glass and
depression glass, few










miles South of Murray
,on 121. Across from Old
Salem road. Set of
numbered Ken Holland
Prints, new and used
clothing, Aladdin lamp,
miscellaneous.
OPEN HOUSE - Princess
house crystal. Come put
in your order for
Christmas gifts.
Saturday and Sunday.
November 5th and 6th.
1:30-5:30, 1605 Locust St.
YARD .SALE Saturday
701 Poplar, in back. 8-5.
GARAGE SALE,
Saturday, Nov. 5th. 8-?
1503 Martin Chapel Rd.
43 Real Estate
GOOD TASTE - GOOD
BUY - Very neat and





in living room, fenced
backyard„ rawly 




in the 40's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
43 Real Estate






of country living in this
like new, nicely
decorated, 3 bedroom, 2
bath home located 4
miles from Murray.
There's a sunken living
room, formal dining













List Your Property With Us
SOS Maio St. 153-0101
CAN'T find a home you
like? Then buy this lot in
Canterbury and build
your own. Beautiful
corner lot 140'1'120. S.
W. corner of Oxford
 Drive and -Tabard








new and almost new
brick homes, priced
reasonably. Lakeside
homes. Building lots in





brick home in town - fine
home near Oaks
Country Club. Frame
horne priced to sell.
Store and cafe, may be
purchased without stock










We're not the oldest or
largest real estate
firm in Murray - yet!
But we are striving to
be the best. We invite
everyone in Murray
and Calloway Co. to
come by and meet us
at the most con-
veniently located real
estate company in
town. When you do
business with us,







LYNN GROVE - If you
like lots of elbow room,
this home is for you.
Home has nine rooms
including 4 bedrooms,
1/2 baths and lovely
kitchen-dining room
combination. Situated
on over one acre tvith' 
beautiful trees and
garden area. Priced in


















business such as antique
shop, professional of-
fices, or retail outlet.
Located at corner of
North 5th and Chestnut
Streets. Shown by ap-
pointment only, so
phone us today at
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We would love to
show you this choice
property. Price just
reduced $10,000.








26' x 81'concrete block commercial building on 2 acres
plus lot with 185 highway frontage on S 4th Street within
Murroy City Limits Property is zoned 8-2 and is excellent
business property Building has offices and a large shop
oreo ideal for auto cleanup, servicing, or repair, and a
number of other potential business uses Located just nor
th of Gene & Jos Floriest and across from the Bunny
Bread building
Terms:
10% down day of sale, balance in 30 days
Possession with deed The owner reserves the
right to reject any or al/ bids
Terry Shoemaker, Auctioneer
t 436-5327
Bill Kopperud Sponsoring Broker, 153-1222
For All lour Auction Moods Call Us.
Ill I
CHOICE NEW LISTING
Almost new 3 bedroom, 2 bath home 1 mile from
Murray; Many outstanding features including
great room with wood-burning fireplace, central
heat and au, beautiful cabinets in kitchen, large
2 car garage with workshop, outside storage





George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 753-4474
REDUCED
109 N. 13th Street. A 3 bedroom brick with 2
baths, carport, fireplace. Could be used as 2
apartments. Walking distance of MSU. Reduced
to $27,500.00.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jock Persall, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 733-3723
T.C. Collie 753-5122
Take me, I'm Yours
Make me an offer I can't refuse for this tri-level beauty_3
bedrooms, study, family room, l'v baths, bush-in kitchen,
central gas heat fenced patio for priyacy_near
schools_Elt& yourself a favor and make an Appointment
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=MM.
ON HIGHWAY 121 West -
stone house and large
shaded lot. Call 489-2110.
• -
WHY RENT! About _IL
miles West, double
garage with 2 room
apartment above. Call
489-2110.
Dee to the tremendous
response of the
opening of The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
REALTORS, we are in
need of listings in
Murray and Calloway
Co. If you have proper-




dedicated to serve the







Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707 or 759-1716
ILE .421. 31E 3031E in 73
43. Real Estate
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
- 4 bedroom brick on a
94 x 208 lot. 2 enclosed
porches, 'et cel3tronal15,
_neat, well-kept home an
Wiswell Rd. Priced in
the 20's. Call 753-3263




bedroom brick, 2 baths,
carpeting, drapes,




x 22 concrete patio, 12 x





• SURANCE and Real
". Estate Agency, Inc. has
provided over a quarter
of a century__ of con-
tinuous seevice. If you
need an appraisal to
determine the value of
F your property; or in-
surance to protect you,
'':-please call 753-3263
anytime! We're working
• for your satisfaction!
Purdom & Thruman
















sell this lovely new






Ample closets. Large lot
with chain link fenced




Wood Tiftibie. Now_ cinly
$34,900. Call-ortiiitie by










PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
A MATTER OF RECORD
Before you put property
up for sale, be sure that you
are the owner. Strange
things do happen in the
world of real estate.
Take the case of the man
who decided to sell a
woodlot he had been
paying taxes on for years.
His assumption was that his
stewardship vested title of
the land with him.
It doesn't work that way.
Title to property is passed in
very specific ways - or-
dinarily by a deed signed by
all the owners. Also, owner-
shjp should be a matter of
record in either the Registry
of Deeds, Registry of
Probate if the land is
acquired by will) or in the
Land Court in the case of
registered land
The poirst is (his. V you are
paying taxes on land you do
not own, or in which you
have only a partial interest
you are merely preserving
the status quo - not im-
proving the title. If this is
your case, don't wait until
you decide to seU to perfect
the title. Do it now!
Consulting wrtn peopet
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 753-4451 or 75 3-







The Get and Service of The
Following Great Sires
Will Be Featured:
oC1413 Perfect Victor 31






• Selling 69 lots
6 Bulls
63 Females
/21 tows with talves)
Free lunch served at 11:00 p.m
W. Keith Duncan,iwner
Paul Mariker;Mgr.
Haute 9, Marion, Kentucky .
Phone: 502-965-2414 '
WANTED - Farm
Property - We have
had request recently for
acreage from 2.aeres to
50+ ... including
aerellartist of Murray.
If you have land you are
interested in selling, call
us today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492.
Guy Spann Realty
Your Noy P•opl• in PeolEstore
753-7724
901-Sysamer9 flerray,Ity.
44. Oh For Sale
LARGE LOT on 121 West
has 30 x 60 block barn,
could be used for some
type of business. Call.
489-2110.
45. Farms For Sale
WEST OF ltTURRAY -36
acres, 49 acres, 77 acres,
or 85 acres. Call 489-
2110.
50 ACRE L. C. Huie farm
on Johnny. Robertson
Road. Beautiful wooded
building sites, and good
farm land. Call Eddie
Huie, 753-5532.
46. Homes For Sale
• ygyy by obbba Fable" S.V.K4* b‘C
1,_ 
nAtt 11,1151ALK ABOUT A HAP
ViINTER, LET 11' COM?'"
FOR SALE BY OWNER
- 3 bedroom house.
Near University. Priced
in 20's. Call 753-8726 -
after 5 p. m.
HOUSE ON 1 acre - six
rooms, bath, big hall
,and fireplace, ..has
garage tool shed, large.
block building with
fireplace, good orchard.
Located on State Line






Located on Quail Creek
Drive in Gatesborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplace,
' living room dining area.
Kitchen with all built-
ins. Lots of closet space
including walk-in. 2700
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
6 p.m.
YOU VINISEI save -
three 3 bedroom houses
under construction. Buy
when finished on outside
or contractor will give
price finished. Call 489-
2110.
47. Motorcycles
LAY AWAY a helmet or
any other motorcycle
accessory. Now at Town
and Country Yamaha,
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
LAY AWAY a Yamaha
motorcycle now at Town
and Country` Yamaha,
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
49. Used Cars 1 Trucks
1968 VOLVO P18005 with





with topper, 1973 Dodge




brakes. With air. Sharp.
See at 507 South 7th after
4 p.m.
1966 RAMBLER 6
cylinder, with air. Good
condition. Good gas
mileage. See at 507
South 7th after 4 p.m.
1970 OPAL KADET,
63,000 miles. Good
second hand if ar. Call
753-5029 after N p.m.
1975 PINTO station





1969 CAMARO SS, 350
automatic, extra nice. B
Chalmer tractor,
plow and ciiIttViltor. Call
after 5 p.m. 474-2392.
1958 CORVETTE 327-375 .
automatic, needs oaint.
Call 354.4206. .
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 • INTERNATIONAL ,
Travelall, power and
air. 43,000 actual miles.
$2595. 1973 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Suprente, power
and air, 43,000 actual
miles. $2195. Four
burner apartment size
stove like new, $50. Call
753-4131.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, ex-
cellent buy. Call 753-
4331.
_ SHARP 1948 Chevy-
shortwheel base pick-
up. 327 automatic with
wide tires and wheels
850.00. Call 354-6217.
49. Used Cars & Trucks








condition. 1973 Vega red
and white automatic,.
Call 753-0405 days, after
753-0695.
1971 FORD PINTO, 39,800







1968 GMC Pick-up. Six
cy   straight ARV-




1971 BUICK Electra 225,
one owner, clean-new
tires, full power and air.
Call from 8-5 753-2472,
after 5 7534141._. .
1971 FORD Custom
pickup truck. Low
mileage. Call after 9
a.m. 753-8482.
I 9 7,0 CHEVROLET
station wagon. ' One.
owner car.' Air con-
dition. Call 435-4177
between 6 and 9 p.m.
1964 CHEVROLET, 2 new
tires, " mechanically
good. Call 753-5778 after
6 p.m: or all day Fridav,
1974 LINCOLN Mark IV.
Call 753-4445.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
.Whee1_, landau top,




ficient service. NO job





both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
--fall prices on new 78
-models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
-available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on
- -Highway 94. Call 753-
0605.
1973 BUICK Electra, 4
door. AM-FM radio. Call 
1971 CHEVROLET-1 2534445.
wheel drive pickup. Like
new condition. Call 767-
3325 after 4 p.m.
1973 BUICK REGAL,
extra clean. Air con-





extras. Priced at $1050.
Must sell. Call 436-2502
or 759-11-71.
1973. MONTE CARLO
Landau, new radial tires
- factory mags, steering,
brakes and air. Power
windows arid door locks.
La white top, pretty blue
finish. Black inside with
bench seats. AM-FM.
46,-000 actual Miles..
$2350 firm. Call 753-8117.
1972 PONTIAC Catalina.
Excellent condition.
, $1095. 1972 'V.W.'
Squareback, automatic,
radial tires, $950. Call
489-2595.
1974 FOUR WHEEL drive
_Chevy, power steering,
air condition, 4 speed,
new wheels and tires.
$3400. 1968 Dodge grain
truck, $1850. 1962 Dodge
-truck tractor, $650. Call
489-2792..
1971 FORD MUSTANG 6
cylinder engine, 3 speed.
Good condition. Best
offer. Call after 5:30 436-
5344.
1973 CHEYENNE pickup,
air and double power.




with tan leather in-
terior. Tilt wheel, AM-
FM stereo. Air con-
dition. Call between
and 5 753-3021.
1972 MG, good condition.
1100.00 firm. Call 753-
6564 after 5 p. m.
CHARACTER PLUS CHARM
Cool - Beat the heat next summer by planning for
it now. This prestigious home has large swim-
ming pool, enclosed screened patio in back yard
landscaped for privacy. Meanwhile. denjoy the
cozy fireplace inside den; quality kitchen, entry
hall, formal dining room, large' livrtg room, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths. This house has everything
rolled into one. Charm - Personality - Comfort.
Located at 1528 Canterbury Drive.
105W. 12% Street
753-8080













holding -tank, _all -
equipped. $1100- or best
offer. 1965 Pull -type
camper, self contained,
16' redecorated, $700 or
best offer. These
campers are in good
condition. Moving need














department at 1-24 and















Steam or dry 1611M-
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
fineist homes for over 30












One year. Will measure.
We install for PaschalLs.'
Call 436-2124 or 436-2432.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-











Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall






patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-









and top soil. Call Joe
-Beard, 436-2306.- -
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial, Call




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE











Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN m
by Sears save on these
high heat 'and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor









babysit with small child





TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and






Elm )041 alum traPIP4 a
loam, hub: oc ,
Non ea., hub.' How about


















structiop Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
53. Feed And Seed
STRAW FOR SALE. One




and gray, long hair,
housebroken. Call 436-
5502.
FREE - Six 9 week old
puppies. Part-terrier. 
Will be small and will.





Rowel, renty to *so. Or key • U-latild and sav•. Comptes awd
rowdy to esooneldo Sof apt. 24:60 stesmierol, bet will precut any size
notodotd. Shop the rear than cam to Outwit Wilt owl boy rite but
tiotZmipiPirliels ItInt PROTAKI 11411LINNGS 753-0944 
T.,- •
Get Back to Basics
Earth, Sun
Air Trees, and Water
in the Tate areilitithat feeling of iree4rim and
privacy_3 bedrooms, living room with dining area_kit-
chen-famiy room combination, fireplace, utility con-
ducive to hobby roorn-waterview-price reduced-Call
Atter Hours:
Loretta bobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579
Bill Payne - 753-9794
Brenda Jones - 753-8668
Glenda Smith - 753-1499
Judy Johnston - 437-4446
Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
New 2 bedroom, rustic home, built to be dif-
ferent, approx. 7 mi. south east of Murray on I
acre la. All for $19,900.00._
See this 80 acre farm on the north side of county,
'12 in timber '-2 can be cleaned up and put into
crops. Land has good fertility. Priced to sell
$30,000.00.
Live in one and rent the other. A good place to
live, in a good community near Brooks Chapel
Church. Approx. 4 acres at a good price.
11 Atres 6 miles north of Murray. Good land with
water supply and septic system. A good place to
build. $15,000.00.
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
R. LAKE ACCESS HOMES & LOTS., COMMERCIAL, AND INvESTMENT PROPFRTY
Grocery and filling station at Coldwater, a
double business, ready for immediate take otcr.
Call us for more information.
Why build? We have an almost new home in
Oaks Country Club S/D. This is well constructed
& designed for beauty & convenience. Owner
wishes to relocate.
10.acres ideal for building site. Slightly rolling,
wooded area, country living & hunting area. 15
miles west of Mw-ray. $5,400.00.
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs... Call Us
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLO WAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
After hours, please call:
Charles Jeffery 474 2317 -
Darrel Morgan 527 8174
Bob Riley 517 9086
.•
ME WANT MBE YOUR REAL' ESTATE COMPANY
 v
Jack Crittenden 435 4483
Bill Brumett 527 9921
Volney Brien, MGR 527 9678
-9
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